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(Delivered before the Royal Society of Queensland, 

26th March, 1923.) 

BEFORE proceeding with the main topic of my address, 

I should like to refer to three matters mentioned in the 

Annual Report. 

You will have noticed how large a proportion of our 

annual expenditure is devoted to printing. Like all other 

seientifie societies we are badly hit by the increased cost 

of publication, and I would urge on members the need for 

continued efforts to maintain and increase our resources. 

A gratifying feature of last year’s work is the vo-opera- 

tion between our Society and fie Royal Geographical 

Society. It is to be hoped that we may see a gradual 

drawing together for mutual support of all kindred societies 

in Brisbane. In such a way we might diminish the evils of 

isolation, serious everywhere, but especially serious in a city 

far from the main centres of intellectual activity. 

During the past vear we have lost by death two 

ordinary members and one corresponding member of the 

Society—Dr. Alfred Sutton, Mr. James Johnston, and 

Professor J. A. Pollock. 

At the outbreak cf war im 1914 Dr. Sutton was 

principal medical officer of the Queensland Military 

District. He left Australia with the first expeditionary 

foree as Licutenant-Colonel in command of the Third Field 

Ambulance, and was present at the Janding on Gallipoli. 

For his services throughout the war he was appointed a 
Companion of the Orders of the Bath and St. Michael and 

St. George, and a Knight of Grace of the Order of St. doh 
of Jerusalem. 

Mr. JAMES JOHNSTON entered the service of the Depart- 

ment of Public Instruction in !881 as a pupil teacher at 

Warner. He served as assistant teacher at Warner and 
oe. 
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Fortitude Valley, and head teacher at Aramac, Emu Vale, 

Ashgrove, Kangaroo Point, Bundaberg, and Townsville. 
He became a district inspector in January, 1914, and 

continued his work in that capacity till his death iast 
September. 

Professor Potuock was appointed to the Chair of 

Physies in the University of Sydney in 1899. He did not 

confine his energies to his own department or his own 

University, but was always willing to bear his share of the 

general scientific work of Australia. He was a Fellow of 
the Royal Society of London, and an ex-President of the 
Royal Society of New South Wales and of Section A of the 
Australasian Association. Many of us who worked with 

him at the meetings of tie Association will always remember 

vith gratitude the encouragement which he gave to those 

younger ahd less experienced inan himself. During the 

war Professor Pollock did valuable work at the Front in 

connection with practical applications of the theory of 

sound. . 

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC 

PAHOMUGE TE: 

During a visit to England some ‘hree years ago it was 

my privilege to dine with one of the most distinguished 

living mathematicians. In the course of conversation we 

discussed the published proceedings of a celebrated mathe- 
matical society, and my host said, ““What I object to in 

that publication is tha: only once in six months does it 

contain a paper that a man can understand.’’ This remark 
emphasizes a great difficulty and a great danger in modern 

scientific work. Recent advances have been so varied and 

so rapid that no man can keep in touch with all develop- 

ments, even in one branch of science alone. We are 

compelled to specialize and our sphere of work is confined 

to a comparatively small region of one of the main subdivi- 

sions of science. It is sometimes advisable, however, to 

turn from the cultivation of our owii small fields and look 

out over the landscape as a whole. Accordingly I propose 

to-night to direct your attention to some points in the past 
history of scientific thought and to a danger which appears 
to underlie some of the modern work. 

It is frequently asserted that Greek Science was based 
on metaphysical calculations unchecked by experiment or 
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observation. Like most other generalizations this embodies 

an element of truth, but, if interpreted tceo literally, it is 

apt to be misleading. Burnet, in his history of Karly 

Greek Philosophy, accounts for the origin of the idea in 

the fact that the records we possess are mainly statements 
of results. These by themselves, without any indication 

of the methods by which they were obtained, certainly 

convey the impression that they were dogmatically asserted 

opinions. We know, however, that the Greeks had at their 

disposal a large body of observational facts obtamed by 

the Chaldean astronomers and the Egyptian surveyors. 

Furthermore, there are indications that opinions that at 

first sight appear to be fallacious metaphysical assump- 

tions are, in actual fact, erroneous deductions from 

accurate observation. For example, Xenophanes asserts 

that ‘‘all things are earth and water.’? We might be 

tempted to take this as evidence of the Greek tendency to 

formulate a system of Natural Philosophy based on arbi- 

trary assumption, were it not for the fact that we have 

other records in which it is stated that ‘‘ Xenophanes said 

that a mixture of the earth with the sea is taking place 
and that it is gradually being dissolved by the moisture. 

He says that he has the following proof of this:—Shells 

are found in midland districts and on hills; and he says 

that in the quarries at Syracuse has been found the 
imprint of a fish and of seaweed, at Paros the form of an 

anchovy in the depth of the stone, and at Malta flat 

impressions of all marine animals.’’ 

From this it appears that his assertion was not based 

on mere assumption but was a faulty deduction from 

observation. 

As another example, consider a view of eclipses that 

was current in the early days of Greek Astronomy: The 

sun is a bowl full of burning material which normally has 
its concave side towards us, but which is occasionally 

reversed. This is not a wholly unreasonable interpretation 

of observed phenomena in the infancy of scientific thought ; 

the prominenees visible during a solar eclipse might quite 

well be taken for flames showing over the edge of the 

inverted bewl. 

It is certain, then, that in some cases Greek scientific 

views arose as interpretations of experimental evidence ; 
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interpretations, it is true, which appear fanciful and extrava- 

gant in the light of modern knowledge but which were not 

unreasonable at the time they were put forward. It may 
quite well be argued that Greek scientific method was not, as 

is commonly believed, pure metaphysical speculation, but 

rather the modern method in its early stages of development. 

The formulation of hypotheses to explain observations, one of 

the main features of modern work, was certainly practised 
by the Greeks and probably originated with them; for 

there is nothing to suggest that Babylonian or. Egyptian 
science was anything more than an accumulation of 

observed facts. It should be borne in mind, however, that 

the Greek showed little sign of realizing the necessity of 
step-by-step progress. Throughout the whole course of 
Greek Natural Science we find a tendency to base a big 

generalization on a few observations; there is very little 

of that gradual building up of scientific theory that is 

characteristic of modern work, but there are constant 

attempts to pass from preliminary observation to final law 

of nature by great flights of the imagimation. Science in 

its early days was afflicted by that common infirmity of 

youth, the desire to hurry on to the goal by short cuts; 

it was not until age and experience added caution and 

hard work to the brilliance and enthusiasm of youth that 

any lasting progress was made. It seems probable, how- 
ever, that the main cause of the ultimate sterility of 

Greek Science was not so much rashness in the formulation 
of hypotheses as failure to check hypotheses by means of 

further observation or experiment. It is not strictly true 

to say that the test experiment was absolutely unknown, 

but it is certain that it was rare; in its absence hypotheses 

were apt to become extravagant, and, moreover, their 

authors were forced back on to metaphysical arguments 

in defence of them. Thus metaphysics gradually expelled 

experience from scientific work till, in the Middle Ages, 

Science was practically smothered under a mass of meaning- 
less verbiage which had little relationship to reality. 

Yet while realizing this the modern scientist should 
be cautious in his eriticism of his predecessors in ancient 
or medieval times. It is easy nowadays to laugh at the 
old idea that the circle is the only perfect curve and 
therefore the paths of the planets must be described in 
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terms of circulaz motion; an idea from which even Kepler 
found it hard to break away and which hindered the 

development of Astronomy ; but it is not a great time since 

Biology and Geology were handicapped by a universal 

belief in the literal truth of the early chapters of Genesis, 

and at the present day Einstein is assailed with arguments 

based on the assumption of the objective reality of the 

ther. 

The reaction against the barren metaphysical science 

of the Middle Ages set in towards the end of the sixteenth 

century and gradually gathered strength. The state of 

affairs in the early eighteenth century is well shewn up 

in the editor’s preface to the second edition of Newton’s 

Principia, published in 1713. In this preface Cotes, 

Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental Phil- 

osophy in the University of Cambridge, summarizes the 
methods of the old and new schools of thought, and refers 

in addition to a third school occupying an intermediate 
position. That the new views had not found universal 

acceptance is evident from the fact that he considers it 

advisable to devote considerable space to a refutation of 

the Cartesian Vortex Hypothesis. In view of the light 

thrown on the scientific thought of Newton’s day by this 

preface, I ask your attention to a somewhat free translation 
of some extracts. 

“Students of Physics can be divided into three classes. 
For there are some who attribute specific and oceult 

qualities to the several species of things from whence 

they derive, I know not by what process of reasoning, the 

behaviour of individual bodies. Herein is found the whole 

doctrine of the schoolmen, derived from Aristotle and the 

Peripateties; they assert that each individual effect arises 

from the special natures of bodies; the origin of those 

natures they do not tell and hence they teach us nothing. 

Since all is in the names of things, not in the things them- 

selves, we can allow that they have found a certain 

philosophical language, but they have given us no 
Philosophy. 

‘Others, again, have hoped to gain credit for better 
discretion by rejecting this useless accumulation of words. 

They maintain that there is a universal homogeneous matter 

and that all variety of types which is observable in bodies 

arises from the simplest and easily understood relationships 
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of their component particles. Indeed a certain advance 

is made here, passing from simpler to more complex phe- 

nomena, if to these particles they attribute no relationships 

other than those shewn in Nature. But when they take 

on themselves to postuiate arbitrary unknown shapes and 

sizes and doubtful positions and motions, and further to 

invent some oceult fluid, freely permeating bodies, endowed 

with perfect mobility and disturbed by occult motions; 

then are they given over to dreams, to the neglect of the 

real nature of things which, truly, is sought in vain by 

fallacious guesses seeing that it can with difficulty be 

studied by means of the most careful observations. Those 

who base their investigations on hypothesis, even if they 

then proceed most accurately according to the Laws of 

Mechanics, may be said to concoct fables, neat perhaps 

and beautiful but fables nevertheless. 

‘There remains the third school, which concerns itself 
with Experimental Philosophy. Its members attempt to 
derive the causes of all things from the simplest principles 

possible but they admit as a principle nothing that is not 

given by observed phenomena. ‘They do not invent 

hypotheses and introduce them into Physics except as 
propositions into whose truth they must inquire. Their 

method falls into two divisions, one Analytic the other 

Synthetic. The forces of Nature and the simpler laws 

of forces are deduced by analysis of certain selected phe- 
nomena, and from them is found by synthesis the nature 

of the remainder.’’ 

The method outlned in the last paragraph shews the 

main characteristics of modern scientific method; the 

selection of the more outstanding results of observation 

for detached analysis, the formulation of a provisional 

hypothesis as a possible explanation the validity of which 

is to be tested further, the application of results obtained 

from the simpler problems in the building up of a general 

theory covering more complex eases, are all in keeping 

with our present-day views. It shews a marked advance 

on the earlier method of attempting to pass in one bound 

from observation to general theory. 

The need to proceed carefully to the hypothesis after 

preliminary analysis and selection of data had been shown 
by the failure of the old ways; the possibility of so doing 
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had come with the improvement in means of observation 

and in the development of mathematical knowledge. ' An 

example of the importance of this progress is found in 

Kepler’s work. Kepler’s laws of planetary motion arose 

from his study of the observations of Mars recorded by 

Tycho Brahe, in whose observatory he was an assistant. 

At the beginning of the work, under the sway of the old 

idea of the perfect circular motion, he attempted to 

deseribe the motion of the planet by means of epicyclics 

and very nearly succeeded. In his own account of his 

investigations we read :-— 

‘“Sinee the divine goodness has given to us Tycho 

Brahe, a most careful observer, from whose observations 

the error of 8’ is shown in this calculation, it is right that 

we should with gratitude recognize and make use of this 

cift of God. For if I could have treated 8’ of longitude 

as negligible I should have already corrected sufficiently 

the hypothesis discovered in Chapter XVI; but as they 

could not be neglected, these 8’ alone have led the way 

towards the complete reformation of Astronomy.”’ 

Thus Kepler was warned off his epicyclic hypothesis 

by a discrepancy of eight minutes between calculated and 

observed results, an amount that could not have been 

detected by any Greek observer. Furthermore, his final 

explanation was in terms of the ellipse, a curve discovered 

by the Greek geometers, certainly, but unknown before 

metaphysics had obtained its hold on Greek Science. 

The fact that he arrived at a law that could not 

have been obtained by a Greek astronomer does not neces- 

sarily imply the superiority of his method, but may have 

arisen from the superiority of the means at his disposal. 

The detailed analysis of observations involved in the 
new scientific method required much description of 

phenomena and thereby caused an all-important change 

in the viewpoint of the scientific world. The question 

‘“Why’’ had dominated the older thought, but emphasis 

now was placed on the question ‘‘How.’’ It is unhkely 

that Newton and his contemporaries had adopted our 

modern view that the business of Science is to give an 

ordered description of phenomena and has no -concern 
with first causes; but it is certain that they realized that 
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adequate ordered description must provide the starting 

point of any further investigation. Some passages in 

Newton’s Principia have a distinctly modern ring; in 

particular the notes on the definitions show that many 

terms are intended to embody brief descriptions and carry 

no physical significance. For example, consider this 

passage :— 

“‘T use the terms ‘attraction’ and ‘impulse’ in the 

sense of ‘source of acceleration’ and ‘source of motion.’ 
I use ‘attraction,’ ‘impulse,’ ‘tendency towards a centre,’ 

indifferently and as mutually interchangeable; these are 

to be understood not as physical but as mathematical con- 
cepts. Hence, let the reader beware of thinking that when 

I speak of ‘the attraction of a centre’ or ‘central forces’ 
I mean to imply any particular mode of action, or physical 

cause, or to attribute real physical powers to the centres 

(which are mathematical points).’’ 

This quotation provides the key to the whole scheme 
of the Principia. The first two books are concerned with 

a mathematical description of a certain type of motion, 

and the third book discusses various problems im connec- 

tion with the motion of the planets, moon and comets, 

tidal phenomena, and the precession of the equinoxes. 

These are all explained in terms of gravitational forces 
corresponding to the ‘‘attractions’’ of the first two books. 

Thus the whole work is devoted to the investigation of how 

our system moves. ‘To extend the inquiry to the cause of 

this motion, it would first be necessary to pass from gravity 

as a convenient name to denote a source of acceleration 

towards a material particle, to gravity as an agency causing 

that acceleration by definitely explained means. 

Newton saw that this transition could not be made by 

means of further study of his phenomena, and, true to the 

new ideals of science, he refused to make it in any other 

way. The final Scholium to the Principia contains this 
passage :— 

‘““T have not been able to deduce the. reason of these 
properties of Gravity from the phenomena and I frame 
no Hypothesis. For whatever is not deducible from 
phenomena must be called hypothesis; and hypotheses 
whether metaphysical, or physical, or of occult qualities, 
or mechanical, have no place in Experimental Philosophy. 
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In this Philosophy propositions are to be deduced from 

phenomena and generalized by induction. 

It is sufficient for us that Gravity exists and, acting 

according to the laws we have put forward, is adequate 

to explain the motions of the heavenly bodies and the sea.’’ 

I have given these extracts from the Principia to 

illustrate the change of opimion as to the function of 

Science. The change of method is brought out more 

clearly by a consideration of the history of the origin of 

Newton’s great work. Tycho Brahe had accumulated by 

observation a mass of data on the positions of the planets; 
Kepler, starting from the hypothesis that the path of Mars 

is an .epicyclic, failed to account for observed facts and 

formulated the elliptic hypothesis. This covered the facts 

as far as Mars was concerned, so he extended it by a 

tentative assumption that all the planetary orbits are 

ellipses with the sun at one focus. This generalization 

was found to fit the facts and was enunciated in 1609 as 

Kepler’s First Law. The second law appeared in the same 

year and the third ten years later. In 1638 Galileo pub- 

lished his Dialogues on Two New Sciences, which contained 
the results of his work on falling bodies. The immediate 

result was the concentration of the scientific world on the 
problem of Gravitation. 

Halley, Wren, Huygens, and Hooke all attacked the 

subject. Assuming tentatively that the planets were kept 
in their elliptic orbits by a foree of the same nature as that 

causing bodies to fall to the earth, and, simplifying their 

problem by assuming cireular in place of elliptic orbits, 

they deduced from Kepler’s Third Law that the attraction 
of the sun or earth on an external body must vary inversely 

as the square of the distance between the attracted and 

attracting masses. In passing we might notice here two 

characteristics of the new method; the attempt to find a 

single explanation of apparently different but possibly 

related phenomena; and the simplification of the problem 

by ignoring temporarily certain of the data, in this par- 

ticular case the ellipticity of the orbit. The first is in accord- 
ance with the accepted ‘‘Rule,’’ which was afterwards 

enunciated in the Principia, ‘‘No more natural causes are 

to be admitted than are sufficient to account for the phe- 

nomena’’; the second follows the practice adopted by 
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Kepler in concentrating on one planet; Mars, before 

attempting to describe the motion of all. The law of 

attraction derived from the simplified problem could be 

nothing more than a tentative suggestion. This was 

realized by its authors, who attempted to establish it more 

firmly by mathematical proof that under such a law and 
such a law only could Kepler’s Laws be true. In this 

attempt they evidently failed, for im August 1684 Halley 

visited Cambridge to consult Newton on the subject. 

The particular question to which he wanted an answer 

was, ‘‘ What is the path of a planet under the inverse square 

law?’? Newton kad already attacked the problem and 

promised to send him a proof of the fact, discovered m 

1679, that the path is an ellipse. On receiving this docu- 

ment in November, Halley was so impressed with its 

importance that he made a special journey to Cambridge 
to persuade Newton to attack the whole problem of gravi- 

tation and to publish the results. The outcome was the 

publication of the Principia in 1687. 

I have given you this brief summary of the history of 

the Principia because it provides an excellent illustration 

of scientific method. We might notice again the main 

features: the careful accumulation of data by Tycho Brahe 

followed by the analysis and concise summary of the facts 

by Kepler; the realization of the possible connection 
between the fall of bodies to the earth and the planetary 

motions; the framing of a tentative hypothesis suggested 

by a simplified problem, and finally a verification of the 
hypothesis by working out its implications and comparing 

them with the results of observation. 

Before leaving this page of the history of Science, I 
would call your attention to the part played by Halley. 

Edmund Halley is generally known from his prediction 

of the return of the comet which bears his name; his great 
claim to the gratitude of the scientific world lies in his 

labours in connection with the Principia. Newton was 

notoriously reluctant to publish his work, and it is to Halley 
that the Principia owes its existence, as is shown in 
Newton’s own preface— 

“In producing this Edmund Halley, that man of 
great intellect and learning, laboured most earnestly. Not 
only did he correct the proofs and get the type engraved, 
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but he was the originator of the whole work. For when 

I had shown him: that I had discovered the nature of the 

motion of the celestial bodies he never ceased to ask me to 

communicate it to the Royal Society; till at last he 

succeeded by his importunity and kindly encouragement 

in making me think of publication.”’ 

We know from other sources that Halley bore a large 

part of the cost of publication and dropped his own 

researches for a year or two in order to keep Newton up 

to the mark and push the great work through the press. 

The world owes much to the genius of Newton, but it owes 

no less to the perseverance, generosity, and self-sacrifice 

of Halley. 

Two facts stand out in the above outline of the 

development of scientific thought: the sterility of medieval 

science under a weight of metaphysical speculation, and 

the fertility restored by a return to experience which in 

less than a century produced the Principia. In view of 

these facts it was natural that subsequent developments 

should be characterized by a distrust of metaphysics. In 

the light of recent research, however, it appears that a 

wrong attitude to metaphysical questions may again lead 

to the stagnation of-scientifie work. We noticed, earlier 

in the evening, that one difference between ancient and 

modern science is the difference of aim; the old search 

after first causes has been replaced by attempts to formulate 

ordered descriptions. We no jonger aecept Newton’s rule 

and reason that ‘‘no more causes are to be admitted than 

_are sufficient to explain the phenomena, because, as the 
philosophers say, Nature does nothing in vain and it is 

vain to use many means when few will suffice. Nature is 

simple and does not run riot with superfluous causes.”’ 

Rather do we accept the dictum of the French philosopher 

who said that Nature pays no heed to the difficulties of 

analysis, while at the same time we attempt to summarize 

our description of Nature in as few and as general state- 
ments as possible. Since our aim is description we are not 
concerned with the metaphysical problem of reality. The 

Newtonian scheme of Space and Time forms an adequate 
framework for the Newtonian Mechanics in terms of which 
has been built up a system of Natural Philosophy that has 
served us for two hundred years; the question of the 
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objective reality of Space and Time, as explained in the 

well-known and oft-quoted Scholium, does not affect the 

adequacy of this system as a means of description. 

Again, the Aither provides a convenient means of 

describing electromagnetic phenomena, but the description 

is equally satisfactory whether we regard the Atther as 

a mental concept or, alternatively, as an entity having real 

objective existence. 

It is certainly true that Natural Science as such has 

no concern with Metaphysics, but we must take care to 

give the correct meaning to the assertion. Metaphysical 

questions may be safely ignored as unsolved but irrelevant ; 

it is dangerous to avoid them by a tacit and unconscious 

assumption of a particular solution. A besetting sin of 

the scientific worker is a tendency to assume a realist 

solution of metaphysical problems; and the tendency is all 

the more dangerous in that it is unconscious. 

Consider, for example, the idea of space. By a process 

of abstraction from observations of material bodies the 

idea is developed and refined until we have the full concept 

of a three-dimensional continuum, subject to the laws of 

Euclidean Geometry, in which material bodies exist. By 

a metaphysical assumption this is endowed with objective 

reality and immediately certain consequences follow; 

among others, displacements are combined by the parallelo- 
gram law and length becomes an intrinsic absolute property 

of material bodies. These are spoken of as facts of experi- 

ence; whereas they are actually the outcome of experience 

combined with certain metaphysical assumptions. Our 

direct experience indicates that length is a relation between 

object and observer which changes with change of relative 

position, but we introduce our assumptions about space 
and, by correcting for change of position, attribute absolute 
length to the object. 

Now nothing is gained by this tendeney towards 

realism; absolute length as a fact of experience is of no 

more value in scientific work than absolute length as a 
convenient interpretation of experience. On the other 
hand much flexibility is lost; if we accept absolute length 
as fact we are limited in our interpretation of further 
experience, if we look upon it as interpretation we can 
modify that interpretation as further experience demands. 
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The tendency towards realism, which is all too common 

in the scientific world, arises mainly from the concentra- 

tion of individual workers on their own fields at the 

expense of due consideration of general scientific develop- 

ment. The scientist should take the advice so often 

tendered to politicians and social reformers—Read history! 

A thoughtful study of the history of the growth of science 

reveals the arbitrary nature of our current views, which 

have been adopted for convenience, not of necessity. Since 

all the sciences are influenced by Physics, it is sufficient 

to notice the way in which physical science develops by 

mutual reaction between mathematical theory and physical 

observation. Observation suggests postulates for mathe- 

matical theory, and deductions from these postulates are 

tested by further observations. In order to carry out the 

tests it is necessary both to attach physical significance 

to the concepts of the mathematical theory, as Newton did 

when he identified a physical force of gravity with his 

mathematically defined central forces, and also to decide 

on canons of interpretation of the observations. The 

arbitrary element in the latter step is apt to be overlooked; 

in fact, great man as Helmholtz was, he failed entirely to 

recognize it when he undertook his experiment to deter- 

mine whether space was subject to the laws of Euclidean 

Geometry. It was left to Poincare to point out that Helm- 

holtz’s result was susceptible of two interpretations: space 

is Euclidean and a beam of light is straight, or space is 

non-Euclidean and a beam of light is curved. Further, 

it could not be upheld that the first interpretation must 

be taken on the grounds that Physics had already shown 

that light travelled in straight lines, for this fact was not 

a necessary conclusion from experience but merely a 

possible interpretation of experience. To return to the 

main question, when physical significance has been given 

to the mathematical theory, and when canons of interpre- 

tation of observations have been adopted, comparison can 

be made between theoretical and experimental results. 

Discrepancies between the two are reconciled by modifying 

the mathematical theory, the physical interpretation of 

the theory, or the interpretation of observations. By the 
constant interaction of theory and experiment a consistent 
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scheme is built up, but at no stage is any step made of 

necessity; rather is it, in Poineare’s words, “‘the product 

of unconscious opportunism. ”’ 

The final test of the adequacy of the scheme as a 

description of the physical universe is consistency. When 

we have shown this consistency we have a theory which 

is sufficient to account for the phenomena; to deduce the 

necessity of the theory we should have to prove the fact 

that no other consistent scheme could be evolved. Thus 

Science establishes the sufficiency but not the necessity of 

its description of Nature. The common tendency is, 

however, to treat the sufficient explanation as a necessary 

description and then to materialize the concepts embodied 

in it. 
We have seen that the revival of Science was accom- 

panied by a change of view as to its functions. The search 

for first causes gave place to an attempt to formulate 

ordered descriptions. There is need now to realize that 

these descriptions are not accurate word pictures, but 
merely schematic representations, probably much simph- 
fied, of underlying realities. As an example of the 

hindrance to the progress of Science which arises from the 

tendency to assume one particular solution of the meta- 
physical problem of reality, consider the history of the 

Theory of Relativity. 

In the last ten years Relativity has opened up a field 

of investigation which promises to be exceedingly fruitful. 

The experimental work from which the theory arises is 

over thirty years old, and the essential parts of the mathe- 

matical theory by which it is worked out have been in 

existence during the whole of that period. The delay of 

thirty years is due primarily to a failure to eriticise 
the metaphysical assumptions underlying the Michelson- 

Morley experiment. The theory of that experiment rested 

on three assumptions—the reality of the A‘ther, and the 
absolute meaning of the terms ‘‘leneth’’ and ‘‘period of 

duration’’ as applied to objects and events; the last two 

being practically equivalent to the assumptions of the 

reality and mutual independence of space and time. 
When the experiment failed in its object, the determina- 

tion of the velocity of the earth through the Atther, the 
scientific world turned its attention to explaining away the 

failure by modifying the properties of matter and ignored 
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the possibility of error in the metaphysical basis of the 

theory. It can be urged with some truth that this attempt 

resulted in valuable scientific progress. My point is that 

with the solution of the metaphysical problem left open 

there were two possible lines of advance, that actually 

followed at the time and that adopted thirty years later. 

The assumption of a particular solution closed one path; 

it is true that the path has been reopened, but the reopen- 

ing was possible only after philosophical criticism had been 

introduced. The moral is obvious. The tacit assumption 

of the answers to underlying metaphysical questions 

restricts the possible paths of scientific progress; to reach 

its full development Science must invoke the aid of 

Philosophy. ; 

A certain type of scientist would counter this state- 

ment with the assertion that he makes no metaphysical 

assumptions ; he is concerned not with metaphysical reality 

but with physical reality of which the criterion is the 

possibility of measurement. This reply suggests Johnson’s 
famous refutation of Berkeley’s philosophy. The actual 

observations made in a scientific measurement are observa- 

tions of coincidences; the completion of the process of 
measurement consists in the interpretation of these 

observations, and the interpretation involves metaphysics. 

It would be foolish and unnecessary to demand that the 

scientist should sclve the metaphysical problems, but he 

should at least reeognize when he assumes solutions, 

This somewhat cursory survey of the history of 

scientific thought reveals two main periods: the first 
characterized by crude metaphysical speculation and com- 

paratively barren; the second dominated by a return to 

experience, fruitful, but restricted in outlook by uncon- 

scious metaphysical assumptions. The pre-relativity work 
of Mach, Poincare, and others, and the general interest 
in the foundations of science that has accompanied the 
Theory of Relativity suggest that we are entering on a 
third period in whieh careful experiment will be combined 
with sound philosophical criticism. 

If this be so we can anticipate a period uo less fruitful 
than its predecessor, and characterized by a breadth of 
view which in the past has too often heen lacking, 
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On a Tertiary Fossil Insect Wing from 
Queensland (Homoptera Fulgoroidea), 
with description of a New Genus and 
Species. 

By R. J. Tutnyarp, M.A., Se.D. (Cantab.), D.Sc. (Sydney), 
C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.E.S., Entomologist and Chief of the 

Biological Department, Cawthron Institute, Nelson, N.Z. 

(Plate I and two Text-figures.) 

(Read before Royal Society of Queensland, 30th April, 1923) 

THE beautiful fossil Insect wing which forms the subject of 
this paper was discovered near Goodna, Q., by Mr. W. H. 

Bryan, M.Sec., Lecturer in Geology at the University of 
Queensland. Mr. Bryan, in sending me the fossil for descrip- 
tion, wrote as follows :—‘‘ The specimen was collected by me 

from the Tertiary beds at Redbank Plains, near Goodna, at 

the same spot and from the same horizon as your Huporismites 
balli, described on pp. 44-45, Queensland Geol. Survey Publ. 

No. 253, and figured on Plate 3. Associated with these 
wings area fairly rich fish fauna and a number of well-pre- 

by served dicotyledonous plants.’ 

With regard to the age of the beds in which the fossil 
was found, there is some doubt, owing to lack of evidence of 

any Pleistocene glaciation and the absence of fossiliferous 
marine beds in the series ; but the presence immediately beneath 

these beds of vesicular trachyte, which Professor Richards 
regards tentatively as belonging to his Middle Division of the 

Tertiary Volcanics of Queensland, suggests a Miocene age 
for the fossiliferous beds themselves. 

The fossil wing might at first sight be taken for one of the 

Psychopsid lacewings, owing to its great breadth, its general 
shape, and the density of its venation. But examination 
under a low power proves at once that it belongs to the family 
Ricaniide of the Fulgoroid Homoptera, and is very closely 
allied to the recent Australian genus Scolypopa Stal, of which 
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one species, S. australis (Walker), is the very common Passion- 
Vine Hopper of Eastern Australia, an insect very common 

throughout Queensland and the warmer parts of New South 

Wales. There is, indeed, no reason for not accepting the strong 

probability that, in this new fossil find, we have actually a species 
which was the direct ancestor of our common Scolypopa. 

In order to facilitate comparison of the fossil and recent 

types, I have given in Text-fig. 1 a careful drawing of the 
actual fossil wing, which is practically complete except for the 

absence of the clavus or anal area, and in Text-fig. 2 a similar 

drawing of the forewing of Scolypopa australis (Walker). The 

fossil requires a new genus for its reception, and I propose to 

name it Scolypopites bryani n.g. et sp., the generic name 

indicating its close affinity to Scolypopa, and the specific name 

being a dedication to its discoverer, who is to be heartily 

congratulated on his find. A comparison of the venational 

scheme of the two genera will be found attached to the generic 

definition. 

OrDER HEMIPTERA. 

SuB-oRDER HOMOPTERA. 

SuPpERFAMILY FULGOROIDEA. 

Famity RICANIIDA. 

Genus SCOLYPOPITES n.g. 

Insects of the general build and facies of Scolypopa Stal, 

with very broad, closely-veined forewings. Venational scheme 
very similar to that of Scolypopa, but more primitive in the 

following characters :— 

(1) Se. not so strong a vein as R, and only reaching to a 

little beyond the middle of the costal margin. 

(2) M and R not completely fused at bases. 

(3) Of the two gradate series of cross-veins found 

complete in Scolypopa, only the outer or marginal 

one is present in Scolypopites n.g. 

As in the Psychopsid and Osmylid Lacewings, 
this gradate series divides the wing into a central 

“disc? and an outer marginal area. In Scoly- 
popites n.g. there are numerous weakly formed 

and irregularly placed cross-veins within the disc. 
R.S.——C€. 
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TEXT-FIGURE 1 :—Scolypopites bryani n.g. et sp. Forewing (x 6). 

The missing clavus is restored by dotted lines. 1A, 2A, the two anal 

veins, forming the claval Y-vein; Cu, cubitus; Cu,, its upper branch ; 

Cu,, its lower branch, the vena dividens ; M, media, with its four main 

branches, M, to M, ; R,, main stem of radius ; Rs, radial sector, branching 

into R,+, and R,+,;; Se, subcosta. Tertiary (? Upper Miocene) of 
Goodna, Q. 

TEXT-FIGURE 2 :—Scolypopa australis (Walker). Forewing (x 11, 

For comparison with Text-figure 1, which see for venational notation. 

(Actual size, 8 mm. long by 5 mm. wide). Recent, Eastern Australia. 
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In Scolypopa Stil, all these have been eliminated 

with the exception of a complete set which forms 
a second or discal gradate series, and one or two 

more basally situated between M and Cu. 

(4) In Scolypopites n.g., Rs is strongly branched not far 

from its origin. In Scolypopa Stil, Rs. is either 

reduced to a simple vein, as in Text-fig. 2, or it 

does not branch until about midway along the 
wing. 

(5) The manner of branching of M and Cu, in Scolypopa 

is very variable. Text-fig. 2 is taken from a speci- 

men in which the branching of M. is trifurcate, as 

in the fossil. Many specimens, however, show the 

two veins M labelled M, and M, arising from a single 

stem which is itself a dichotomy with the vein 
marked M,+, ; it is for this reason that these 

veins are so named. I think, therefore, that the 

trifurcate forking of M in Scolypopites n.g. may be 

only an individual character of this particular 
wing, and so I do not propose to include it in the 

generic definition. For the same reason I omit 
mention of the particular form of branching of Cu, 
and its manner of connection with M,, since these 
also are highly variable in Scolypopa. 

GENOTYPE :—SCOLYPOPITES BRYANI N. Sp. 

Horizon :—Tertiary Beds (probably Upper Miocene) of 
Goodna, Queensland. : 

Scolypopites bryani n. sp. 

(Plate I and Text-fig. 1.) 

The fossil consists of the tegmen or forewing only, well 

preserved, but with the clavus or anal area entirely absent, 
as is very usually the case with fossil Homoptera, owing to the 

- deepness of the impression of the vena dividens (Cu,), which 

causes the wing membrane to split, so that the clavus usually 

drifts away from the rest of the wing and becomes fossilised 

by itself. Total length 15 mm. ; greatest breadth (measured from 

tornus to costa at right angles to the latter), 95 mm. The 

impression is on a dark ochreous-brown sandstone rock, rather 
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soft; the outlines of most of the veins are distinct, but the 

impression is slightly blurred here and there. Dotted portions 
of R, and Cu in Text-fig. 1 indicate restorations where the 
impression is not clearly visible. 

The principal specific characters are as follows :—The large 
size, the length and breadth being almost twice that of Scoly- 

popa australis, and very much larger than usual for the family. 

In the venation, the very strong basal arching of the costa, 
and its slight waviness beyond the end of Sc ; the less rounded 
apex compared with that of Scolypopa australis; the greater 
number and closeness of the costal and marginal veinlets, and 

the larger number of forkings of most of the principal branches 
of the main veins; also the weakness of the closure of the disc 

from the end of Se to the top of the marginal gradate series 
near the apex. 

The clavus has been restored, in Text-fig. 1, much on the 

lines of that of Scolypopa australis Stal. Weak irregular cross- 

veins, little more than mere impressions on the membrane, are 

generally present in the clavus of this species, and may well 
have been present also in the clavus of the fossil, but it has not 
been thought worth while to indicate such in Text-fig. 1. For 

a full comparison of the two types of venation, see Text-figs. 
1 and 2. 

Tyee :—Unique holotype forewing, in Coll. Geol. Dept., 
University of Queensland. 

In conclusion, I wish to thank Mr. W. C. Davies, Curator 

of the Cawthron Institute, for the excellent photographic 

enlargement of the fossil wing from which the Plate has been 
prepared ; owing to the dark-brownish colour of the rock it 

proved by no means an easy task to photograph this specimen. 

Cawthron Institute, Nelson, N.Z., 

Dec. 11th, 1922. 
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Observations regarding the Life-Cycle of 

Certain Australian Blowflies. 

By Professor T. Harvey Jounston, M.A., D.Sc., University, 

Adelaide; and G. H. Harpy, Walter and Eliza Hall 

Fellow in Economic Biology, University, Brisbane. 

(Read before Royal Society of Queensland, 30th April, 1923) 

Experiments in breeding blowflies previously carried out 
in the biological laboratory of the University, Brisbane, by 

Johnston and Tiegs, showed variations in regard to the duration 

of different stages in their life-cycle, and in order to coilect 
additional data upon this subject similar flies have now been 

bred in larger numbers than previously. 

Decomposing meat was exposed for a period of from six 

to eight hours on certain selected days during the present 

summer (1922-23), so that flies in the neighbourhood might be 

attracted to the carrion and perhaps oviposit thereon. The 

material was then transferred to an insectarium and completely 

isolated from further infestation. Each day such larve as had 

left the meat to pupate and had buried themselves in the 

sand prepared for them were sifted out with a sieve made of 

mosquito-netting and then transferred to one or more vessels 

containing sand, wherein they were allowed to pass their 

prepupal period. Each day these prepupz were again 

examined, and such as had become pup were sifted out and 

transferred to the laboratory to await their emergence. 

A system of consecutively numbering each batch to larvee 

and pupe as they passed through their stages enabled us to keep 

individual records for every specimen handled. From such 

records the tables published in this paper have been compiled. 

Before starting these experiments various observations 

were made to ascertain whether the handling of prepupz or 

pup in the above manner interfered with the various periods 

to any appreciable extent, but we could find no evidence for 
considering that it did. The conditions producing alterations 

in such periods as the season advanced were apparently climatic 

changes. 
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In this paper the term “‘ prepupa ”’ is applied to cover the 
maggot from the time of wandering away from the meat till 

it has begun to form a puparium, when further movement 

becomes impossible. There is reason to suppose, however, 

that some larvee remain in the meat for one, two, or even more 

days after having become fully fed, thus extending their 

calculated feeding period and diminishing the recorded prepupal 

period. A case in point may be mentioned relating to a batch 
of Sarcophaga beta J. & T., that was bred by us and given special 

attention. Four days after deposition all the maggots were 

fully grown ;, nothing was left of their short food supply but 

slime, and five of the fifteen specimens left it to pupate, the 
others remaining in the slime. The next day three further 

specimens migrated, while the balance remained for eight more 
days before leaving and during the whole of this period scarcely 
moved their position and did not increase in size. Ifin the table 

given later in-this paper, four days be allowed as the feeding 

‘period and the balance of the figures above this number be 

added to the prepupal period, then the latter would vary from 
4 to 12 days, whilst the pupal period would vary not more than 
one day either side of the 14 days, this being a comparatively 

constant period, so that given the date of deposition and the 

date of emergence, the dates of other periods should be readily 
estimated with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Although 

this appears to apply to the spring and summer time, it does 
not hold good for the winter, when Sarcophaga pup vary 

widely in their pupal period. We wish to emphasise the wide 
variation in the length of individual life-cycles, such being 

probably due mainly, if not entirely, to the varying time the 
insect takes to pass through the prepupal condition. 

The climbing abilities of blowfly maggots are great, and 

many prepupe will escape if special precautions be not taken. 
In three of the larger series we used a metal receptacle with an 
inwardly curved lip. and without cracks or crevices. When 
sifted out from this the larvee were then placed in a glass jar 

with a wide open mouth and with a shoulder sufficiently wide 
to again form an inwardly curved obstacle against the maggots’ 

climbing powers. Once the insect has become sufficiently far 

advanced in its prepupal condition (7.e. after not less than 
three days) further precautions against escape are unnecessary, 
provided the maggots are not subjected to damp, which may 

again induce them to wander, if pupation has not actually 
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commenced. The meat was placed in a bare shallow dish so 

that the larvee had to make a special effort to leave it, thus 
ensuring that none did so before they were fully fed. If the 
meat were placed on sand some maggots would attempt to 

pupate in the dish, and this would necessitate disturbing the 
feeding larve in order to procure such pup. Very rarely did 

maggots pupate in the meat, and then only if it were allowed 

to dry out. 

TABLE INDICATING DURATION OF VARIOUS STAGES. 

The tables below indicate a complete tabulation of 

individual specimens bred through from their deposition to 

emergence. All intermediate stages which failed to complete 

their development have been excluded; in other words all 

larve, prepup, or pup that died before emergence occurred, 

or were destroyed by parasitic agencies, have been omitted from 

this particular record. 

The first entry in the table is intended to record that one 

specimen, deposited by its parent on the 12th October, finished 

its feeding and left the meat in which it was being bred, on 

the 16th, so that its larval period was four days. This specimen 
pupated on the 18th, thus requiring a further two days to 

complete its pupation, i.e. the prepupal stage was two days 

and the period from deposition to pupation (total larval period) 

was six. By the 26th, the imago had emerged, the pupal 

period being eight days and the total time from deposition to 

emergence fourteen. 

The species of Lucilia used was the common blue or green 

bottle of Brisbane, and generally regarded as L. sericata. 

Tables 1 to 4 refer to it. 
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TABLE 1. 

LUCILIA SP. 

1 12° 1°16) | 18-4 86 4 6 | 14 2 
6 12 16 19 26 4 |, Toiecreane 

109 12 16 19 27 45) 77) es 
6 12 17 19 27 5 oj; a eae ee 
1 12 18 19 97 6 hoeids 1 
2 12 16 20 27 7 15 4 
2 12 17 20 27 5! SHS aay 3 
8 12 16 19 28 4, ic, een 3 
3 12 ify 19 28 5. | yo emi 2 

39 12 16 20 28 4 8 16 4 
40 12 17 20 28 5 8 16 3 
11 12 18 20 28 6 8 16 2 
3 12 18 21 28 6 9 16 3 
4 12 16 20 29 4 8 17 4 
6 12 17 20 29 5 8 lye 3 
2 12 18 20 29 6 8 v7 2 
7 12 16 21 29 4 9 17 5 

29 12 17 21 29 5 9 17 4 | 
79 12 18 21 29 6 9 L7 3 
12 12 19 21 29 zi 9 17 2 
3 12 17 22 29 5 10 17 5 
3 12 16 21 30 4 9 18 5 
5 12 iy 21 30 5 9 18 4 

10 12 18 21 30 6 9 18 3 
3 12 19 21 30 7 9 18 2 
1 12 20 21 30 8 9 18 1 
2 12 16 22 30 4 10 18 6 
3 12 17 22 30 5 10 18 5 

60 12 18 22 30 6 10 18 4 | 
4] 12 19 22 30 7 10 18 3 
1 -12 20 22 30 8 10 18 2 
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5 12 17 Bey 1 Si 5 11 19). (ae 
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8 12 20 23 31 8 ll 19 3 
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1 12 Wi 24 1 5 2 20 7 8 

27 12 18 24 il 6 12 20 6 8 
ri 12 19 24 1 7 12 20 5 8 
6 12 20 24 1 8 12 20 4 8 
2 12 21 24 1 9 12 20 3 8 
1 12 18 23 2 6 11 21 5 10 
1 12 18 24 2 6 12 21 6 9 
2 12 19 24 2 7 12 21 5 9 

18 12 18 25 2 6 13 21 7h 8 
14 | 12 19 25 2 7 13 21 6 8 
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TABLE 1—continued. 

Oct. { Oct. | Oct. | Nov. 
5 12 19 29 6 7 17 
ik 12 21 29 6 9 17 
2 12 18 29 | 6 17 
i 12 20 29 7 8 17 

13 12 18 30 7 6 18 
3 ty 19 30 ri 7 18 
3 | he. 18 30 8 6 18 
v2 12 19 30 8 7 18 
6 12 18 31 ‘8 6 19 
3 12 19 31 8 7 19 

Nov. 

i 12 18 1 9 6 20 
2 12 19 ] 9 7 20 

1 12 19 2 10 7 21 
] 12 20 2 10 8 21 
l 12 19 3 11 7 22 
] 12 19 4 We 7 23 
] 12 19 5 12 7 24 
1 12 19 5 13 7 24 

TABLE 2. 

LUCILIA SP. 

Nov. , Nov. ; Nov. ; Nov. | 
42 2 | 10 ey 5 8 
1 2 8 10 17 6 8 
2 2 9 10 17 i 8 

45 2 7 10 18 5 8 

2 2 8 10 18 6 8 
3 2 9 10 18 | 8 

147 2, 7 rT 18 5 9 
7 A 8 ll 18 6 9 

5 2 9 ial 18 cs 9 

2 2 7 12 18 4%) 10 
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110 | 2 7 12 19 1S 10 
39 | 2 8 12 19 6 10 

24 2 9 4 19 Ji 10 
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| No. of Specimens Bred, 
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TaBLE 2—continued. 
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| No, of Specimens Bred. 

DATE OF— 
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No. or Days FrRom— 

Larval Feeding. 

Deposition to Prepupation Emergence, 
| 

Deposition to Pupation 

TABLE 2—continued. 

Total Larval. 

Deposition to Emergence 

Total Period, Prepupal Period, 

Prepupation to Pupation | | | | | | 

Pupal Period, 

Pupation to Emergence 

Owing to a storm at night, the following specimens were flooded out 
and part of their records were lost :— 
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TABLE 3. 
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STATISTICS FROM OBSERVATIONS IN REGARD TO 

BREEDING LUCILIA. 

Table 1.—October 12th, 1922, to November 13th, 1922. 

Table 2.—November 2nd, 1922, to November 27th, 1922. 

Table 3—November 15th, 1922, to December 4th, 1922. 
Table 44.—December 18th, 1922, to January 10th, 1923. 

Table 48.—January 18th, 1923, to February 7th, 1923. 

o, Of Days Occupied. 
N 

1 2: 3 44 4B 

: 4 : | A ; 
n wi nm mn nD 

=| =| S / =| a 
2 | S o | ° / ° 

= = | 2 | E = = = ne ‘ 
L aq J o ; o c 
o = o eh 2 — | ) o = on nS | tp = oo & 2 = 3 a. | = = a | 
Rn ee) wa | + mM | Be) i) | 7) 

= e ee ee : = 0 
S ra } 5 S 5 | as ° 
A ps a av Z Ay 2 a 

—--—— — — Ss j——— 

Deposition to Prepupation (Larval Feeding Period). 

184 Ds re a7 Se - .. G 
109 13-5 | 600 46-5 | 691 74-6 2 2 
328 40-5 | 537 41-6 | 117 12:7 12 
159 | 196 | 117 | 91 99 10-7 1 h. 
24 3-0 7 0-5 15 1:6 Ae 2 
5 | 06 16 | 1-2 4 0-4 4 sa 
25 1 O22 | Rey Slee. 12 5 1 

os pe ee : 
| Lia, WO 

Deposition to Pupation (Total Larval Period). 

et 0-1 aa i 8.4 |) a oe fy. 
| 133 16-4 ‘a i 363 39-2 bt if 
106 13-1 99 FOr ae ic: 40-3 a 
152 18-8 | 257 20:0 | 141 15:3 3 
127 17-0 | 328 25-4 37 4-0 re 1 
68 8-4 | 231 179 | 2 0-2 4 2 
50 62 | 145 11-2 2 0-2 6 Me 
44 5-5 | 119 9-2 ; &; 1 

| 28 3-5 78 | 6-0 1 $: 
12 1-5 Dyan a ey 1 
22 2-7 Pim ee 1 l 
19 2-4 Loch, MAaE ne 
21 2-6 ee 
9 1-1 | 
. 0-4 E 
2 0-2 
1 0-1 | 
1 0-1 | : 
2 0-2 rE 
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| No, of Days Occupied, 
No, of Specimens. Percentage. 

| No. of Specimens, 
Percentage, No. of Specimens. Percentage, No, of Specimens. 
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} 
1 2 3 4A 4B 

=} —— — 2 } 
& | 
& 
2 zB i a | g oa 
S E oa = P P 
ES x3) < iS ss S 3 o 3 

ro) | = & Set & o I et C= 

© | Bo] Bo) 8 Bae) Se en re 
Z 2 Bl te es a | @ z Z 

| | Bi: be 
Pupation to Emergence (Pupal Period). 

Gi le tere - 5 0-4 97 10-6 2 1 
7 | 20 2:5 | 831 64-3 | 809 87-4 14 3 
3 668 82-4 432 33°5 16 er Sie a 
erie ad 14-4 14 ed 3 0-3 

10 6 0-7 5 = 1 0-1 

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATION.—One hundred and forty pre- 

pupe of Lucilia were collected on the 28th December, completed 
pupation between 29th December and 10th January, emerging 
between 4th and 18th January, the pupal period being as 

follows :— 
3 specimens in 5 days. 

27 specimens in 6 days. 

106 specimens in 7 days. 

4 specimens in 8 days. 

It will be noticed that during the early summer (October 

and early November) the great majority of pupe required 

eight days before emergence, while during the remainder of 
November about twice as many needed only seven days as 
required eight, and in the following months, December and 
January, the great majority needed seven days. The fact 
that some completed their pupal stage in the short period of 

five days is worthy of note. 
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TABLE 5. 

DATE OF— No. oF Days FROM— 

| | 
| * | 

S I-58 a. 

= | | as | a2 | 88 | se | #8 
Fo | | 54 se a — Lo 
2 ou as Ss of =o 

: on oe oe es | 8a 
3 z | : +> >s eS a 2 of 
= = = =) ie ae as aS i a Ps 

i ef ee (eee) rae) cee | eee) Sk | Be 
3 g 2 3 | 5 g | | g ll g ll 24 = | 

eit onte ified sll poesia 

GENUS CHRYSOMYIA. 

C. micropogon. 

Oct | Oct Oct. | Oct. | | 
35 12 18 19: |; 24: 6 fae Nae 1 5 

Ll 12 18 DOW sa a25 6 8 | 13 2 5 

joo) be | 498: || BO | en | 7 a 93 ae ao 
ite) ero aad a ae | 26 7 6g: |S44 2 5 
| Jan. | Jan. | Jan. | Jan. | | | 

1 is | 26 261-30 8 8 12 4 

C. albiceps 

Oct. { Oct. { Oct. | Oct. [ 
1 12 18 19 | 24 6 7 12 1 5 
1 12 18 19 25 6 a 13 1 6 

I 12 ie | 20 D5 6 8 13 2 5 

C. varies, 

| Nov. | Nov. { Nov. { Nov. | | | f 
il 2 | 11 thik Gy 9 Ga D4) cet lp acs 

The above data regarding C. micropogon, which has been 

referred to in the Australian literature on Australian blowflies 
as C. dux and as C’. megacephala, constitute the first published 

information relating to the life periods of this species; they 

have been found to be practically identical with those of 
C. albiceps. 

Our attention has been drawn by Dr. E. W. Ferguson to 
the fact that under the name C. megacephala there are in 
Queensland at least two species readily separable on examining 

the eyes, whose facets in one case (C. micropogon) are much 

smaller than in the other (C. megacephala). 
R.S.—D, 

| 
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TABLE 6. 

| 

DATE OF— No. oF Days FrRom— 

= Larval Feeding 

Deposition to Pupation 

Total Larval. 

Deposition to Emergence 

Total Period, 

= Prepupal Period. 

mergence, 
Deposition to Prepupation Prepupation to Pupation Deposition, Prepupation, Pupation, aD) 

| No. of Specimens Bred, 

GENUS ANASTELLORHSINA. 

A. stygia Fabr. 

Aug. | Aug. Aug. | Sep. 
Tl 6 24 ei aso 13 | 8 15 28 7 

Sep. | 
1 ale 41) poet 1) io eee 16 30 8 

A. auqur Fabr. 

Sep. | Sep. | Sep. { Sep 
4 5") ait 19 30 6 14 25 8 

Oct. 
1l Bi) ei 19 1 6 14 26 8 
1 5 il 19 bees 6 14 28 8 
1 5 11 20 O42) al eae 15 ai 9 
4 5 11 20 3G 15 28 9 
1 5 11 20 4 6 15 29 9 
3 5 11 21 3 6 16 28. 10 
3 5 1k 21 4 6 16 29 10 
8 5 11 22 5 6 17 30 11 
i 5a | Sap 93 6 6 18 30 12 
4 5 11 Pe Be 6 18 31 12 
1 5h aaa 24) 7 Cl aee 19 32 13 
3 20 30 1nd 10 22 
2 20 30 isu 10 23 

Oct. | 
4 20 Page ey ale: ss 12 23 
1 20 2 14 ey 12 24 
3 20 3 14 £2 13 24 
6 20... 3 15 13 25 
2 24 | 7 18 13 24 
3 24 7 19 13 25 
1 24 8 19 14 25 

11 24 8 20 14 26 
5 24 9 20 | 15 26 ? 
1 24 | 9 21 15 oF ‘ 

18 24 1] 21 17 27 
33 24 | 11 22 17 28 
4 24 11 23 17 29 
2 24 | 12 242 18 28 

29 |) od| 12 | 23 per ergy 

ation to Emergence 

Pupal Period. 

| | | | | | | | | Pup | = 
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TABLE 6—continued. 

Bi) 

No, of Specimens Bred, 

— 

— 

bobo > > 

Sao oN WN 

_ 

bo 

bo 

bo Or ARR NOFS 

as = 

DATE OF— No. oF Days FROM— 

| | | 
| | cere ws S Sea beet 

| Ay as Bo og Ea 

z Seal oat oe | dee le oe 
q 3 : g ae as go oe ced | 
= | =| 2 |] g | ge) 28 | 25 | a= | ge 
zB | =) = s z lI z | a 3 ll = ll 

a 2 5 a 5 5 e 2 ey 
(=) AY Ay <a) (a) 2) | =) Ay AY 

| 
A. augur Fabr. 

Sept. | Sept. | Oct. | Sept. | 
24 + 12 24 | 18 30 12 
24 13 pA | 19 30 ll 
24 13 25 | 19 31 12 
24 14 25 20 31 11 
24 + 14 26 20 32 12 

Oct. Oct Oct. | Oct. 
12 16 19 29 4 7 17 3 10 
22) | tak ig |. 39 4 6 17 2 11 
12 16 79: | |\eaa9, 4 7 v7 3 10 
12 16 19 30 4 7 18 So ieee 
12 16 20 30 4 8 18 4 | 210 
12 16 20 31 4 8 19 4 ll 
12 16 21 31 4 ) 19 Ba edo 
12 16 20 31 4 3 19 f Sool 
12 16 a 31 4 9 19 5 10 

Nov. | 

12 16 22 1 4 10 20 6 | 10 
12) >) NG 20 1 4 8 20 4 12 
12 16 21 1 4 9 20 5 iif 
ce Neg Se) 21 1 5 9 20 4 11 
ie 16 22 2 4 10 21 6 11 
12 17 22 2 5 10 21 5 ll 
(oot ek 23 2 4 ll 21 7 10 
ae ily 23 2 5 ll 21 6 10 
12 16 23 3 4 11 LS 7 1G! 
12 07 23 3 5 ll 22 6 ll 
ro lal G 24 gq 4 12 22 S | 10 
12 16 24 4 4 12 23 8 ll 
12 16 25 4 4 13 23 9 | 10 
12 17 25 4 5 13 23 Sah FO 
1 16 25 5 4 (ea es Sar ate 

ane 17 25 5 5 13 24 8 ll 
12 16 26 5 4 14 24 10 10 
12 17 26 5 5 14 24 9 10 
12 16 25 6 gets 25 9 12 
12 16 26 6 A gl Bt pler 25 10 11 
12 17 26 6 Be ie alas Ds 9 11 
12 16 27 6 i etl Bs 25 rfp 10 
12 16 26 7 4 14 | 26 10 12 
12 16 27 7 4 15 26 ll ll 
12 ie) ws 7 eee tee oo. | te | a 
12 16 28 8 4 | 16 27 12 11 
12 16 28 9 AS eG 28 12 12 
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The foregoing data regarding A. stygia constitute the first 
published detailed information regarding the life periods of this 
species. 

The series of observations relating to A. augur show an 

extension of the limits already published regarding the species 
by Johnston and Tiegs. The larval period ascertained is 
identical, but the prepupa was found to range from two to 

13 days, the prpa from 10 to 14 days, and the total period 
{deposition to emergence) 17 to 32. The minimum total period 
previously found was 19 days. 

TABLE 7. 

DATE OF— No. oF Days FRomM— 

Ss 8 a. 

a es | a2 | se | BS | &8 
2 ao | Se | ie eegee 25 : cn | ad | ee | oe | ge & i s2 | 22 | 2a 4 cge0 Goa g dj s 3 ay | as | 8 | 83 | 88 
os 3 3 i a | 84 | 88.) wee eee em 
= = = 2 [3 |= = a a = E; 2 3 z |I & Il gl Z {| 2 il 

S 5 2 = 2 o | 2 a. + 2S 
Z A Ay & | A pie A nn) 

| | 
Sarcophaga beta J. and T. 

| Nov. { Nov. | Nov. ; Nov. | 
ope 7H 6 3) 10 24 4+ 8 22 4 14 
1 2 7 10 24 D 8 22 3 14 
2 2 6 11 26 ats | 9 24 5 15 
] 2 68) 12 26 40). 8G 24 6 14 
1 2 he les ee 28 5 | - 26 7 14 
1 2 Toa SS 28 5 13 26 8 13 

2 2 lp) | 16 29 13) 4: 2 1 Is? 
2 2 15 a2 6 30 VS ie alee 28 1 14 

2 2 4 a5 147 + | 30:7) 13 6) eee 2 7 ae 
Dec 

2 LO) = ES i 13 | 16 Di ore 2 13 
| 

The information given above constitutes the first published 
data regarding the life-cycle of this fly. A large female speci- 
men, the identity of which was not known at the time, deposited 
fifteen larvee in a tube within which it was confined, and into 
this tube was placed a piece of meat that was considered 
scarcely enough to allow the maggots to come to maturity, so 
that their development could be closely watched. On the fourth 
day all had reached their prepupal stage, but only five wandered 
away. The next day only three further specimens had left, 
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and seven remained in the tube in a torpid condition until 

the thirteenth day. As already mentioned, this observation 

indicates that maggots do not necessarily leave carrion as soon 

as they have reached their prepupal stage (see also p. 22). 

TABLE 8. 

DATE OF— No. oF Days FRom— 

| | 

ol s - = g Sa ) 

E | pa | 2: | 8; | se | #3 
: | ee | Be | #2 | 2 | BE 

2 Po Bl og [oaer | ng& | oe | SE | 28 
: g a 3 2 g! gl gl a! z! 

Peete Viet | Pree fp aogl Geo) ak jabs) 42 

Sarcophaga tryoni J. and T. 

Sep. | Sep. | Sep. | Oct. 
1 10 20 22.) Oe |. 16 12 a 29 2 17 
8 10 DOr = || 22 10 10 LZ 30 2 18 

1 10 20 23e0'| so 10 13 29 3 16 
8 10 20 25 | Ek LO Bea ih eS 3 7 

5 10 20)! 24-3) EI 10 14 31 4 ite 

2 10 20 DAD oes 10 14 | 32 4 18 

Oct. | Oct. | Oct. | 

4 4 tt. 20 & me at 3 13 
7 4 8 20 ae On 4 12 
5 4 San ees 4 | a3 
7 4 aa ee 3 15 
1 4 LZ oh 22 8 10 
1 4 8 22 4 14 

5 4 hel 2D 3 15 
1 4 7 ae PO 3 16 
Z 4 11 23 7 i, 

1 4 9 23 5 14 

5 4 Boh ies 4 15 
Ti een 4 12 23 .% | 8 ith! 

Nov. | Nov. | Nov. | Nov. | 
1 2 8 LOL |) 22 6 8 +} 420 2 Le, 
1 % 11 1 oh 22 Ql wid 20 ae ll 
1 2 11 11 24 9 Go) 22 Be 13 

1 2 LE 11 25 9 9 23 =i 14 

15 2 11 OS 47) 9 10 25 1 | 5 
{i 2 ll 13 PA | 9 11 25 2 14 

9 2 11 14 Patt 9 12 25 3 13 

1 2 11 15 oT, 9 13 | | 25 A | ma 
4 2 ll 15 28 911, 3137 4|- 26 4 13 
5 2 ll 15 | 29 9 1133 OAT 4 14 

8 2 ll 1 i) 930 9 15 28 6 13 
6 2 ll LS? || 330 9 6 | 28 7 12 

Dec. are 
1 2 11 2 ff at 9 Ty a ee 8 12 
1 15 21 24 7 6 lt =22, 3 13 
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TABLE 8—continued. 

| : No. of Specimens Bred. 

WONDERED R RK RR NR RR eR & me we bo bo a 

ee 

a et bh bh 

DATE OF— No. oF Days FROM— 

& 2 an 

a3 | #2 1498 | BS | Be 
| Rie sh =a) Pa 2 5 
| aa | a9 | as of. Ea, 

ss | so) Se eee ge | 8 lo) 4 | gb led ee 
iS) = g FI Sa | Se) Ser aay 
= o = ~ > °o 

Z = 3 =o ai | ‘au Pa =a = | 
a) oe | oe | se | 2) ee 5 
a Se | 4S a A A A a a 

Nov. | Nov. | Nov. | Dee. 
15 | 21 25 7 6 10 22 4 12 
ig |- 25 2a lakes 6 10 23 4 13 
le |}. 20 26 9 5 11 24 6 13 
15 shoes 26 9 6 ita 24 5 13 

15. 4h 20 27 11 5 12 26 7 14 
ieDec. | Dec! 4) Dec.) dan. 

18 | 23 | 26 | 7 5 8 | 20 3 12 
ns 1) 26 a. 8 8 9 21 1 12 
ey fs Ds, | Us 9 10 21 BY ad 
1S | BF 27 9 9 9 22 ae 13 
18 27 28 9 9 10 22 1 12 
18 27 29 9 9 11 22 2 11 
18 27 50 | aa 9 12 24 3 ¥2 

| Jan. | Jan. | Jan. | Feb. 
os 24 25 Wo A 6 7 17 1 10 

| as 24 96.| ~4 6 8 27 2 9 
| 18 25 26 | 4 7 8 17 1 9 

18 23 25. 4-5 5 a 18 2 11 
18 24 27 7 6 9 20 3 11 
18 24 28 7 6 10 20 4 10 

| FS | B4 27 8 6 9 21 3 12 
|} 18 | 25 27 8 7 9 21 2 12 

18 24 28 8 6 10 21 4 11 
| 48 27 28 8 9 10 21 1 11 

18 26 29 8 8 11 21 3 10 
18 28 29 9 10 11 22 1 11 

eats 29 30 9 11 12 22 se ee) 
mals 4) 29 30 10 11 12 23 1 11 

1g | 30 30 10 12 12 23 m 11 
18 29 31 10 11 13 23 2 10 
is | 39 || So | G1 | af 15 9b ieee 1 | ig 
18 | 29 31 11 11 13 24 2 11 
S|) Bi 31 11 13 13 24 - 11 

Feb. | 
18 | 29 1 11 11 14 | 95 3 i 
18 31 1 13 13 14 | 95 1 11 
1S: | SI 1 15 13 14 28 1 14 

| Feb. 7 

NE aaa | 2 13 14 15 26 1 11 
18 i 1 14 14 14 27 - 13 
18 i 2 14 14 15 27 ih 12 
18 1 3 14 14 16 27 2 11 
18 | -4 2 15 14 15 28 1 13 
TSig | cal eres 14 16 28 2 12 
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The stages previously determined for this large fly were 
only ascertained for the winter, and were recorded as larval 

feeding period 7 days, prepupal 7 to 8 days, and pupal as 
much as 7 weeks. The present contribution makes a distinct 

advance regarding our knowledge of the cycle of this species. 

DATE OF— No. oF Days FROM— 
| 

| 

5 = =. S = 
= S a | = oO >) 

a= = | a0 So ah 
s | 2.5 ee eR Qe os 

| os Ss oe ee m6 |S a 2 = 
a Zs Se Bay) Paes 25 5 | Ge | we | AS | os Ee 
= el eB as) Pa) = 
os : ss oS Se =) = 
= ‘ | . Se | reaial 3 =I oS 
2 a 2 Se } Ge 26 Ret ue Piss 
n AS) = g rape Sem | Se Raf 2a ea, 

5 Ss S) oS 3 ees et Ne Ss ° 
om] = 2 = a = | — —™ — c= 

a a ay = =) inne S 
= S| os s 8 2 | @ ° | Bg =} 

Er ve a Hic) etal ere a | @ Hi 
SS > =] — | | 

| 
J | i 

SARCOPHAGA SPP. 

S. misera Walk. 

May {| May ; May , Oct. 
1 me 12 LG Pe ae 4 150 

|f Nov. | Nov. | Nov. | Dee. | | 
Boe bt a 2 eG T 9 10 
Mi Fs 21 22 ab IG 7 19 1 12 

Jan. | Jan 
3 8 17 | 9 

17 8 18 10 
2 9 18 9 
7 9 19 | 10 
i 10 19 | 9 
og Seal Se 10 in| oe 10 

| Dee. | Dee. | Dec. | Jan. 
1 18 27 27 6 9 9 Te ee 10 

Jan. | Jan. | Jan, | Feb. 
1 18 26 seo |g 8 8 Tet de 8 
3 18 24 25 4 6 7 ge Pee 10 
1 18 SESE 2G |i ~ 4 6 8 Li 2 9 
eae” ies 25 ot a (ieee 7 8 17 1 9 

S. eta J. and T 

Dec. , Dee. 1 ec. | Jan. - | 

3 18 27 BS. Alen ci S| 210 20 | 1 10 
Deh age) OF | 29 | 7 9 | h-c0 4 9 eee G 
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TABLE 9—continued. 

DATE OF— No. oF Days From— 

| Ss 
4 s ee 5 f 
= ag | 8 | ae ee ee 
ra Bs $= ed aS aS 
: as | Be | ge lee a5 
5 | aa | as | ag of eu 
= on on os ~'S = 
ee g ¢ | ae | wee |) geen ees 
ae, = a = op = 7 Il = ad 2 I 
S g 2 = = g il g ot le 3 
S e 2 | ce gf | 3 3 3 = S 
Z A a | & Shoes A A a a 

S. peregrina R. D. 

|) May | May | May 
Hees ee 10 15 28 5 13 

1 0 10 15 | Aug. 5 105 
Jun. | Jun. | Jun. 26 

1 2 20 23 27 18 21 86 3 65 
Sep 

ie hoe 20 23 13 18 21 103 3 82 
Me We 2, 20 23 14 18 21 104 3 83 
1 2 20 23 26 18 21 116 3 95 
We he 2 20 23 27 18 21 117 3 96 
1 2 20 29 28 18 27 118 9 91 

Oct 
1 2 Dias aes 4 21 es 124 re 106 

S. froggatti Tayl. 

| Jan. | Jan. { Jan. | Feb. 
3 18 26 30 9 8 12 22 4 10 
4 18 26 31 10 8 ‘1th |e 5 10 
ae he LS 26 31 11 8 13 24 5 11 

The information given above constitutes the first published 

data regarding the life-cycle of S. misera, S. eta, and S. froggatti 

(Syn. S. theta J. & T.) 

The observations regarding S. peregrina assist in filling 

certain gaps in the information contained in Johnston and 
Tiegs’ paper. 
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TABLE 10. 

DATE OF— | No, or Days FrRom— 

| os 
| -} | o (So 

cl Eu | ¢ = mene g 
a ers Nemes oo 3h ao 

5 | ae AS | as | of Ea 
| : | os 8= | Sa | #3 A 
S : 8 3 is s eel Goo 38 
2 5 = 3 Sees seo liv eom) Be 5 
P cs] = g eee eer s Pee nf. ees ela 
= @ =) = eo al ‘a I ei | sll Sil 

é S 2 = puters Bs B en bal 
A A a A | A | eee) a 2h lgll-ameey-© 

| | 
Ophyra nigra Wiedemann. 

Oct. {| Oct. | Oct. | Nov. 
1 12 22 28 7 10 16 26 6 10 

12 12 Be 29 7 Wi 26 : 9 
6 12 29 8 17 27 10 
5 12 30 8 18 27 9 

12 1:2 30 9 18 28 10 
1 12 31 9 19 28 9 
4 12 Ms 31 10 19 29 10 

1 12 22 31 10 10 19 29 9 10 
| Nov. 

Ip) 12 | 1 10 20 29 9 
1 a 2 el ng | PK) 10, 2 29 11 8 
1 12 225 et 1 1: 10 20 30 10 10 

2 12 is 1 11 20 30 10 
1 12 22 2 1 10 Zl 30 11 9° 

1 12 Ha 2 1b 21 30 9 
4 12 22 | 2 12 10 21 31 ll 10 
2 12 ee | 2 1 Pal 31 10: 

5 12 225) 3 12 10 22 31 12 9 

2 12 ae 3 12 22 31 9 
1 12 22 3 13 10 22 32 12 10 
4 12 m3 3 13 22 32 10 
1 12 20 4 13 8 23 32 US 9 
2, 12 Eder 4 13 23 32 9 
6 12 20 4 14 8 23 33 15 10 
2 12 Sue 4 14 23 33 10 

1 yy wa 4 15 23 34 ll 
1 12 22 6 15 10 25 34 15 9 

2 12 i 6 15 25 34 9 
4 12 22 6 16 10 25 35 NS 10 

1 12 fee A 6 16 25 35 10 

1 12 22, 7 16 10 26 35 16 9 

4 12 22 7 17 10 26 36 16 10 
1 12 22°] 8 18 10 2 37 17 10 
1 12 sia 1a} 24 32 43 ll 
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This set of observations relates to that period regarding 
which Johnston and Tiegs’ paper shows certain gaps. The larval 

feeding stage during October was 8 to 10 days, the prepupal 

6 to 17, and the pupal (October-November) 8 to 10, while the 
total period elapsing between deposition and emergence was 

found to range from 26 to 43 days. 

LITERATURE REFERRED TO. 

1922. JOHNSTON AND TreGs.—Notes on the biology of some of the 

more common Queensland Muscoid Flies. Proc. Roy. Soc. 

Queensland, xxxiv.. pp. 77-104. 

A CORRECTION. 

In our previous paper, these Proceedings, vol. xxxiv, 

1922, the following lines should be erased:— 

Page 192, last line 

° Page 193, first line. 
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New Cactus Bugs of the Genus Chelinidea 
(Hemiptera) 

By Joun C. Haury, M.Sc., Officer !. Charge, Prickly-pear 
Investigations, Commonwealth Prickly-pear Board. 

(Read before the Royal Society of Queensland, 2Sth May, 1923.) 

THE cactus bugs of the genus Chelinidea form one of the 

important groups of insects which are being introduced in the 

effort to control prickly-pear in Australia by biological agencies. 
During the past two years the writer has collected these insects 
extensively in North America with the result that two un- 

described species and a new variety have been discovered. 

The new forms have been referred to in our work under the 
writer's manuscript names, but, in view of their economic 

status, it is highly desirable that their descriptions should be 
published. 

Chelinidea hunteri n. sp. 

Head subequal in length to pronotum, ocelli nearer to. 
eyes than to pronotal collar, juga rather abruptly pointed and 
a very little exceeded by the tylus. Pronotum more convexed 

than in C. vittigera, lateral margins nearly straight from 

humeral angles to collar, anterior margin without teeth. 

Connexivum little dilated, extending only as a narrow edge 
beyond the hemelytra ; hemelytra and connexivum forming 

straight parallel lines. Under surface of fore femora with 
from three to six teeth distally, arranged in two rows  Tibiz 
merely carinate. 

Ground colour faded yellow; head dark brownish or 

fuliginous with a paler indistinct vitta extending from over 
the tylus to base of the head, antenne fuliginous except distal 
joint ; pronotum with fuliginous transverse vittz near front 
and rear margins; coriaceous portion of hemelytra mottled 

with rusty brown and smoky areas, the veins pale and bordered 
by thin lines of black ; membrane blackish bronze ; beneath, 

uniform greenish yellow, with legs a shade darker, and tip 

of rostrum piceous 
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Length 9-5 to 10-5 mm ; humeral breadth 3-5 to 4 mm. 

Described from four male specimens collected by the 
writer on August 7th, 1922, at Ranchito, near Hermosillo, 

Sonora, Mexico, feeding on a cylindropuntia of the Imbricate 

series. Hunter eé al. refers (Bur. Ent. Bull. 113, p. 20) to a 
small form found upon OQ. arbuscula, O. versicolor, and O. 

fulgida at Tuscon, Arizona (U.S.A.). There is little doubt that 

the above-described species is the same referred to by Hunter. 
The type material is in the writer’s collection. 

Chelinidea canyona n. sp. 

Head and pronotum subequal in length ; ocelli nearer to 

extremities of pronotal teeth than to eyes, juga rather abruptly 
pointed and just attaining the tip of the tylus or very slightly 
exceeded by it. Pronotum appearing slightly concave; the 
lateral margins elevated, forming distinct, laterally com- 

pressed crests which are curved upward ; anterior margin with 
a strong acutely pointed tooth on either side. Connexivum 

greatly dilated and inclined upward. Under surface of fore 
femora bearing distally two or three small teeth. Tibize 

triangular with all edges prominently elevated; hind tibize 

with the two outer edges .almost foliaceous. Penultimate 

ventral segment of female medianly cleft to two-thirds of its 
width, the edges of the incision slightly rounded and barely 

overlapping ; margins either side of notch very slightly concave. 

Colour above rusty brown with darker markings. Head 
brown with a paler vitta on tylus extending to base of the head 

and bordered by shining black ; pronotum with a wide border 

of black just before the posterior margin, and very narrow 

ones along the lateral margins; hemelytra with three dark 
bluish vittz each, one along the outer margin and two oblique 

ones converging with the first proximally ; membrane black ; 
connexivum dark with segments indicated by pale lines ; 
beneath yellowish except pectus, bases of legs, and tip of 

rostrum, shining black; legs brownish yellow except coxe 
and bases of femora. 

Length 11 to 14 mm.; humeral breadth 4 to 4-5 mm. 

Holotype, allotype, and paratypes are in the collection of 
the writer. 

The writer first collected this species in the Rio Frio 
canyon, near Rio Frio, Texas (U.S.A.), in June 1921. Subse- 
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quently, it was taken generally over the canyon country north 
of Uvalde, Texas, but its distribution is apparently limited to 
the canyons. Its food is the prickly-pears of such regions. 

Since the above date I have constantly referred to it in my 

reports and correspondence under the manuscript name of 

Chelinidea canyona. 

Chelinidea vittigera Uhler, var. texana, n. var. 

This variety differs from thé typical C. vittigera Uhler 
mainly in that the representatives are slightly less robust 

and that they lack the colour markings of the described form. 
The colour is uniformly testaceous, with membranous portion 

of hemelytra and tip of beak smoky black. 

Length 10 to 13 mm. ; humeral breadth 3 to 4-5 mm. 

It is this form of Chelinidea which is the common cactus 

bug of Texas. In that State I have taken it at Kingsville, 
Brownsville, Laredo, San Antonio, Uvalde, La Pryor, Con Can, 

and Eagle Pass. In Mexico I have taken it in the country just 

south of Piedras Negras (Coahuila) and at Monterey (Nuevo 

Leon). 

Besides the various Opuntias of the regions mentioned, I 
have occasionally found it feeding upon LHchinocereus sp. 

(“ pitallo”’) and Opuntia leptocaulis (** tasajillo’’). 
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Some Further Observations on the 

Dawson River Barramundi: Sclero- 

pages leichhardtii. 

By Tuos. L. Bancrort, M.B. 

(Read before the Royal Society of Queensland, 28th May, 1923.) 

Proressor T. Harvey Johnston, on my behalf, communi- 

cated to the Society a few curtailed notes on the Barramundi 
on 29th May, 1916,1 to which this paper is supplementary. 

The embryology of an ancient type of fish, such as 
Scleropages, is most important ; so that any observations as to 

methods of obtaining material in the proper state to submit 
to embryologists are worthy of record. Perusal of these 
methods would obviate much waste of time and be of the 
greatest value to future scientific explorers. It used to be 
said that Barramundi would not mesh, but I found that was 

because nets of large mesh were not used, for with a six-inch 

mesh it is quite easy to take large fish, and even with a four- 

inch mesh fish up to four pounds in weight are readily meshed. 

In my former paper I predicted that Barramundi might 

carry its ova in the mouth, and this has since been found to 

be so. 

Not being able myself to go again to the Dawson I induced 

some young fellows who have a selection at Mostowie, the 
Squire brothers, to try to secure Barramundi with ova in the 
mouth. I supplied them with nets of various-sized mesh, one 
with a very small mesh suitable for dragging. Unfortunately 

the Dawson River, and likewise a large billabong on their 
selection in which Barramundi abound, are so full of fallen 

trees and snags that dragging a net is impossible. With set 

nets they found it quite easy to mesh the fish, but invariably, 
owing to the struggles of the fish captured in this way, any 
ova in their mouths are ejected. The Squire brothers, however, 

1 Proc. Roy. Soc. Q’land, vol. xxviii, p. 93. 
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on 21st October, 1922, shot with a rifle several Barramundi, 

the mouth of one of which was full of ova in various stages of 
development. 

The best method to follow in securing ova and young forms 
would be to find a suitable spot on the Dawson to drag a net ; 

a strong hemp net of three-inch mesh about fifty yards in length, 

with wings ten feet deep and a bunt eighteen feet, would, in 
my opinion, be the most suitable. 

The facts so far obtained might be shortly expressed 
thus :— 

1. Barramundi carries the spawn in its mouth. 

bo October is the spawning season. 

Fish when meshed eject the spawn. 

a Sexually mature fish are not meshed in a net of’ 
three-inch mesh. 

OL Fish secured in the bunt of a drag-net would 

retain the ova and young fish in their mouths. 

On 12th November, 1922, whilst dragging a net in the 
Burnett River, a Salmon Catfish, Hexanematichthys australis, 

was taken with ova in its mouth. This fish is uncommon in the 

Burnett but extremely plentiful in the Dawson River; the 
latter river would be the place to go if ova of this fish were 
required. 
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An Unusual Tourmaline-Albite Rock from 

Enoggera, Queensland. 

By W. H. Bryan, M.Sc., 

Lecturer in Geology and Mineralogy, The University of 
Queensland. 

(Plate IT.) 

_ (Read before the Royal Society of Queensland, 28th May, 1923.) 

(I) Introduction. 

(II) Field Occurrence. 

(III) Descriptive. 

(IV) Chemical. 

(V) Discussion— 

(a) Mineralogical. 

(b) Structural. 

(VI) Conclusion. 

Plate. 

(I) INTRODUCTION. 
THE remarkable rock which forms the subject of this 

paper was discovered in the year 1914 by the author on the 
Cedar Creek road, bétween portions 313 and 314, parish of 

Kedron, about 7 miles north-west of the City of Brisbane, 

in the State of Queensland. 

The only previous record of this rock is a short reference 

in the author’s “ Geology and Petrology of the Enoggera 

Granite and Allied Intrusives, Part I’’.! 

(II) FIELD OCCURRENCE. 

The rock to be described forms a band about two feet 
in thickness some 25 yards outside the contact of the “ Enog- 

gera Granite” (of Permian age) with the Brisbane Schist 

(2 Ordovician). This band can be traced for fifty yards in a 

1 Proc. Roy. Soc. Qld., vol. xxvi, 1914, p. 153. 
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N.N.W. direction, which is the normal strike of the Brisbane 

Schists, and is, further, the most important trend line in the 

Brisbane area. This agreement in direction may, however, 

be merely coincidental, for the schists twenty yards further 
from the contact strike E.N.E. (i.e., roughly parallel with 

the edge of the granite laccolite at this point), and dip to the 

N.N.W., while between the tourmaline-albite rock and the 

contact the strike is very erratic. 

The appearance of the rock in the field s very beautiful 
and striking, being black in colour with numerous irregular 
sinuous and contorted veins of a light-coloured material 

standing out in marked relief. A few feet away on either 

side an identical structure can be seen where numerous 
tortuous veins of quartz are threaded through the normal 

mica schists. The field evidence leaves no doubt that, how- 

ever the mineralogical nature of the tourmaline-albite rock 

be explained, the schistose structure is that of the Brisbane 

Schists themselves. 

Nearer the granite and almost on the contact is a large 

body of massive schorl rock composed almost entirely of 

tourmaline identical with that in the tourmaline-albite rock 
but in which only traces of the schistosity remain. These 

traces sometimes take the shape of numerous irregular roughly 

parallel but empty veins. This rock contains, in addition, 

cavities which are partly or almost completely filled with 

well-shaped quartz crystals and an occasional crystal of pyrites. 

Small patches of tourmaline are also found in the schist over 
fifty yards from the contact. 

These tourmaline rocks cannot be considered as in any 
way representative of the contact effects of the Enoggera 

Granite on the schists.* The Brisbane Schists outside the con- 
tact zone are in this locality a series of schistose and phyllitic 

rocks, consisting for the most part of mica, through which 

run numerous irregular veins of quartz, which follow the plica- 

tions and thus emphasize the schistose character of the rock. 

- The normal effect of the intrusion of the granite at this point 

is to produce in these schists a recrystallization of both mica 
and quartz, but no new minerals seem to have been added. 

* See Richards, ‘‘ A Study of the Brisbane Schists,’’ Inst. of En 

gineers, Brisbane Divn., June 1922, p. 5. 

3 See Bryan, 1914, op. cit., p. 152. 

R.S.—E 
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(111) DESCRIPTION OF ROCK. 

Megascopic-—In the hand specimen the rock appears to 
be made up entirely of black tourmaline and creamy pink 
felspar. The tourmaline, which consists of a matted aggregate 
of minute prismatic crystals, is the more abundant mineral, 

and forms a black background against which the light-coloured 
felspar stands out in high relief as a series of crumpled, con- 
torted bands of varying thickness. The individual bands are 

sometimes persistent, but are often pinched out and discon- 
tinuous. They vary in width from 2 mm. to barely discernible 

threads. 

Microscopic.—Microscopic inspection confirms the general 

impressions gained in an examination of the hand specimens. 
The rock is seen to consist almost entirely of tourmaline and 

felspar. 

The tourmaline forms a matted aggregate of prismatic 

crystals averaging about 0-15 mm. in length and 0-03 mm. in 

breadth, and of fairly uniform size. 

In transmitted light the colour is bluish green. Absorp- 
tion is strong and characteristic (O>E) and the dichroism is 
marked, O being dark bluish green, and E light brown with 

a greenish tint. All of the tourmaline crystals appear to be 

of the one type and no colour zoning is apparent in individuals. 

The felspar is albite, with typical double refraction and 

low refractive index. Polysynthetic twinning is commonly 

present both on the Albite and Pericline law, both types being 
sometimes displayed on the one crystal. The twinning is 
somewhat irregularly developed and sometimes gives rise to a 

structure which may be compared with the ‘ Chequer” 

structure of albite described by Flett,t Hughes,® and Tilley.‘ 

The felspar crystals contain numerous minute inclusions. 

The junction between the tourmaline and felspar is well 

defined. A few crystals project into the felspar, and occasional 
isolated crystals are seen enclosed in the felspar itself, but the 
general nature of the contact militates against the view that 

the tourmaline has been formed at the expense of the albite. 

The general structure suggests that the albite is a later mineral 

4“°The Geology of Newton Abbot,” 1913, p. 60. 

5“ The Geology of Part of Carnarvonshire,’’ Geol. Mag., 1917, p. 18. 

6 Proc. Roy. Soc. S. Aus., 1919, r. 328 also Pl. xxxi, fig. 2. 
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than the tourmaline, and has occupied sinuous cavities or 

replaced veins in the tourmaline rock. The size of the felspar 
erystals is variable, but usually one individual occupies the 

whole width of the vein. 

In addition to the veins, however, smaller crystals of 

felspar occur in the heart of the matted tourmaline. 

In other cases, particularly in the smaller veins and along 

portions of the margins of the larger, the felspar is present as 

groups of small crystals. 

(IV) CHEMICAL. 
In order to further investigate the nature of the minerals 

of the tourmaline-albite rock, quantitative chemical analyses 
were decided on. Part of one of the felspar bands was carefully 

removed, piece by piece, from the rock. This felspathic 

material was then ground very finely, and all traces of tour- 
maline removed by a powerful electro-magnet. In this way 

a small amount of the felspathic material was obtained in a 
fairly pure state. This was analysed by Mr. G. R. Patten in 

the laboratory of the Queensland Agricultural Chemist, with 

the result shown in the first column of Table 1. 

In order to provide the analyst with a larger quantity of 

material for the more difficult analysis of the tourmaline, a 

sample of the massive tourmaline from the edge of the granite 

was sent in preference to that which had been separated from 

the tourmaline-albite rock. The mineral submitted appears 

to be identical with that of the tourmaline-albite rock in colour, 

size and habit of crystals, and general appearance. The sample 

forwarded was seen to contain, however, as an impurity a 

considerable quantity of small red crystals of hematite. 

Consequently particular care was exercised by Mr. Patten in 

the determination of ferric and ferrous iron. 

The resulting analysis showed 7-43 per cent. of Fe,O, out 

of a total of 99-95. This was assumed to be present in the 
form of hematite, and was consequently subtracted from the 

total, which was then recalculated to 100 per cent., with 

the result set out in the second column of Table 1. 

As a matter of interest, two further analyses appear in 

Table 1. These are analyses of the Brisbane Schist and of 

the Enoggera Granite (Pink Phase) respectively. Neither of 
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these analyses was made for the purpose of this paper, and 

neither is of rocks found in the immediate neighbourhood of 

the tourmaline-albite rock, so that no quantitative arguments 
could be safely based upon them. 

Of these analyses, No. 3 is that of a typical example of 
Brisbane Schist from the city of Brisbane. The Brisbane 

Schists are known to be made up of various types of altered 
rocks, but by far the greater part is micaceous schist, of which 
the analysis (3) should be quite representative. The Brisbane 

Schists in the locality under discussion are represented by very 

similar micaceous schists, so that the analyses quoted may give 
a general indication as to their chemical composition. 

Analysis No. 4 is that of a rock selected by the author as 
typical of the Pink Phase of the Enoggera Granite, and may be 

considered as a fairly safe guide to the chemical composition 

of the granite, which has all the mineralogical characteristics 

of the Pink Phase at this point. 

TABLE 1. 

ou 1 2. 3 4 

SiO, ee as 63-40 36-51 | 61-62 73-52 
Al,O; So WAR PAL Ha® Sp oarog 33-13 |; 21-20 11-05 
Fe,0O, Zz sb Weurene 1-6 Aiea 1-51 Nil 
FeO ge 5 A 0-28 10:30 1-93 3-15 
MoO os % aa 0:37 | 5:23 | 1:77 1:03 
CaO 5 ee 0-42 1:58 | 1-59 1:70 
Na,O A he Ss 8-57 | 2-14 | 3-39 4-08 
K,O =e Rete ee eM 0-35 | 0-15 3-07 3-99 
INORG he oi be ola ese Wa erie 3-29 0-44 
Ore | fe wcihy ces ee tly, te eee mete 0-16 
TiO, - er Tl SING aed 0-92 | 0-92 0-20 
P.O, iy 43 WP | 0-18 0-17 0-15 
MnO if. & epee 7" 0-40 | 0-07 is 
Br,O, es Ce aoaae 9-03 “a 

Motel. <;. ..| 100-12 | 100-00 | 100-56 99-48 

Analysis 1 = Albite in Tourmaline-Albite rock. Analyst, G. R. Patten. 

Analysis 2 = Tourmaline in Tourmaline-Albite rock. Analyst, G. R. 

Patten. 

Analysis 3 = Brisbane Schist. Analyst, G. R. Patten. 

Analysis 4 = Enoggera Granite (Pink Phase). Analyst, G. R. Patten. 

An examination of Analysis 1 shows that the felspar 
present is undoubtedly albite. but a consideration of the 
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relative proportions of soda, silica, and alumina shows that 
there is a considerable excess of the two latter. By using 
Harker’s or Osann’s tables we can easily calculate that the 
proportions of these three oxides in albite are very different 
from the ratios shown in the chemical analysis. 

Ratio in Albite. | NasO, | AlsO3. Si0s. 

| 

Actual .. iz as f is 8-57 | 24-99 63-40 
| | 

Calculated i es aya a 8-57 | 14-15 | 49-74 

i 

Excess .. we ey: he = 10-84 13-66 

It is difficult to explain this very large excess, even after 
the other bases have been allowed their quotas of silica and 
alumina. The presence of andalusite and quartz suggested 

itself, but search for these minerals proved fruitless. Possibly 

many of the minute inclusions observed in the albite may be 

quartz and andalusite, but these could not nearly account for 

the large excess of silica and alumina. The conclusion was 

forced on one that the silica and alumina were present in 

solution in the albite in spite of the fact that Foote and Bradley 
investigated this very problem and came to the conclusion 

that “no solid solution of quartz, corundum or nephelite in 

albite occurs which is greater than the apparent variation in 

composition due to the ordinary errors of analysis.’’? 

The excess of silica, anomalous though it seems, serves to 

explain in part another anomaly seen in the rock itself—viz., 

the absence of quartz in a tourmaline rock which (the structure 

suggests) has been formed by replacement. 

Turning now to the second analysis, we find it quite 
normal except in t e low percentage of water present. 

(V) DISCUSSION. 

(A) MINERALOGICAL. 

Mineralogically the rock, consisting as it does almost: 

entirely of tourmaline and albite, is almost unique. Only one 

7 Foote and Bradley, “‘ Constant Composition of Albite,” Am. Jour. 

Se., xxxvii, 1913, p. 47. 
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other rock showing this curious association has been described. 

Concerning this, Dr. J. 8. Flett writes as follows :—‘‘ Tour- 

maline-Albite Rocks.—In two places within this sheet (347) rocks 

have been found belonging to a class which has not hitherto 
been described. They consist of tourmaline and albite, and 

are undoubtedly altered states of the killas or clay slates, 

seeing that they retain the banding and slip-cleavage which 

the killas alone displays.”” The albite occurs as “a colourless 
mineral in the clear bands of the rock.’ Further, ‘it forms 

grains of very small size and very irregular shape, which 
seldom show twinning of any kind. ‘The tourmaline is in 

small prisms which have brown and bluish green colour.”’ § 

Dr. A. Harker, F.R.S., to whom a specimen of the Enoggera 

rock was sent, writes to the author concerning it, as follows :— 
** The tourmaline-albite rock is interesting, and is apparently 

a rare type. The only other occurrence known to me is on 

the border of the St. Austell granite, in Cornwall, and has 

been briefly described by Flett in the Survey Memoir (Geology 

of Bodwin and St. Austell). I collected and sliced this Cornish 

rock some years ago, when Benson and If visited the district. 

It differs somewhat from yours, the albite being in little clear 

untwinned granules, easily mistaken for quartz, and the little 
prisms of tourmaline having a more pronounced parallel 
arrangement.’ This communication from the eminent 

petrologist is especially important, since Dr. Harker alone has 
had the advantage of handling the specimens from both 

Cornwall and Queensland. 

The presence of tourmaline in localised patches (usually 
associated with quartz) in rocks intruded by a granite magma 

is, of course, quite a common phenomenon, and can in most 

cases be readily explained, but the presence of albite in such 

rocks is a matter which seems to admit of more than one 

explanation. The mineral may be original, it may be a product 
of metamorphism of pre-existing minerals, or it may have 

been introduced by the granite magma. 

With respect to the last possibility, the evidence is some- 
what conflicting; for, although petrologists were, as the 

result of a great weight of evidence, forced to the conclusion 

that a transfer of soda from the invading to the invaded mass 

8 Petrological Notes in ‘“* The Geology of Bodmin and St. Austell,” 

1909, p. 103. 
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has frequently taken place where the former is a basic rock, 
such transfer was not admitted in the case of granitic intru- 

sions.? Allport, as early as 1876, in discussing the altered 

Cornish slates, pointed out that of the minerals of the granite 

“schorl, two varieties of mica, quartz, and felspar,” 

“felspar is the only one absent from the altered slates.’’!° 

He was obviously unaware of the tourmaline-albite rock later 
described by Flett. 

In 1887 Rosenbusch," as a result of his work on contact 

phenomena in the Vosges, decided that nothing except a little 

boric acid had actually been added to the schists. In 188i 

G. W. Hawes,!? in describing the contact phenomena of the 

Albany granite, concluded that the addition of soda to the 

invaded strata ““may be regarded as certain.” In 1886 

Bonney! pointed out that the differences between schists of 

regional metamorphism on the one hand and contact meta- 

morphism on the other lay “* chiefly in the presence of felspar ”’ 
in the former. 

In 1894 Hutchings“ emphasized the fact that soda was 
transferred from basic intrusions but not from acid, but as the 

result of further work he came to the conclusion, in the fol- 

lowing year, that soda almost certainly was introduced from 
granitic masses.}° 

The albitites of Tilley!® and many pegmatites also force 

one to the conclusion that albite is a mineral which may be 

formed as the result of pneumatolytic, hydatogenetic, or 

deuteric processes, not only in basic but also in acid rocks, 

and as such may be expected in the metamorphosed rocks 
about a granitic intrusion. 

Flett assumes that the albite in the Cornish rock has not 
been introduced by the granite, for he writes: ‘‘ The abundance 
of albite leads us to correlate these rocks with the felspar 

hornstones of the calc-flintas series, and they may represent 

® See especially Roth, Chemische Geologie, vol. iii, 1893. 

10Q.J.G.S., 1876, p. 408. 

"1 Die Steiger Schiefe und ihre Contact zone, 1877, p. 257. 

12 Amer. Jrnl. Sci., 1881, p. 28. 

13 Pres. Add. Q.J.G.S., 1886, p. 104. 

14 Geol. Mag., 1894, p. 74. 

15 Geol. Mag., 1895, p. 165. 

16 Proce. Roy. Soc. S. Aus., 1919, p. 334. 
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tourmalinised states of these hornstones.’’ Further, he writes 

that the specimens “show that albite is more resistant 

to pneumatolytic emanations than mica, as all the mica has 
disappeared, and this is in accordance with the frequency of 
albite in the china stones and kaolinised granites.’’!” 

One cannot assume in the present problem the presence 
of bands of albite in the unaltered schists, felspars in this rock 

being conspicuous by their absence, and must conclude that 

the albite is the result of contact metamorphism, and has 

either been formed by the recrystallization of the minerals 
already present in the rock or that it has been introduced from 
the granite magma just as the tourmaline was. The chemical 

evidence, such as it is, favours the former view, but it were 

safer to disregard this evidence altogether, for the analysis on 

which it is based is that of a sample of Brisbane Schist some 

miles distant. The field evidence and structure of the rock 
are decidedly in favour of the latter alternative; and they 
suggest, further, that the tourmaline aibite rock was formed 
in two stages, which, however, may have followed each other 

very closely. The first stage was the tourmalinisation of the 
‘micaceous part of the schist and the expulsion of the excess 
silica together with that of the quartz veins. This silica was 

subsequently redeposited in druses, such as are found in the 
neighbouring massive tourmaline rock which represents a part 

of the schist which was affected by this first stage only. 

The second stage saw the deposition of albite from hot 
aqueous solutions along the planes vacated by the quartz. 

(B) STRUCTURAL. 

The writer has found a number of descriptions, some of 

them illustrated by plates and figures, of tourmaline contact 

rocks, with structures very closely resembling that of the 

Enoggera rock. In some of these cases the schistose structure 

seems to be independent of, and in other cases the direct 

result of, the intrusion of the granite. Dr. Bonney!® has 

urged that foliated rocks of the latter type should not be termed. 
“ schists,” and agrees with Sir A. Geikie in the suggested 
revival of Dr. Boase’s old name “ cornubianite,’’ but has re- 

defined it as “essentially consisting of quartz, mica, and 

17 Op. cit., 1909, p. 103. 

18 Op. cit. Note to p. 104. 
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tourmaline.” Teall points out that this is “ approximately 

equivalent to the tourmaline hornfels of Continental petro- 
graphers.”'® He also states that “‘ the term hornfels is used 
by many writers as a general name for the innermost zone 
in regions of contact metamorphism, and thus applied even 
to schistose and banded rocks.”?? 

A classic example of tourmaline “ schists,” in which the 

schistosity is the direct result of contact metamorphism, is 
that described from Cornwall by Allport in 1876,2! where the 

‘ original lamination of the fine sedimentary matter has been 
replaced by a distinct foliated texture.” He adds: ‘‘ It should 

be stated, however, that a decided foliation is restricted to 

the immediate vicinity of the granite.’ In describing the con- 

tact effects on the Mylor slates, Reid and Flett state: ‘‘ Close 

to the granite and within the zone into which granite veins 

extend the slates become much twisted, gnarled, and knotted, 

are often full of tourmaline, and the gaps between the twisted 

laminz have been filled up with streaks and lenticles of quartz 
of schorl rock or of chlorite.”’?? These authors also describe 
the formation of “ muscovite-tourmaline schist with quartz 

from phyllites by heated solutions from the invading granite.” 

It seems that the effect of contact metamorphism on such 

rocks as slates and schists may be either to obliterate the 

schistosity or to greatly accentuate it, and both these types of 
alteration can be observed about the edge of the Enoggera 

granite. Rosenbusch has described a “ tourmaline hornfels, 

schistose in structure,” composed of tourmaline, staurolite, 

white mica, and quartz from the clay slates of the Vosges, 

but he points out that in contact rocks in this area the schis- 

tose structure is exceptional, and that as the innermost zone 

is approached all schistosity vanishes from the rocks and 
they become massive in character. 

Means, in describing tourmaline-bearing quartz veins 

from Ontario,2* speaks of “‘ narrow bands of highly altered 

country rock embedded in quartz,’ and consisting of “a 

19 British Petrography, 1888, p. 386. 

20 British Petrography, 1888, p. 375. 

— SE OWS) (oii, Vell: Bost salve, (6. 

22 ““ The Geology of the Land’s End District,” p. 9. 

23 Quoted from Teall, op. cit., p. 375. 

24 Economic Geology, 1914, p. 129. 
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highly tourmalinised schist’ made up of “ fine needles of 

tourmaline set in a matrix of fine crystalline muscovite.” 

These bands, beyond doubt, represent fragments of very 

highly altered country rock “‘ which was probably a diorite 

or a chlorite schist,” and which was “ first in part made schis- 

tose by dynamic metamorphism.” 

The rock which most nearly approaches in structural 

characters the Enoggera rock seems to be that described by 

Flett®® from Cornwall as ‘“tourmalinised slate (E1759), 

Belovely Beacon,” a microphotograph of which is shown and 

which is described as “a secondary aggregate of quartz and 

schorl which has replaced the original slate,’ and in which 

“the cleavage and slip-cleavace of the slates are perfectly 
retained.” 

The writer has in an earlier section commented on the 

remarkable similarity in structure between the albite-tour- 

maline rock of the Enoggera area and the unaltered Brisbane 

Schist. In 1914 he wrote: “‘ The whole schist has been so 
beautifully replaced that the new rock under the closest 

scrutiny shows every characteristic of the normal schistose 
structure.”*6 As the result of further investigation he sees no 

reason to modify that statement. The schistosity shewn in 

this interesting contact rock is undoubtedly older than and 

for the most part independent of the contact metamorphism. 

(VI) CONCLUSION. 

1. The rock described is almost on the contact of the 

Enoggera Granite with the Brisbane Schist. 

2. Mineralogically it is almost unique, consisting as it 
does almost entirely of tourmaline and albite. 

3. Practically no quartz is present, but a chemical analysis 

of the albite shows remarkable excesses of both silica and 
alumina. 

4. Structurally the rock is remarkably like the unaltered 

Brisbane Schists, the tourmaline of the altered rock corres- 

ponding in position and amount with the micaceous part of 

25 Petrological Notes in ‘‘ The Geology of Bodmin and St. Austell,” 

1909, p. 187. 
23 Ooch. Ula palas. 
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the unaltered schist, while the felspar veins of the former 
correspond in number and type with the quartz veins of the 
latter. 

5. In order to explain (I) the association of tourmaline 

and albite, (IL) the absence of free quartz, and (III) the struc- 

tural nature of the rock, the following hypothesis is advanced :— 

The micaceous parts of the schist have been metasomatically 
replaced by tourmaline, and the excess silica, together with 

that of the quartz veins has been removed to be redeposited 

elsewhere. Following this alteration, albite was introduced 

from the granite and deposited among the veins vacated by 

the quartz and in any interstices in the matted tourmaline. 
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RUA Eels 

Figure ]1.—Photograph of polished specimen of Tourmaline-Albite rcek 

found replacing Brisbane Schist near its contact with the 

Encggera Granite. Approximately natural size. 

Figure 2.—Microphotograph of same rock in ordinary transmitted light. 
x 18. 
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Notes on the Essential Oils of Daph- 
nandra aromatica. 

By T. G. H. Jonss, B.Se., A.I.C., and FRANK SMITH, 
B.Se., F.1.C. 

(Read before the Royal Society of Queensland, 27th June, 

1923.) 

Daphnandra aromatica (N.O. Monimiacer) is dis- 

tinguished from other of the genus by its aromatic bark 

and slightly fragrant leaves. 

Parcels of the leaves and bark, collected for us by 

eourtesy of Mr. E. H. F. Swain, Director of Forests, were 

submitted to distillation in high-pressure steam, and the 

small amounts of oil collected have permitted of deter- 

mination of their general character. 

OIL OF THE BARK. 

One hundred and forty-five pounds of the dry bark 

yielded 200 ec. (-3 per cent.) of a dark amber oil, heavier 

than water, and possessing the characteristic odour of the 

bark, predominantly that of sassafras. 

15 The following constants were recorded :—a@ 42 1:07 

[a]p—19, [M]p 1525. 

Acid, ester, and acetyl values, nil. 

Nothing was extracted from the oil by alkali bisul- 

phites, and a trace only of phenolic body by caustic alkali. 

When placed in a freezing mixture the oil became 

almost completely solid. 

Fractionation of 150 ec. of 130 mm. pressure gave 4 ce. 

at 70-80° C., 4 ee. at 80-128° C., and 140 ee. at 129-130° C. 

The last fraction, constituting the bulk of the oil, 

possessed the characteristic properties of almost pure safrol, 

[7]; 10530, a12 1-096, [a], —"5; and was confirmed as 

such by preparation of piperonylie acid, its oxidation 

product. 

Safrol, which constitutes about 95 per cent. of the bark 

oil of D. aromatica, is also, among the Monimiacee, the prin- 

cipal constituent of laurel leaf oil, and has been identified 

‘ Gildemeister and Hoffmann, ‘‘'The Volatile Oils.’’ 
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in the leaf oil of Atherosperma moschatum (Victorian 

sassafras). Its occurrence in the volatile oils of the 

Lauracex is common, notably in those of the Cinnamomums. 

The bark oil of C. Olivieri (Brisbane sassafras) contains 

25 per cent.* 

The lower fraction (4 ce.) was not sufficient in amount 

for identification of the optically active constituent, pro- 
bably a terpene the general charzeteristics of which 
indicated it to be levo-rotatory pinene. 

THE OIL OF THE LEAF. 

The yield from the air-dried leaves was approximately 

3 per cent. The essential oil was light greenish yellow in 

colour, and possessed an odour faintly resembling cinnamon. 

Its constants were—al2 ‘9181; [a]p) +33°7; [n]po, 1489. 

Ester value 20; acetyl value 50. 

Sodium bisulphite solution extracted 2-3 per cent. of a 

body which was apparently not cimuamic aldehyde; and 

caustic potash solution, -5 per cent. of a phenol giving a 

bluish green colour with ferri¢ chloride. 

On fractionally distilling the amount of oil available 

(45 ec.) under 30 mm. pressure it was resolved into two 

principal fractions, viz.:—(1) Boiling at 70-80° C., and 

(2) at 145-154° C. 

The lower fraction possessed [n], 1-478 and a + 54-2 

in a l-dem. tube. Its odour and general characteristics 

indicated the presence of limonene, though the amount of 

the fraction was insufficient to permit of purification and 

identification. 

The behaviour on fractionation would show that the 

principal constituents of the leaf oil are a _ terpene 

(d-limonene ?) or terpenes, and a body, probably a 

sesquiterpene, comprising the bulk of the last fraction, 

[n]p 1-501, amounting to about 50 per cent. of the whele oil. 

it *s hoped to further clucidate the compositior of the 

leaf oil of D. aromatica when a larger guantity of material 

is available. 

*M. E. Scott, J.C.S. 101 (1912), 1612. 

*“G. W. Hargreaves, J.C.S. 109 (1916), 751. 
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Contributions to the Queensland Flora. 

No. 2.* 

By C. T. Wuirte, F.L.S., Government Botanist, and 

W. D. Francis, Assistant Government Botanist. 

(Text-figures 1-9.) 

(Read before the Royal Society of Queensland, 24th July, 1925.) 

OrpDER CRUCIFERi. 

Cakile maritima Scop. Collected on the ocean beach, 
Stradbroke Island, Moreton Bay, by C. T. White. This herb, 

which is found in Europe, South Africa, and South America, 

is also common on the sea beaches of New South Wales. This 

is the first record of its occurrence in this State. 

OrpER PITTOSPORACE. 

Hymenosporum flavum F.v.M. Some specimens of this 

tree were recently received from Ravenshoe collected by Mr. J. 

B. Manuell and from the parish of Barron collected by Mr. D. 

Fraser, both localities on the Atherton tableland, North 

Queensland. The specimens differ from the more commonly 

known form in the under surface of the leaves, the peduncles 

and pedicels being more hairy. The fruits also are covered with 

a loose, floccose tomentum. The tree iscommon on the Eungella 

Range, North Queensland, and herbarium specimens from 

there are similar to Southern ones. It has also been recorded 
from Rockingham Bay by Mueller (Fragm. Phytogr. Austr. 

v. 210 and vi. 168). 

OrpeR GUTTIFERA. 

Calophyllum touriga sp. nov. Arbor magna; ramulis 

glabris subteretibus ; foliis modice petiolatis (petiolis ca. 1-3 

em. longis) coriaceis glabris ellipticis prominente pellucido- 

punctatis (12-18 cm. longis, 5-8 cm. latis); inflorescentiis 

floribusque ignotis ; fructibus magnis (ad 10 cm. longis) ovoideo 

globosis obliquis apice acutis ; seminibus globosis (ad 2.5 em, 

diam.). 

* No. 1 in vol. xxxiii., 1921, pp. 152-165. 
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A rain forest tree attaining over 100 ft. (30 m.) in height. 

Barrel not flanged at base, bark scaly. Apparently glabrous. 

A branchlet 4 in. (10 cm.) long measures 2 lines (4 mm.) in 

diameter at base. At intervals and frequently between the 

B 
Text-figure 1. 

Calophyllam touriga sp. nov. <A, leafy shoot. B, fruit. C, seed. 
All about half natural size. D, portion of leaf showing venation, 

x 3/2. 

insertions of the leaves the young branchlets are marked by 

transverse cicatrix-like rings. Leaves elliptical, obtuse or 

rounded or shortly acuminate at the apex, entire, coriaceous, 

margins recurved, lateral nerves close, parallel and almost 
tranverse, -5-1 mm. apart; measurement of leaves 43-7 in. 

(12-18 cm.) long. twice to three times as long as broad ; petioles 

about 4 in. (1-3 em.) long, prominently grooved on the upper 

side. No flowers available. Fruit large, apparently subtended 

by five orbicular calyx lobes, exuding a milky juice when 

cut, globular-ovoid, oblique, apex pointed, slightly narrowed 
at the base, attaining 4 in. (10 cm.) in length, endocarp in dry 

or partially dry fruit crustaceous, about -5 mm. thick. Seed 

globular, about | in. (2-5 mm.) in diameter. (Text-figure 1.) 

Hab.: Bellenden-ker Range, at altitudes of 2,000-3,000 ft., 

©. T. White; Boonjie, D. Fraser; Gourka Pocket, Atherton Tableland, 

A. L. Merrotsy (fruiting specimens, January, 1923). 
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This tree, which is very plentiful in the localities enumerated, has a 

bark with a general resemblance to that of the Bolly Gum, Litsea 

reticulata. The timber is durable and is extensively used on farms for 

fencing posts and rails and for purposes in which hardwood is generally 

used. It also resembles the timber of Litsea reticulata, but is darker in 

colour and heavier in weight. 

OrpER MALVACE. 

Abutilon crispum G. Don. Syst. i., 502. Collected at 

Bowen by Rev. N. Michael. This Indian and tropical and 

sub-tropical American plant was previously unrecorded for the 

State. 

OrpER STERCULIACE. 

Helicteres Isora Linn. Collected on Settlement Creek, 

North-west Queensland, by L. Brass. An Asiatic plant only 

previously recorded in Australia from the Northern Territory. 

OrpvER TILIACE. 

Corchorus olitorius Linn. Collected on the Landsborough 
and Flinders Rivers of Central and North Queensland by C. T. 

White. A tropical Asiatic plant previously unrecorded for the 

State. 

Eleeocarpus eumundi Bail. The flowers of this species, 
which was named and described from fruiting specimens, have 

not been described previously. Following is a description of 

them :— 

Racemes secund, arising from the scars of fallen leaves 

sometimes at a distance of 10 in. (25 cm.) below the apex of 

the branchlets; rhachis, pedicels, sepals, and petals silky 

pubescent ; rhachis about 2 in. (5 cm.) long ; pedicels slender, 

4-6 lines (8-12 mm.) long; flowers pale or greenish yellow ; 

sepals 5, narrow linear, acuminate, margins incurved, 4-5 lines 

(8-10 mm.) long; petals 5, oblong, 5 lines (10 mm.) long, 

divided at the apex for about one-fourth of their length into 
about 20 linear lobes; disc evenly and finely 10-toothed, 

glabrous; stamens about 30, puberulent; filaments about 

1 line (2 mm.) long; anthers narrow linear, about 2 lines 
(4 mm.) long, one of the two apical points recurved and 

exceeding 1 line (2 mm.) in length; ovary ovoid, glabrous ; 
style slender, glabrous, 4-5 lines (8-10 mm.) long. 

Hab.: Flowering specimens collected Dec. 1922, at Fraser Island, 

by F. C. Epps. 

R.S.——!) 
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OrDER RUTACE. 

Boronia granitica Maid. & Betche, Proc. Linn Soc. N.S.W. 
vol. xxx., 357 (1905). This shrub, which was first found at 

Emmaville, N.S.W., has now been collected at Stanthorpe, 

Queensland, by Alex. Macpherson, W. R. Petrie, and E. W. 

Bick. 
OrpER MELIACE. 

Aglaia ferruginea sp. nov. Arbor ramulis juvenilibus 

dense rufo-pubescentibus; foliis longe petiolatis impari- 

pinnatis, 2-jugis. petiolo communi et rhachide stellato-pube- 

scentibus ferrugineis, foliolis breviter petiolulatis submem- 

branaceis ellipticis vel oblanceolatis acuminatis, paniculis 

axillaribus ramulis stellato-pubescentibus ; floribus subsessili- 

bus glomeratis, calyce 5 lobo, lobis ovatis obtusis ; petalis 
5 glabris imbricatis obovatis vel ovatis ; tubo glabro obconico 

crenulato ; antheris exsertis ; ovario ad basem puberulo. 

A small tree about 20 ft. in height with a barrel about 

6 in. in diameter. Young shoots, branchlets, underside of 

leaves, and parts of inflorescence ferruginous pubescent with 
stellate hairs, the indumentum very dense on the young shoots, 

young branchlets, midrib, and primary nerves of the under 
side of the leaves. Leaflets 4 or 5, the lateral ones on petiolules 

of about | line (2 mm.) or less, the terminal ones on petiolules 

of about 4 lines (8 mm.) or less, thin or almost membranous, 

elliptical or oblanceolate, acuminate, the terminal ones nar- 

rowed at the base, margins recurved, lateral nerves numerous 

and parallel, 23-5 in. (6-4-12-8) cm. long, twice to three times 

as long as broad. Panicles in the upper axils, mostly shorter 

than the leaves, the ultimate branches consisting of very dense 
globular, ovoid, or oblong clusters of flowers. Flowers crowded, 

subsessile, globular, about 1 line (2 mm.) in diameter. Calyx 
beset on the outside with brown stellate hairs, divided for 

about two-thirds its length into 5 obtuse, ovate lobes about 

1 mm. long. Petals 5, glabrous, strongly imbricate, obovate 

or ovate, about 1-55 mm. long. Staminal tube glabrous, 

obconical, slightly exceeding 1 mm. in length, crenulate at 

apex, anthers slightly exserted. Ovary (perhaps rudimentary) 

globular, minute, pubescent at base. (Text-figure 2.) 

Hab.: Atherton Tableland, C. T. White (type); also received 

from the District Forest Officer, Atherton, without name of collector. 

This species is distinguished from its nearest Australian ally, Aglaia 

eleagnoidea Benth., by the dense ferruginous hairs of its young shoots, 

branchlets, and under sides of leaves and by the dense globular, ovoid, 

or oblong clusters of flowers on the ultimate panicle branches. 
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Text-figure 2. 

Aglaia ferruginea sp. noy. A, flowering shoot about half natural 

size. B, portion of under surface of leaf, x 5/2. 

OrpDER LEGUMINOSAE. 

Templetonia Hookeri Benth. Specimens of this shrub 
have been collected at Settlement Creek, North-west Queens- 

land, by L. Brass, and constitute a definite locality record in 

the State for the species. The leaves in these specimens are 

occasionally 3-foliolate. 
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Psoralea pustulata F.v.M. The following are definite 

localities for this little-known species: Lower Settlement 

Creek, L. Brass ; Georgina River, E. J. Whelan ; Lawn Hill, 

F. Hann (all near Queensland-Northern Territory Border) ; 

Walsh River, Cape York Peninsula, T. Barclay Millar. 

Tephrosia coriacea Benth. This Northern Territory plant, 
previously unrecorded for Queensland, has been collected on 

sandstone ridges at Settlement Creek, North-west Queensland, 

by L. Brass. 

Atylosia cinerea F.v.M. This Northern Territory shrub, 

which was previously unrecorded for the State, has been 

collected at Branch Creek, North-west Queensland, and 

Settlement Creek, Queensland-Northern Territory Border, by 

L. Brass; and at Townsville, North Queensland, by J. W. 

Fawcett. 

Rhynchosia acutifolia F.v.M. Definite Queensland 

localities for this species are—Gilbert River, F. v. Mueller ; 
Tate River, R. C. Burton ; near Railway Crossing, Tate River, 

C.T. White. R. C. Burton’s specimens bear pods containing 

2-3 seeds, a peculiarity already noted by Bentham in Mueller’s 

specimens from the Gilbert River. Some specimens in the 

Queensland Herbarium simply marked ‘‘ Hann’s Expedition ”’ 

also have pods which are mostly 3-seeded. 

Dalbergia monosperma Dalz. This twining shrub, which 

is distributed in parts of India, China, Malaya, and Northern 

Australia, has been collected on the edge of Mangrove Swamps 

at Cairns by C. T. White, and was previously unrecorded for 

the State. 

Acacia lycopodifolia A. Cunn. This Northern Territory 

shrub was collected at Settlement Creek, North Queensland, 

near border of Northern Territory, by L. Brass, and is a new 

record for the State. It was recorded by Bailey in the 

‘Queensland Flora,” ii., p. 483, as a Queensland species, and 

the locality Hammersley Range given. Hammersley Range, 

however, is in the north-west of Western Australia. 

Acacia flexifolia A. Cunn. A New South Wales species not 
previously recorded for this State which has been collected 

at Catfish Creek, Inglewood District, by C. J. Smith. 

Acacia myrtifolia Willd. has been collected in the following 
localities :—Logan River, Rev. B. Scortechini ; Russell Island, 
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Moreton Bay, Miss E. N. Parker; summit of Glasshouse Moun- 

tains, F. M. Bailey; Beerwah (associated with Acacia com- 

planata in Eucalyptus forest), C.'T. White. In the ‘‘ Queensland 

Flora,” u., p. 489, F. M. Bailey recorded A. amena Wendl. 

from the Glasshouse Mountains. C.T. White recently collected 

a series of specimens of A. myrtifolia from that district, and 

on examination found them to be identical with F. M. Bailey’s 

specimens referred to A. amena. A. amena should, therefore, 

be deleted from the list of Queensland Acacias. J. H. Maiden, 

in ‘Forest Flora of New South Wales,” v., p. 185, had expressed 
his doubt as to this species occurring in Queensland. 

Acacia translucens A. Cunn. A Northern Australian 
species, not previously definitely recorded for Queensland, 

which has been collected at Massacre Inlet, Gulf of Carpen- 

taria, by L. Brass. J. H. Maiden, in his paper on the Tropical 

Acacias of Queensland, p. 24 (Proceedings of Royal Society of 

Queensland, vol. xxx.), excluded this species, as the only 

locality recorded in the ‘‘ Queensland Flora” (p. 494) was 

“ Islands of the Gulf of Carpentaria.” The present record now 

definitely establishes the plant as a Queensland species. 

Acacia Muelleriana Maid. & Bak., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 

viii. (2nd series), p. 515, pl. 25.. A New South Wales species 
collected at Chinchilla by J. E. Young, and constituting a new 

record for the State. The Chinchilla specimens have slightly 

broader leaflets than those of the type, but resemble exactly 
specimens from Minore, N.S.W. (ex. Nat. Herb. Sydney). The 

plant is very different in appearance from any other Queens- 

land species of Acacia. 

OrpER MYRTACEAL. 

Eugenia macrohila sp. nov. Arbor parva vel frutex 
diffusis ; foliis glabris, ellipticis vel oblanceolatis breviter 

petiolatis obtuse acuminatis vel raro obtusis subcoriaceis ; 
floribus ignotis; fructibus  solitaris pedicellatis globosis 

puniceis ; seminibus solitariis. 

A straggling shrub or a small tree with an irregular or 

leaning barrel attaining about 6 in. diameter. Leaves 

elliptical or oblanceolate, narrowed at the base into a very short 

petiole, obtusely acuminate or less frequently cbtuse at the 

apex, rather thick in texture, margins slightly recurved, at 

least in dried specimens, lateral nerves oblique, generally 
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3 to 5 conspicuous on each side of the midrib, 14-24 in. (3-2-6-4 

em.) long, 2 to 3 times as long as broad. No flowers available. 
Fruit solitary in the upper axils on slender pedicels attaining 

8 lines or rarely reduced to | line in length, young fruit finely 

pubescent with minute appressed hairs, mature fruit attaining 

about 3 in. (1-3 cm.) in diameter (when fresh), red, the pulp 

sweet and very pleasant to the taste. Persistent calyx-lobes 

4, narrowly ovate or narrowly triangular, obtuse, 2-24 lines 

ah 
Text-figure 5. 

Eugenia macrohila sp. noy. A fruiting branchlet. B, mature fruit. 
C, seed. D, leaf showing veining. All half natural size. 

(4-5 mm.) long. Endecarp thin, readily broken with the 
fingers. Seed solitary, globular or slightly ovoid, }-} in. 

(6-8 mm.) in diameter ; hilum broad and nearly as long as the 
seed. (Text figure 3.) 

Hab. : Marmor, 26 miles south-east of Rockhampton, W. D. Francis, 

March, 1920. 

This species is allied to EL. carissoides F.v.M., from which it is dis- 

tinguished by its narrow leaves, slender pedicels, and the elongated 

calyx-lobes crowning the fruit. 
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Eugenia Petriei sp. nov. Arbor, ramulis foliisque glabris ; 
foliis tenuiter coriaceis obovatis apice acuminatis basi in 

petiolum satis longum cuneatim coarctatis, costis lateralibus 

utringue ultra 30 cum costa intramarginali a margine ca. 

2 mm. remota conjugentes ; floribus mediocribus in cymam 

terminalem pauciflorum digestis ; calycis tubo turbinato (4 mm. 

longo), lobis 4, hyalino marginatis ; petalis 4, suborbicularibus, 

(ca. 2 mm. diam.) staminibus 4 mm. longis, stylo 1-1-1-3 em. 

longo ; bacco oblonga 1-sperma. 

T/T //, Wy hs \ ’ < TO 

Text-figure 4. 

Eugenia Petriei sp. nov. A, flowering shoot. 6, fruit. D, flower 

bud. I, flower. F, petal. A and C about half natural size, D natural 

size, H and F 2. 

A medium-sized tree, glabrous in all parts. Leaves thin- 

coriaceous, obovate, mostly 4-43 in. (10-11-3 em.) long, and 

13-2 in. (3-8-5 em ) broad ; finely veined with numerous clese 

parallel veins, the main lateral veins 14-2 lines (3-4 mm.) 

apart with finer veinlets between them, the intramarginal vein 

mostly about 1 line (2 mm.) from the margin, veins and veinlets 

conspicuous on both faces in the dried leaf, apex abruptly 

acuminate or more or less tapering into an acuminate point, 

base gradually tapering into a petiole of 2-3 lines (4-6 mm.). 

Flowers white, not very numerous, borne in terminal trichoto- 

mous cymes usually shorter than the leaves. Cymes pedunculate 
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or sometimes sessile ; peduncles, branches, and pedicels rather 

stout. Calyx turbinate, 2 lines (4 mm.) long, lobes 4, scarcely 

1 line (13 mm.) long, margin hyaline. Petals narrowed at the 

base into a very short claw, suborbicular, about | line (2 mm.) 

diameter. Stamens very numerous, 2 lines (4 mm.) long. 

Style slender, 5-6 lines (1-1-1-3 cm.) long. Fruit blue, oblong, 

about }-in. (1-3 cm.) long but not seen quite ripe, 1-seeded. 

(Text-figure 4.) 

Hab.: Fraser Island, W. R. Petrie. 

This tree in the past has been confused with E.cyanocarpa F.v.M., 

and when one of us (C. T. W.) was on Fraser Island in May 1921 Mr. 

Petrie drew his attention to it and 2. cyanocarpa, which is also common 

there ; the two trees are quite distinct in the field, #. Petriei seems to be 

more or less confined to the creek banks, the branches usually overhanging 

the water. 

In botanical sequence this new species comes nearest to EL. cyanocarpa, 

the distinctions being as follows :— 

Leaves 2-4 in. long, ?-14 in. broad; stamens } in. long or more ; 

fruit globular—E. cyanocarpa. 

Leaves mostly 4-43 in. long, 14-2 in. broad, stamens 2 lines long, 

fruit oblong—E. Petriei. 

OrpER UMBELLIFERA#. 

Siebera Billardieri Benth. var. lanceolata. All the Queens- 

land specimens in the Queensland Herbarium represent the 

above variety. We have specimens from the following 

localities :—Macpherson Range, H. Tryon, C. T. White; 

Helidon, F. M. Bailey; Crow’s Nest, Kenny and White; 

Cooroy, H. A. Longman; Fraser Island, F. C. Epps, J. E. 
Young. 

OrDER COMPOSITA. 

Olearia oliganthema F.v.M. This New South Wales shrub, 

which was previously unrecorded for Queensland, was collected 
onthe Macpherson Range, Killarney district, by C. P. Saunders. 

The Queensland specimens differ from the type in possessing 

larger flowers and in the involucral bracts being densely silky 
pubescent. The description in the “ Flora Australiensis ” was 

drawn up from meagre material, and the plant evidently shows 

a much greater variation than there described. 

OrDER EPACRIDEAS. 

Epacris longiflora Cav. Collected on Mount Lindesay by 
W. Hill. J. E. Young and C. T. White also collected it there 

recently, and noticed that it was common on cliff faces. We 
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also have specimens from Springbrook, Macphersen Range, 

collected by Mr. J. Tait. It was omitted from the “ Queensland 

Flora” although recorded from Mount Lindesay in the * Flora 

Australiensis.””. This mountain is on the border of New South 

Wales and Queensland, but almost wholly within the latter 
State. The species is common in the sandstone flora of New 

South Wales. 

ORDER MYRSINACEAN. 

Ardisia bifaria sp. nov. Frutex erectus glabrus ; foliis 
alternis distichis subsessilibus pellucido-punctatis, oblonge- 

lanceolatis basi auriculatis; floribus racemosis, racemis 

axillaribus 2-5 floris ; pedicellis capillaribus ; sepalis 4 lanceo- 
latis petalis 4 ovatis acuminatis; staminibus 4; ovario 

ovoideo. 

A 
ye. ngororl 23. 

Text-figure 5. 

Ardisia bifaria sp. nov. <A, flowering shoot. B, flowers, x 3. C, 
leaf showing venation. D, shoot showing attachment of leaves. A, C 

and D, about half natural size. 

A shrub attaining 4 ft. in height, glabrous. Branches 

terete. Leaves alternate, dotted with pellucid glands, dis- 

tichous, subsessile, oblong-lanceolate, tapering but obtuse at 

the apex, cordate at the base, appearing oblique on account 
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of the lower basal auricle often overlapping the upper surface 

of the branchlet, and the upper basal auricle overlapping the 
under surface of the branchlet, midrib immersed and a few 

indistinct primary veins visible on upper surface of leaf, midrib 
raised and primary veins slightly more evident on the under 

side ; measurement of leaf-blade, 1-2 in. (2-5-5 em.) long, 4-6 

times as long as broad. Flowers in short axillary racemes of 

2-5 flowers, the rhachis about 1 line (2 mm.) long. Pedicels 

capillary, 3-4 lines (6-8 mm.) long, each subtended by a lanceo- 

late, concave bract about }-line (1 mm.) long. Calyx divided 

to the base into 4 lanceolate sepals about }-line (1 mm.) long ; 

petals 4, very shortly united and overlapping at the base, 

ovate, acuminate, nearly 1} line (3 mm.) long. Stamens 4, 

subsessile, lanceolate or narrowly traingular, subcordate, about 

1 line (2 mm.) long; slits of anther cells extending to the full 

length of the cells. Ovary ovoid, tapering into a fairly slender 

style. (Text-figure 5.) 
Hab.: Bellenden-Ker, common in lowland forests, C. T. White 

(flowering specimens, type); Glenallyn, Atherton Tableland, Gourka 

Pocket, Atherton Tableland, C. T. White. 

OrpDER SAPOTACEZ. 

Lucuma castanospermum (C. T. White) n. comb. This 

species was described and named from fruiting specimens by 

C. T. White as Chrysophyllum castanospermum in Bot. Bull. 

xxi., p. 12, Department of Agriculture and Stock, Brisbane. 

Examination of flowers, recently collected on the Atherton 

Tableland by G. Curry, shows that the species should be placed 

in Lucuma. Following is a description of the flowers, which 
were not available previously : 

Calyx-lobes 5, ovate, obtuse, imbricate, silky pubescent, 

about 3 lines (6 mm.) long. Corolla-tube shortly cylindrical or 

constricted about the middle, hirsute inside towards the base, 

about 5 lines (10*mm.) long; lobes 5, their margins over- 

lapping towards the base, broadly ovate, obtuse, about 1 line 
(2 mm.) long. Staminodia 5, obtuse, alternating with the 

corolla-lobes and about two-thirds their length. Stamens 

alternating with the staminodia and inserted lower in the 

corolla-tube ; filaments slender, under }-line (1 mm.) long ; 

anthers ovate, almost 1 line (2 mm.) long. 

The presence of the staminodia in the flower and the 

absence of albumen in the seed indicate that this species should 

be assigned to Lucuma. 
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Sideroxylon Brownlessianum F.v.M. Fragm. vii., p. 111; 
F. M. Bailey, ““ Queensland Flora,” iii., p. 959. Fruit, which 

were previously unknown, have been collected at Gadgarra, 

Atherton Tableland, by A. L. Merrotsy and C. T. White. 
Following is a description of them :—Fruit oval, | in. long 

and 3-in. in diameter, 2-seeded. Seeds narrowly obovate, 

3-in. long; testa dark brown, glossy; hilum linear, about 

three-fourths the length of seed. 

OrpER APOCYNACEA. 

Alstonia longissima F.v.M., Papuan Plants, 1 (v.), p. 91 
(1877). Specimens of this plant collected at Port Moresby, 

Papua, by C. T. White, show that the species is identical 

with A. somersetensis, Bail., ‘‘Queensland Agricultural Journal” 

i, pp. 229, 368 (1897). Bailey’s specimens were collected at 

Somerset, Cape York Peninsula, by F. L. Jardine, and his 

name must lapse in favour of Mueller’s earlier one. The species 
is figured on page 324 of Bailey’s ““ Comprehensive Catalogue 

of Queensland Plants.” 

OrpER LAURACEA. 

Cryptocarya foveolata* sp. nov. Arbor magna, ramulis 
juvenilibus pubescentibus ; foliis alternis petiolatis ovatis vel 

ellipticis obtuse acuminatus  subtriplinervis prominente 

foveolatis utrinque reticulatis; paniculis terminalibus vel 

axillaribus ; floribus breviter pedicellatis, perianthii tubo 

obconico, lobis ovatis ; bacca globosa. 

A tree attaining a height of about 100 ft. and a barrel 

diameter of about 2 ft. Barrel not prominently flanged. Bark 

brown, fairly smooth ; when cut, light brown, 7-in. thick on a 

tree with a barrel diameter of 1 ft. 9 in. Sapwood white. 

Young shoots pubescent. Leaves alternate, on petioles 2-4 
lines (4-8 mm.) long, ovate, lanceolate or elliptical, mostly 

shortly and obtusely acuminate, a pair of lateral nerves 

prominent towards the base giving the leaf a triplinerved 

appearance ; the other lateral nerves are very few and distant, 

both surfaces reticulate. The most prominent features of the 
leaves are the one or two pairs of hollow glands (domatia) 

* Though this tree was originally named C. cinnamomifolia Benth. 

var. parvifolia by the late F. M. Bailey, the name parvifolia has already 

been applied specifically to a Philippine Island species of Cryptocarya 

by E. D. Merrill. 
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Text-figure 6. 

Cryptocarya foveolata sp. nov. <A, shoot from young tree. B,. 

shoot from a very large tree. C and E, fruit at different stages. 1D 

leaf showing under side. All natural size, 
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situated along the midrib at the axils of the principal lateral 
nerves forming protuberances on the upper surface and with 

orifices on the under side. Measurement of leaf-blade 1-24 
in. (2°5-6°5 em.) long, 1} to 3 times as long as broad. Panicles 

terminal and in the upper axils, very slender and raceme-like, 

generally shorter than the leaves. Flowers very shortly pedicel- 

late. Perianth turbinate or campanulate, about 2 lines (4 mm.) 

long, the obconical tube about as long as the lobes, pubescent 

inside; lobes ovate, about 1 line (2 mm.) long. Stamens 

of the outer series nearly as long as the perianth segments ; 

anthers ovate, obtuse; filaments broad, finely puberulent. 

Glands (6) at base of stamens, subsessile, ovoid or nearly 

globular, obtuse, puberulent at base, about -5 mm. in diameter. 

Three inner stamens lanceolate, obtuse, about as long as the 

outer ones, filaments broad and flat, finely ciliate on the margins. 
Three staminodia alternating with the three inner stamens 

on short broad stipites, broadly ovate, acute, cordate and 

puberulent at base, about 1 mm. long. Ovary immers«t in 

the calyx-tube, narrowly ovate, puberulent with a few mir. ate 

appressed hairs; style cylindrical, glabrous, apparently 

articulate above the ovary. Fruit black, globular, about 4-in. 

(1-2 cm.) in diameter, crowned by the small circular scar of the 

perianth tube. C. cinnamomifolia Benth. var. Bail. Cat. 

Queens. Woods 1886 and subsequent editions No. 3134; 

C. cinnamomifolia Benth. var. parvifolia Bail. ‘* Queensland 
Flora,’’ pt iv., p. 1801 (1901). (Text-figure 6.) 

Hab. : Mount Mistake, F. M. Bailey ; Roberts Plateau, Macpherson 

Range, C. T. White; Ranges eastward of Emu Vale, C. B. Saunders, 

W. D. Francis. 

This tree is allied to Cryptocarya cinnamomifolia Benth., from which 

it is distinguished by its smaller leaves containing large domatia and 

lacking a glaucous under-surface, and by its globular not-depressed fruit. 

Cryptocarya pleurosperma sp. nov. Arbor magna novellis 

sericeo pubescentibus ; foliis petiolatis alternis ellipticis obtuse 

acuminatis prominente triplinerviis supra nitidis; floribus 
ignotis; fructibus ovoideo-globosis; | seminibus rugoso- 

costatis, costis ca. 12. 

A tall tree, young buds silky pubescent. Young branchlets 

angular towards the growing points. Petioles somewhat 

flattened in the upper part or the leaf laminz shortly decurrent, 

3-5 lines (6-10 mm.) long. Leaves alternate elliptical, shortly 

and obtusely acuminate, prominently triplinerved, transverse 
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veins visible but not prominent, upper surface smooth and 

glossy, under surface darker and duller, measurement of lamina 

34-54 in. (9-14 cm.) long, 1-5-2-5 times as long as broad. No 
flowers available. Fruit ovoid-globular, red, over 1} in. 

B 
TLforon 23. 

Text-figure 7. 

Cryptocarya pleurosperma sp. nov. A, leafy shoot. B, fruit. C, 
seed. D, seed in transverse section showing thick, ribbed putamen. All 

half natural size. 

(3-8 em.) long. Seed ovoid-globular, rugose and very pro- 
minently longitudinally ribbed, ribs generally 12 in number, 

putamen walls 2-4 lines (4-5 mm.) thick. (Text-figure 7.) 

Hab.: Bellenden-Ker, C. T. White (type); Gadgarra, Atherton 

District, T. Fuller; Johnstone River, Rev. N. Michael. 

In its triplinerved leaves and costate seeds this species resembles 

C. australis Benth., to which it is apparently closely allied. It is dis- 

tinguished from C. australis by its more strongly costate and larger very 

rugose seeds which are twice the size, and its broader and larger leaves. 

ORDER PROTEACE. 

Persoonia oxycoccoides Sieb. This species, previously 
known from Victoria and New South Wales, has been collected 

at Inglewood, west of Warwick, Southern Queensland, by 

C. J. Smith. 
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PLACOSPERMUM gen. nov. 

Flores hermaphroditi. Perianthium cylindraceum regularis 

vel parum irregularis, superne recurvum (segmentis 4, demum 

solutis ?). Stamina 4, antheris linearibus quorum 3 imper- 

fectis, filamentis infra medium perianthii insertis. Glandule 

hypogyne 4, anguste. Ovarium subsessile, angustum, ovulis 

numerosis uniseriatis. Folliculus coriaceo-lignosus, pluris- 

permus. Semina compressa, samaroidea, late alata. Arbor. 

Folia alterna, integra, coriacea, pennivenia. Flores racemosi, 

racemis ad apices ramorum paniculatis. 

Flowers hermaphrodite. Perianth terete or cylindrical, 

recurved in the upper part ; segments 4, regular or nearly so. 

Anthers 4, but only one perfect in each flower, linear, with 2 

linear parallel cells adnate to the connective ; filaments erect, 

linear or oblong, inserted below the middle of the perianth 

segments. Hypogynous scales 4, linear or setaceous, distinct. 

Ovary scarcely stipitate, narrow and terete ; ovules numerous ; 

style continuous with the ovary. Fruit a follicle with a thin, 

woody exocarp, I-celled. Seeds numerous, in a single row, 

flat and broadly winged ; testa membranous ; cotyledons thin 

and flattened. <A tall tree. Leaves alternate, often crowded 

towards the ends of branchlets, entire and penninerved. 

Flowers singly pedicellate in racemes arranged in panicles at 

the ends of branchlets ; pedicels subtended by bracts. 

Derivation : From Greek plax, a flat body ; sperma, a seed ; alluding 

to the flattened seeds. 

This genus evidently constitutes a new tribe of the sub-family 

Grevilleoidez, as it cannot be included in any of the tribes described in 

Bentham and Hooker’s “‘ Genera Plantarum” or Engler and Prantl’s 

“ Naturlichen Pflanzonfamilien.”” The new tribe, for which we propose 

the name Placospeimeze, could be placed between Embothriex and 
Banksiz as under :— 

Sub-family Grevilleoidece.—Flowers in pairs or single in the axils of 

the bracts. Ovary with 2 or numerous ovules. Fruit with 1 or numerous 

seeds. 

Grevillee.—Ovary mostly with 2, rarely 4, ovules. 

Embothrice. 

Placospermee. 

Ovary with 4 or more ovules in two series. 

Ovary with 15 or more ovules, in a single series. 
Seeds transversely arranged in the follicles. 

Banksice.—Ovary with 2 collateral ovules. 

Placospermum coriaceum sp. nov. Arbor glabra; ramulis 
validis ; foliis petiolatis spathulatis vel oblanceolatis obtusis 
coriaceis, marginibus integris recurvulis ; paniculis terminalibus 
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foliis brevioribus ; bracteis concavis, ovatis vel triangularibus ; 

floribus pedicellatis, corolla superne recurva; staminibus 
corolla fere equantibus ; folliculis subglobosis obliquis, pluris- 

permis, seminibus ca. 20 uniseriatis, compressissimis late 

alatis. 

A tall tree, all parts glabrous. Branchlets thick, marked 

by the broad cicatrices of fallen leaves. Leaves spathulate or 
oblanceolate, obtuse, coriaceous, margins entire and minutely 

recurved, tapering into a petiole }-? in. (1-3-1-9 cm.) long ; 

midrib, lateral nerves and a few reticulate ones visible on both 

surfaces ; measurement of leaf-blade 4-7 in. (10-7-17-8 em.) long 

3-5 times as long as broad. Panicles shorter than the leaves. 

Bracts subtending the pedicels concave, ovate or triangular, 

over | line (2 mm.) long. Pedicels about $-in. (1-3 cm.) long. 

Perianth about 4-in. (1:3 cm.) long. Stamens nearly as long 

as the perianth segments, the filaments of the fertle ones about 
1 line (2 mm.) long. Hypogynous scales about 2 lines (4 mm.) 

long. Ovary terete, about 4 lines (8 mm.) long including the 
continuous style. Follicles subglobose, oblique, about 1% in. 
(3-8 cm.) in diameter. Seeds about 20 in each follicle, arranged 

in a single row and filling the follicle, flat and strongly com- 

pressed, broader than long, #-1} in. (1-9:3-2 cm.) broad including 

the broad wing. (Text-figure 8.) 

Hab.: Mount Alexander, near Daintree, North Queensland, ex 

Queensland Herbarium, without collector’s name (flowering specimens, 

type); Reserve 418 Danbulla, Atherton district, Forest Ranger D. Fraser 

(fruiting specimens). 

To Mr. B. F. Kruger, Wood Technologist, Queensland Forest Service, 

we are indebted for the loan of a sample of the wood of the species. The 

sample is a cylindrical piece about 2} in. in diameter, either a section 

from the barrel of a young tree,or from a branch. Examined in cross- 

section with a lens it shows no “‘ soft tissue” (wood parenchyma), a some- 

what unusual feature for a Proteaceous wood but which is also a charac- 

teristic of the wood of Embothrium Wickhami F.v.M. The vessels 

(*« pores’) are numerous, isolated, or in groups of two or four. The rays 

‘are fine and number from about 28-36 to the cm. in tranverse section ; in 

a tangential section they are seen to be from -5-1 mm. in height. The 

wood is light brown in colour. 

OrpER EUPHORBIACEA. 

Croton densivestitum sp. nov. Arbor ramulis dense 

stellato-pubescentibus ; foliis petiolatis, petiolis dense pubes- 

centibus ; foliis alternis raro suboppositis vel subverticillatis, 

ellipticis lanceolatis vel oblanceolatis acuminatis supra 
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Wi LMP 

Text-figure 8. 

Placospermum coriaceum gen. et sp. nov. B and C, follicles. D 

and E, seeds. F, reticulate surface of wings of seeds. G, a single 

flower. All half natural size except F (5), and G (natural size). 

R.S.—G 
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glabratis subtus pubescentibus biglandulosis ; stipulis setaceis 
vel capillaribus ; racemis terminalibus dense pubescentibus, 

bracteis setaceis; floribus pedicellatis, calyce alte 5-lobato 

intus hirsutis ; capsulis dense stellato-pubescentibus, stigmatis 

bifidis ; seminibus subglobosis. 

Text-figure 9. 

Croton densivestitum sp. nov. <A, flowering twig, about half naturai 
size. B, fruit, about 2 natural size. C, terminal portion of raceme, 

<< 3/2. D, seed, natural size. E, apex of leaf. F, stellate scales, 
x 10. G, base of leaf, under side, showing glands, x 4. 

A shrub, the branchlets inflorescence and under sides of 

leaves densely pubescent with stellate hairs. Branchlets terete. 
Petioles densely pubescent, 4-1 in. (-6-2-5 cm.) long. Leaves 

alternate, occasionally nearly opposite or whorled, elliptical, 

lanceolate or oblanceolate, shortly but not broadly rounded at 
the base, prominently acuminate, margins serrate or entire, 

upper surface nearly glabrous, midrib and _ primary lateral 

nerves visible on both surfaces, the reticulate ones obscure, 

glands situated on the under side of the leaf, one on each side 

of the base of the midrib where the basal lateral nerves join it, 

glabrous and obconical ; measurement of leaf blade 33-5} in. 

(9-14 cm.) long, twice to thrice as long as broad. Stipules 
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when present setaceous or almost capillary, 1-2 lines (2-4 mm.) 

long. Racemes terminal, 2-3 in. (5-7-7 cm.) long, males in the 

upper, females in the lower portion. Bracts subtending the 

pedicels, setaceous, about j-line (1 mm.) long.  Pedicels 

4-1 line (1-2 mm.) long. Calyx hirsute inside, divided nearly to 

the base into 5 lanceolate lobes, about 3-line (1-5 mm.) long. 

Petals (in male flowers) 5, lanceolate or oblong, obtuse, ciliate 

on the margins, #-line (1-5 mm.) long. Stamens 10-12, slightly 

shorter than the petals; anthers ovate. Capsule stellate 

pubescent, tridymous, 3-4 lines (6-8 mm.) broad; styles 

divided into 2 branches about 1 line (2 mm.) long. Seeds 

subglobose, pale brown, mottled or streaked with dark brown, 
about 2 lines (4 mm.) in diameter. (Text-figure 9.) 

Hab.: Harvey’s Creek, F. M. Bailey (Bellenden-Ker Expedition 

of 1889); (type); lowland rain forests, Bellenden-Ker, C. T. White, 

March 1922 (fruiting specimens). 

Among the Queensland species this one is apparently allied to C. 

arnhemica Muell. Arg. var. urenwfolius Bail. (to which it was referred 

by Bailey in Report of Bellenden-Ker Expedition) and to C. acrony- 

chioides F.v.M. From the latter it is distinguished by its dense 

indumentum and long acuminate leaves, and from the former by its 

narrower almost non-reticulate leaves and smaller flowers and fruit. 

OrDER CONIFERA (TAXACEAS). 

Podocarpus spinulosa R. Br. This New South Wales 

undershrub, which was not previously recorded for the State, 

has been collected and noticed to be very abundant by C. T 

White on Stradbroke Island, in the sandy forest land between 
Dunwich and Point Lookout. The specimens (collected in 

March and July) bore leaves only. 

P. Ladei Bail. This species was described from specimens 
bearing leaves and immature fruit. A. L. Merrotsy has recently 

collected mature fruiting specimens from the same locality, 

Mt. Spurgeon, North Queensland, in which the type material 

was collected. He described the trees as not exceeding 3 ft. in 

barrel diameter, and collected the fruiting specimens in Feb- 
ruary 1923. The mature fruit are bluish black, ellipsoid, fleshy, 

14 in. (4 em.) long, 1 in. (2.5 cm.) broad ; seed 1-14 in. (2-5-3 

em.) long, 8 lines (1-7 cm.) wide, the apex with a short, sharp, 

apiculate point. Bailey’s description and illustration are in the 

“ Queensland Agricultural Journal,” vol. xv. (1905), p. 899 

pl. 22. 
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ORDER GRAMINEAE. 

Panicum ctenanthum F.v.M. This grass, which was 
previously unrecorded for Queensland, has been collected at 
the Gilbert River, North Queensland, by C. T. White. The 

specimens differ from the type in having most commonly 3 

instead of only 2 spikes to the head, the spikes are also longer 

—4 in. (10 cm.) long—but otherwise agree with the description 

of the type material. 

P. majusculum F.v.M. ex Bentham Fl. Austr., vii., 482, 

1878 ; Ewart and Davies, Flora North. Terr., 38, 1917. This 

grass, which was previously unrecorded for Queensland, has 

been collected at the Gilbert River, North Queensland, by C. 

T. White. The specimens differ from the original description 

quoted above in having the outer glume 5-7-nerved instead of 

3-nerved. Examination of type specimens kindly lent by Mr. 
Laidlaw from the National Herbarium, Melbourne, showed the 

outer glume to be often more or less distinctly 5-nerved. 
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Notes on the Physiography of Eastern 

New Guinea and Surrounding Island 
Groups. 

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE VOLCANIC FEA- 

TURES OF THE RABAUL DISTRICT OF NEW BRITAIN. 

By C. H.-Massry. 

(Plate III, and Four Text Figures.) 

(Read before the Royal Society of Queensland, 24th July, 

1923.) 

CONTENTS. 
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I11.—History and Development of fe Rabaul V aleune Serer =o) Make: 
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V.—Conelusions— 

G.) The Volcanic System vi ie ote Aa 
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V1I.—Description of the Plate mn rh be 3% ae ADS: 

INTRODUCTION: 

I HAVE written this paper at the suggestion of those 

who think that the information given will be of interest 

and value to Australian Geology. By way of introduction, 

I must be allowed a few words cf apology. I have had a 

certain amount of diffidence in preparing these notes, for 

several reasons. The whole area is so wide and so little 

known that there is not a great deal of reliable information 

available. The observations reported in this paper were 

made easually without any idea of future publication, and 

so lack the care and accuracy demanded in that case. A 

space of four years has elapsed since they were made, and 

though time allows maturer reflection, yet many facts are 

not so fresh to the mind as formerly. However, with these 

limitations, [ propose to discuss the physiographic features 

of Eastern New Guinea and the adjacent island groups, 

with special reference te the voleanie features of the Rabaul 
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area of New Britain. Most of the places referred to have 

been visited by the writer. For other information I am 

indebted to articles written by various officers of the 

garrison in the *‘Rabaul Record’’ (a publication issued 

monthly by the garrison at Rabaul for rather more than 

two years), and the excellent maps prepared by the Chief 

Surveyor, Rabaul, based on the Admiralty maps, corrected 

and brought up to date, from the latest information. I 

wish to thank Professor Richards, of the Queensland 

University, and his staff for much kindly help in the 

preparation of this paper. Other acknowledgments and 

references are made in the course of the paper. 

Il—_ GENERAL PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
The physiography of the area will be discussed in 

detail in later sections. It will only be necessary at the 

outset to draw attention to the more distinctive features. 

The general physiography of the area may be clearly seen 

in the sketch-map, text-fig. 1. The first thing that attracts 

notice is the parallelism in the trend-lines of Eastern New 

Guinea and New Ireland and the Solomons, and the 

apparent cross trend-line of the great peninsula and New 

Britain. In the arrangement of the mountain ranges of 

New Guinea something similar is seen. In the western 

part of the island the trend-line is west to east, the ranges 

extending nearly to the north-east coast. This trend seems 

to be continued in a parallel line in the great peninsula and 

New Britain. In the eastern part of New Guinea the 

trend-line is south-east. Parallet to the north-east coast- 

line is a series of volcanic islands, some active, rising 

directly out of the ocean upwards of 5,000 ft. They seem 

to be the peaks of a considerable range of mountains 

running parallel to the coast ranges and now submerged. 

This coast-line is generally bold throughout its length, and 

is flanked by series of coast ranges of varying altitudes up 

to 6,000 ft. The great peninsula is really a huge mountain 

massif built up of parallel ranges rising to a height of over 

12,000 ft. in the Finisterre Range. The trend of these 

ranges 1s, as previously noted, west to east, crossing the 

trend of the coast-lne and coast ranges. The general 

average height of the ranges of the peninsula seems to be 

from 5,000 to 8,000 ft. In New Britain, the average height, 

as far as is known, seems to be about 3,000 ft. with a few 
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peaks rising to 7,000 ft. New Britain, as far as is known, 

is entirely volcanic, and there are many craters both active 

and quiescent throughout its length. To the north of New 

Britain is a small group of islands known as the French 

Group. The main island is a great crater, partly 

submerged, known as Johann Albrecht. As observed inside, 
from the deck of a steamer, the crater must have a diameter 
of three miles. The walls are perfectly perpendicular to a 

height of about 600 ft., while the water in the crater is 

over 400 fathoms or 2,400 ft. deep. To the south of New 

Britain is one of the great deeps of the Pacifie, known as 

the Planet Deep. Depths up to 4,000 fathoms have been 

recorded. Fringing the east coast of New Ireland is a 

series of volcanic islands roughly parallel to the coast-line. 

St. John Island is noted for its mud-springs and fumaroles, 

and contains at least one active geyser known as Balamus- 

son. These islands rise out of deep water over 1,000 

fathoms. The Rabaul voleanic system is situated at the 

extreme eastern end of the island of New Britain, surround- 

ing the harbour known variously as Blanche Bay, Simpson- 

haven, or Rabaul Harbour. 

III—_HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

RABAUL VOLCANIC SYSTEM. 

The original crater of the Rabaul voleanie system is 

undoubtedly the depression known as Simpsonhaven. The 

definite walls surrounding the harbour, though now much 

weathered, composed of vast beds of yellow ash, pumice, 

and scoria, and the general shape, indicate this fact 

(text-fig. 2). Even in its original condition it must have 

been of considerable extent. At present the depression has 

a length of five miles and a breadth of two. The other 

craters are marginal to Simpsonhaven. The oldest seems 

to be Mount Mother, 2,500 ft. high, whose tall, steeply 

sloping sides indicate a typical tuff-cone (Plate III, fig. 1). 

This erater is quite extinct. Two further marginal craters 

were formed later, one at the foot of Mount Mother and 

the ether on the South Daughter. These two craters appear 

much alike and no apparent distinction as to age is obsery- 
able. They are both plugged, but contain active fumaroles. 

When Dampier visited Blanche Bay in 1699 he observed an 

active voleano on the north side of the bay. This probably 

refers to one of these craters. An eruption is reported to 
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hav occurred in a submarine crater, now known as Vulean 

Island, on the western side of the harbour, somewhere 

about the year 1838. The latest crater is a cinder-cone 

formed on the margin of the South Daughter Crater. This 

was apparently formed and was violently active in the 

eruption of 1878. A full account of the eruption is given 

by the-veteran Methodist missionary, Dr. Brown, in his 

‘‘Reminiseenees.’’ The following facts may be noted :— 

The eruption was preceded by very viclent earthquakes 

accompanied by tidal waves which destroyed a large part 

of the shore-line. Clouds ofssteam arose from the water in 

a line from Matupit Island to Vulean Island (text- 

fig. 2). When the submarine crater at Vulcan Island broke 

out, the steam-clouds across the harbour cleared. Finally 

the crater on the South Daughter (Cinder Cone) burst out 

with terrific force, throwing up material to a great height 

and forming a column of smoke upwards of 4,000 ft. high. 

These explosive erupticns continued for some weeks. There 

was no discharge of lava, but great blocks of pumice and 

rock (consolidated ash) with yellow and black ash were 

continuously thrown out. St. George’s Channel was a 

floating field of large blocks of pumice, and it is said no 

salt water was visible. The whole coast-line adjacent to the 

area was burnt out, and the waters of Blanche Bay and 

Simpsonhaven were at scalding heat throughout. All 

submarine life was destroyed. 

The successive eruptions of this svstem have built up 

vast beds of ash which dominate the local topography for a 

‘adius of many miles. There is no sign anywhere, as far as 

the writer could see, in a radius of twenty miles, of the 

original topography. 

Since 1878 there have been no further eruptions of 

this system, though many severe earthquakes have occurred. 

IV.—PRESENT CONDITIONS. 

The present conditions in the Rabaul district, as 

observed by the writer about four years ago, will be 

deseribed under the following heads :— 

(1) Craters ; 

(41) Fumaroles; 

(i411) Submarine activity ; 

(iv) Ashbeds; 

(v) Seismic features. 
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(1) THe Craters—Four of the eraters will be 

described—(a) The South Daughter Crater, (b) the Cinder 

Cone, (¢) Matupit Islind and Harbour, (d) Vulean Island. 

(a) The older crater on the South Daughter (Plate 

III, fig. 2), known by the natives as Towurwur, is very 

similar to that at the foot of Mount Mother, and the follow- 

ing deseription will apply equally well to both :—The erater 

is breached on the harbour side by means of which there is 

an easy entry. The walls, which are steep, are built up of 

suecessive layers of yellow ash, pumice, and scoria, and in 

places covered with black cinder-ash from the cinder-cone. 

Around the margin of the floor may be seen masses of 

agglomerate, composed of blocks of hardened tuff and ash. 

The floor is covered with a smooth carpet of soft sulphur 

and ash mud. It is very hollow in sound and is probably 

not very thick. Both the floor and surrounding agglomerate 

are very hot. Numerous fumaroles are present around the 

margin. 

(b) The Cinder Cone (Plate III, fig. 3).—This erater 

is the latest in the system. It has the steep, evenly formed 

slope of tuff-cones and is built up mainly of black cinder- 

ash. The crater itself is shallow and is filled up with ash 
and stones. In the centre is a small pit, probably the site 

of the last stages of the 1878 eruption. There are numerous 

active fumaroles around the walls of the crater. 

(c) Matupit Island and Harbour (see Fig. 2 and 

Plate IIT).—Below the craters previously described, on the 

western side and forming part of the harbour, is Matupit 

Haven and Island. The coaling station which was to form 

part of the German Pacific Naval Base is situated on the 

island in a_ well-protected position. There are many 

interesting features to be observed here. The island itself 

is built up mainly of ash, ash-mud, and sand. At its 

northern end, the island was joined to the mainland by a 

causeway until the 1916 earthquake, when it subsided 

considerably. The water enclosed by the island is very 

deep and the shore-line abrupt and steep. The island slopes 

awey very gently to the south and becomes ultimately 

merely a large sandbank, slowly being built up by the 

action of currents and tides and effects of S.E. monsoons. 
Aloug its eastern side, at the foot of the South Daughter 

craters, the water of the harbour is very hot and in places 
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gives off steam. All the evidence points to the fact that 
Matupithaven is a submarine crater, but it is impossible 

to observe its relation to the other craters except that it 

appears to be associated with the rift system. 

(d) Vulcan Island (Fig. 2).—This is another sub- 

marine crater and it was active in the earlier stages of the 

1878 eruption. At that time vast quantities of pumice and 

mud were thrown up, building the low island now known 

as Vulean Island. On the edge is a small lagoon which is 

apparently part of the crater proper. The water is very 

hot, as is the adjacent mud. 

All these eraters are explosive in type and there is no 

sign anywhere of lava-flows or dykes, except one very small 

outerop of dioritic rock at the base of Mount Mother. There 

is only a very small exposure, and it is impossible to give 

any opinion as to its nature. 

(11) Fumarotes—Along the western margin of the 

South Daughter craters and in the Cinder Cone, around 

the shores of Matupithaven and at Vulcan Island, there 

are numerous fumaroles. They are continuously active. 

Some build up small sulphur cones and pipes, some are 

merely holes. The steam comes out in puffs at regular 

intervals. The steam is probably composed of water vapour 

and H,S and SO,, as clusters of delicate crystals of yellow 

sulphur are deposited around the vents. The sulphur fumes. 

arise In such a quantity that, when the S.E. winds blow, the 

atmosphere is distinctly disagreeable in Rabaul over two 
miles away, and even strong enough to discolour silverware. 

On closer examination, these vents are seen to follow 

two fairly definite Lines—one in a north-and-south direction 

extending from the Cinder Cone to the old crater at the 

foot of Mt. Mother, and the other, commencing in Towur- 
wur, can be traced along a small gully in a south-west 

direction to the water’s edge, and is in a direct line with 

Vulean Island and passing through Matupithaven. This 

latter is in fact the old line along which steam arose imme- 

diately preceding the 1878 eruption. Where these two 

lines intersect, there is quite a cluster of fumaroles and 

the rocks are very hot. Between the town of Rabaul and 

Matupithaven, on a plantation formerly owned by the 

Hamburg Siidsee Aktien Gesellschaft, there is a series of 

hot sulphur springs. 
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(ut) SUBMARINE ActTiviry.—In many places in the 

vicinity of the craters, the water of the harbour is very hot. 

The temperature of the water rises and falls rhythmically. 

This seems to indicate the presence of submarine fumaroles. 

Submarine eruptions of considerable intensity and in 

deep ocean water have been reported by the naval 

authorities off the south coast of New Britain. 

(1v) AsH-BEDS.—As mentioned previously, the whole 

of the Rabaul area is built up of ash-beds extending for a 

considerable distance south and west. Good sections may 

be seen in the deep and narrow ravines near Bita Paka, 

about fifteen miles south-west of Rabaul. Sections may also 

be seen in the road cuttings on the Namanula Road at 

Rabaul. The different eruptions and stages of eruptions 

ean be clearly marked at Bita Paka in the varying features 

of the ash. Numerous beds of yellow and brown ash and 

pumice are interspersed by beds of black scoria. Occasion- 

ally, large lumps of consolidated ash, similar to the 

agglomerate at the craters, are found embedded in the ash. 

The observed thickness is at least about 400 ft. It is 

impossible to state the total depth, as the base level of the 

streams is still in ash. The writer regrets that circum- 

stances did not permit the making of a permanent record 

of the Bita Paka section. Judging by the presence of 

quantities of pumice and yellow ash, the original lava 

would seem to belong to the acid group. 

(v) Seismic FEATURES.—The present activity of the 

area is further evidenced by continual tremors and oeea- 

sional shocks of considerable violence. There has never 

been any accurate record kept, and needless to state there 

were no recording instruments. The area is not altogether 

suitable for recording instruments, on account of the soft 

nature of the ground. The facts recorded in this section 

are those observed by the writer and others who have been 

compelled to share many strange experiences of seismic 

energy. 

Distinction must be made between the different classes 

of shoeck— 

(1) The violent shocks of some amplitude affecting 

wide areas ; 

(2) The less intense shocks and tremors of medium 

amplitude affecting only loeal areas: 
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(3) Continuous tremors and microtremors, most of 

which are not felt. 

(1) In the first class must be placed violent earth- 

quakes such as shook the district in January, 1916. It was 

felt all over New Ireland and recorded in Sydney. <A house 

was thrown over as far away as Toma to the west. It was 

accompanied by a tidal wave of considerable dimensions. 

A steamer of about 2,000 tons, lying at the wharf at Rabaul, 

was at one moment above the sheds and shortly afterwards 

was bumped on the bottom of the harbour. The wharf 

itself, which was specially built to withstand earthquakes, 

was buckled up as if it had been crushed. The intensity 

and amplitude were so great that coconut palms were 

swayed to the ground and troops camped on Matupit Island 

became sea-sick. The narrow causeway which had until 

then joined Matupit Island to the mainland and formed 

a roadway sank several feet, cutting off communication 

except by boat. The stores in Rabaul suffered considerably. 

All their goods were thrown into confused heaps on the 

floor. Many of those who did not escape out of the bunga- 

lows quickly had exciting experiences with heavy articles of 

furniture which were thrown in all directions. 

Some wider tectonic origin must be sought for this 

class of shock. It is perhaps to be found in the readjusting 

and settling movements which must be frequently taking 

place in this somewhai unstable area. 

(2) The second class of shock consists of quakes of 

medium amplitude and less intensity than the former, and 

only affecting the vicinity of the craters. Some of these 

are sufficiently energetic to cause people to leave the bunga- 

lows or, if happening at night, to throw them out of bed. 

One of the more intense of these shocks occurred on 
Tuesday, 22nd May, 1917. It was felt at Kokopo, about 

twelve miles away, but not in the Duke of York Islands or 

New Ireland. It was preceded for some days by tremors 

and swarms of tremors with growing frequeney and 

intensity. Immediately preceding the shock the movements 
ceased, at least visibly, for about thirty-six hours. This 

space of quietness was followed, abont 9 a.m. on Tuesday, 

22nd, by three violent shocks lasting upwards of a minute 

eaen. Each shock was preceded by Icud rumblings, coming 

from the direction of the erater, becoming louder as the 
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shock approached. To those standing m the open, the 

eround seemed to roll in definite waves, which seemed to 

be travelling from the south-east—that is, from the direction 

of the craters. The bungalows rocked violently and 
threatened to fall frem their foundations. Trees shook 

violently and posts of different kinds moved visibly. 

Considerable damage was done to glassware and furniture. 

As far as could be judged without instruments, the 

shocks seemed to be travelling from the direction oi the 

South Daughter craters. Fortunately, the intensity was 

not great though the amplitude seemed to be considecable. 

As no information is available as tc the behaviour of the 

craters and fumaroles, and the intericr condition being 

unknown, it 1s quite impossible to eerrelate tis class of 

shock with any definite crateral coridijion, thorgh all the 

evidence points to the craters as the seat of origin. 

(3) Quite distinct from the former classes of shock 

are the frequent tremors and microtremors, most of which 

are not felt. The area seems to be in a state of continuous 

movement. The influence of these tremors, even when not 

felt, may be observed in any of the wells in the town ot 

Rabaul. The water is in a continuously rippled condition. 

V.—CONCLUSIONS. 

It is proposed to discuss the evidence outlined in the 

previous sections under two heads—(i) the voleanic 

system, (11) the general physiography of the area. 

(1) THe Voucanic System.—The ultimate origin of 

the Rabaul voleanic system is probably to be found in the 
creat stress movements, to be deseribed later, which folded 

and faulted the whole marginal area of the old continental 

mass that included Australia, New Guinea, and surrounding 
islands—Solomons, Hebrides, Fiji, Tenga, Kermadec, and 

New Zealand, and probably the East Indies. The volcanic 

systems of New Guinea and New Britain undoubtedly lie 

along zones of fracture caused by the earth movements. 

In this section, however, only the purely local conditions 

of the Rabaul voleanie system will be considered. 

The following subjects will be dealt with :— 

(1) The unstable conditions of the area; 

(2) Loeal rift system ; 
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(3) Condition of the craters; 

(4) Causes of activity ; 

(5) Age and future activity. 

(1) Unstable Conditions of the Rabaul Area.—The 

eraters are situated on a very narrow peninsula, with the 

deep waters of St. George’s Channel and Blanche Bay on 

either side. The slope is steep. The eastern slope of Mt. 

Mother drops from a height of about 2,500 ft. directly into 

St. George’s Channe! at its base. The other craters are 

similarly situated. A section line, commencing at Anir 

Island, drawn west and south through New Ireland, Mt. 

Mother, and South New Britain, gives a succession of high 

land and deep water (figs. 3 and 4). Operating in con- 

junetion with these unstable topographic features are the 

periedic very high tides and the strains and stresses due to 

lunisolar earth warping. 

In addition to these local conditions of instability, 

attention may also be drawn to the association of the high 
mountain mass of New Guinea with the great ocean deep 

situated between that island and New Ireland. 

(2) Local Rift System—As might be expected, there 

is evidence of a definite local rift system.. The fumaroles, 

as described in a previous section, have a definite linear 

arrangement in two directions, north-and-south and north- 

east—and—south-west (fig. 2). At the point of intersection 

the activity is considerable. This assumption is supported 

by the fact that in the earlier stages of the last eruption 

great clouds of steam arose along ihe east-west rift-line 

across the deep water of the harbour. All the craters of 

the South Daughter group are arranged about the rift 

system, as well as Mt. Mother, Matunpit, and Vulean Islands 

(fig. 2). Should further eruptions take place, it seems 

likely that a new erater will be formed at the intersection 

of the rift-lines. There, as previously stated, quite a 

number of fumaroles occur in close conjunction, forming a 

natural outlet for any further explosive activity. 

(3) Condition of the Craters—lt is unfortunate that 

the craters are plugged, for it is impossible to observe their 

internal condition. Certain facts maz’, however, be deduced. 

The floor of the old South Daughter Crater rings very 

hollow and may be comparatively thin, covering a deep aid 

R.S.—H 
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definite vent. It is quite certain that there is a deep- 
seated nucleus of great heat. The floor itself is hot, and 

immediately under the surface of the mud too hot to touch. 

The surrounding fumeroles, the very hot rocks, and the 

fact that well-waters around Rabaul, two miles away, are 
inconyeniently hot below 20 ft., all provide evidence of a 

centre of great heat. There is no direct evidence at the 

present time of a lava column of anv kind. 

The yellow ash, scoria, and pumice of the 1878 eruption 
prove the presence of lava during that period. However, 

the continuous tremers and swarms, and the occasional 

ereater tremors (coming from the direction of the craters), 

indicate the presence of stress movements there. If the 

observations made at the Halemaumau Seismometric Obser- 

ratory, Mt. Kilauea, Hawaii,’ provide any analogy, it is 

possible to assume the presence at least of a deep-seated 
lava nucleus. At Halemaumau these tremors and swarms 

have been definitely associated with recorded movements 

of the lava column. It is, however, possible that the 

tremors may be caused by other conditions present in the 

erateral area. 

(4) Causes of Activity—AIll the evidence seems to 

indicate that the causes of continued activity are to be 
found in the combination of tensional stresses and strains 

and the rift system. The action of the strains and stresses 

on the rift system result in the maintenance of the heat of 

the central nucleus, mainly by pressure release. This heat 

is further developed by thermo-chemical reactions. 

Strains and stresses are set up by (a) the fact that the 
whole area is unstable and seems to be in a continual state 

of readjustment, (b) periodic high tides, and (¢) Iluni- 

solar earth warping. All these factors operating in a rifted 

area will of necessity combine to set up crustal movements 

with accompanying earth tremors and shocks, and pressure 

release in the central heated nucleus. This seems to be the 

explanation of the present activity of the Rabaul volcanic 

system. The occasional outbursts of explosive energy may 

be due either to (a) the confinement of outflowing heat and 

*T. Jaggar: Seismometric Investigation of the Hawaiian Lava 

Column, 1920; Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, vol. 
10, No. 4. 
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gases, (b) sudden crustal warping of considerable extent, 

(c) the admission of large quantities of sea-water to the 

highly heated nucleus, or (d@) a combination of one or more 

of these conditions. Normally, the fumaroles act as safety 

valves in allowing release of the gases up to a certain point. 

Considering the explosive nature of the eruptions of 

this system, it is probable that the rift system has played 

an important part in the later phases of activity, especially 

as ihe waters of the harbour are so closely associated with 

it. It seems probable, judging from the deseription, that in 

the 1878 eruption the east-west vitt-line opened as the 

result of crustal movements, allowing the admission of vast 

quantities of sea-water to the intensely heated area below; 

the sudden pressure release, rock fusion, gas expansion in 

the subterranean passages, oxidation, and other thermo- 

chemical mechanism providing the forces necessary to bring 

about a severe and continuous erupiton. This is further 

borne out by the fact that the lava was thrown out entirely 

in the form of pumice and dust.° 

It is also quite possible that this process is continuous 

in a small way, for it is practically certain that water 

percolates slowly into the heated interior. In addition to 
the waters of the harbour, there is the large catchment of 

water resulting from an annual rainfall of upwards of 

100 inches. It is, then, quite probabie that steam pressure 

and even the explosicn of combinations of water vapour 

and other gases may be causes of some of the shocks, 

especially those accompanied by explesive rumblings. 

(5) Age and Future Activity—Modern investigation 

in voleanie areas has added very considerably to our know- 

ledge of their history and formation. It is now generally 

considered ‘‘that explesive activity is an old-age feature 

of veleanism.’’* The same applies to yellow ash and einder- 

cones which are associated with explosive activity. All the 
evidence goes to show that the craters of the Rabaul area 

represent the expiring stages of the activity of the system. 

The eraters are more or less in a solfaturie condition. There 

is now no evidence of anything but explosive action. The 

* See Prof. J. W. Judd: ‘‘Krakatoa,’’ 1884. 

*Cf. Jaggar, loc. cit., in a full discussion of the principles of 

volcanism. 
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whole district is built up of vast beds of yellow ash and 

pumice, sprinkled with scoria. The Jatest crater is a cinder- 

cone. Although the activity of this system seems to be 

expiring, yet the corditions described in the preceding 

subsections indicate the presence of forces sufficient not 

merely to cause a continuance of quiet activity but a sudden 

renewal of an intense explosive character. 

(a1) PrysiograpHy.—The following subjects will be 

dealt with under this subsection :— 

(1) General physiography— 

(a) The trend-lines of New Guinea; 

(b) New Britain an area of subsidence ; 

(c) New Ireland an area of uplift: 

(2) Relation to the general topography of South- 

western Pacific: 

(3) Relation to the earth movements: 

(4) Relation to Australia. 

(1) New Guinea, New. Britain, and New Ireland.—In 

discussing the physiography of this area, it must be kept 

in mind that we are considering the marginal portion of the 

anclent continental area which originally ineluded Aus- 

tralia, New Guinea, and surrounding islands—Solomons, 

New Hebrides, Fiji, New Caledonia, Tonga, Kermadec, New 

Zealand, and very possibly the East Indies.t From its 

relation to the Pacific Ocean and the continental mass, the 

area has been subjected to great stress movements. 

The dominant trend-lines of this portion of the South- 

western Pacific are generally north-west to south-east. A 

difficulty is, however, presented by the general west-to-east 

trend of the great peninsula of New Guinea and the island 

of New Britain. Professor David, in the ‘‘ Federal Hand- 

book,’’ describes New Britain as a probable virgation of 

the west-to-east trend of Western New Guinea. Protessor 

Suess, in ‘‘Face of the Earth,’’ vol. iv, considers the 

direction of the voleanic range in New Britain to be a 

difficulty in his theory of the Australian arcs. The writer 

ventures to suggest a theory, based on many personal 

observations, that will account for the present topography 

of the area. 

4 See paper by H. C. Abendanon: Jour. of Geol., vol. 27, 1919. 
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(a) Trend-lines of New Guinea.—An examination of 

the map (fig. 1) reveals some striking features. The moun- 

tain ranges of New Guinea seem to be arranged in two 
definite series grouped around a central massif which 

combines the trend-lines of both. One series has a definite 
west-to-east trend and the other a definite north-west-to— 

south-east trend. The former would inelude the main 

divide commencing at the western end of the island and 

extending eastward to the central group and continued 

almost to the north-east coast. An extension of this range, 

or at least parallel to it, are the mountains of the Finis- 

terre group in the great peninsula and the voleanic range 

of New Britain. The general direction of the Sepik River 
lends support to the natural grouping of the mountains. 

The second series would include the main divide extending 

from the central group south-eastward to East Cape and 
continued in the Louisiade Islands. Parallel to this series 
are the north-east coast ranges extending from Dutch New 

Guinea to East Cape and the long group of voleanic islands 

fringing that coast-line. This arrangement of the moun- 

tains suggests two distinet trend-lines instead of one long 

arcuate ridge. The triangular arrangement of the central 

massive group is strongly suggestive of accommodation to 

two distinct movements. 

(b) New Britain a Subsidence Area—The voleanic 

islands fringing the north-east coast of New Guinea are 

undoubtedly the peaks of a considerable range of mountains 

now submerged. The general elevation of New Britain is 

much lower than that of either of the adjacent peninsula 

of New Guinea or of Southern New Ireland. The great 

crater of Johann Ahlbrecht, in the French group, is par- 

tially submerged, and has a depth of 2,400 ft. below the 

level of the ocean. The old Simpsonhaven crater at Rabaul 

is also partially submerged, and cannot represent its 

original elevation. Again, it is not probabie that the present 

ash-beds represent its whole history. The earler records 

have disappeared, presumably, beneath the ocean. Imme- 

diately to the south of New Britain is the Planet Deep. 

Soundings have indicated a widespread depth of upwards 

of 3,000 fathoms, with sinks of 4,000 fathoms deep and over. 

All this evidence and the general appearance of the land 

strongly suggested to the writer that New Britain is part 
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of an srea of subsidence. Professor David, ‘‘ Federal 

Handbook,’’ page 321, mentions *‘a sheer ehiff of quartz 

schist’’ facing the north-east at an elevation of 8,000 ft. on 

Mt. Suckling in South-east New Guinea. This indication 

of downthrow on the western side of the area strongly 

supports this suggestion, 

(c) New Ireland an Area of Uplift—Somewhere in 

the southern part of New Ireland there is a core of older 

rocks of a continental nature.” The exact locality is 

unknown, as the rock specimens were apparently picked up 

in the stream-beds. But, as far as I am aware and from 

many inquiries made, New Ireland seems to be mainly 

coralline in formation. At the northern end, a few miles 

south of Kawieng, the rock outcrops are recent coral for- 

mation. Those who have crossed the range between Nama- 

tanai and the west coast, in the centre of the island, report 

a similar structure at considerable elevation. The northern 

extremity of the island is low in elevation, and the land 

eradually rises in a southerly direction. At the southern 

end there is a huge piled-up mountain mass upwards of 

7,000 ft., much higher than the rest of the island. Here 

the mountains fall steeply into the sea and have the 

appearance of a fault escarpment. The island groups off 

the east coast probably indicate a faulting and downthrow 

on the eastern side of the island similar to that reported by 

Mawson® in New Hebrides, subsequent elevation being aided 

by voleanic action. To the writer the evidence all points 

to the fact that New Ireland is an uplifted area. The 

extreme elevation of the southern end is probably due to 

the facet that it was, previous to these movements, a land 

area. 

(2) Relation to the Tepography of the South-western 

Pacific.—It may reasonably be asked, how does this theory 

fit in with the prevailing topography of the South-western 

Pacific? 

For detailed discussions of the different parts of this 

area the reader is referred to the following works :— 

Mawson, ‘‘ The Geology of New Hebrides,’’ Proc. Linn. Soe. 

N.S.W., 1905; Woolnough, ‘‘Geology of Fiji,’’ Proce. Linn. 

Soe. N.S.W., 1907; Professor Marshall, ‘‘ Proceedings of 

*Proc. Roy. Soc. N.S.W., 1882, vol. 16, pp. 47-51; Proc. Linn. Soe. 
N.S.W., 1905, p. 400. 

3 
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Australian Association for the Advancement of Science,’” 
1911, and the same author’s ‘‘Geology of New Zealand’’; 
Guppy, ‘‘The Solomon Islands,’’ 1887; Suess, ‘‘The Face 
of the Earth,’’ vol. iv; Dana, ‘‘Manual of Geology,’’ 4th 

ed., 1895, p. 37; Prof. David, ‘‘ Federal Handbook,’’ pp. 
316-320. 

From a study of these works, certain facts emerge— 

(a) The linear arrangement of the island groups in a 
general north-west—to-south-east direction; (b) the prevail- 

ing north-west-and-south-east strike of folds where noted ; 

(c) the almost universal uplift of Tertiary limestones and 

coral reefs. These facts show that there is tectonic relation- 

ship between these groups. Mawson states that the 

South-west Pacific island groups are lined along great 

foid-chains concentric on the Australian foreland. The 

trend-lines of these island groups are practically continuous 

with those of Eastern New Guinea and New Ireland. The 

following ridges may be noted:—-(a@) New Ireland, 

Solomons, and New Hebrides; (b) Eastern New Guinea, 

Louisiades, New Caledonia, Norfolk Island, and the Auck- 

land Peninsula of New Zealand; (c) another definite ridge 

having the same general trend-line west of the second ridge 

between New Zealand and Norfolk Island and the Thompson 

Deep. The Fiji group represents either a curve to the east 

in the direction of the first ridge or a parallel ridge. New 

Caledonia probably occupies a smaller ridge parallel to (0). 

This grouping agrees with Professor Dana’s arrange- 

ment of his Australian Chain, and seems, in view of all the 

facts, to be the natural one. Prof. Suess, ‘Face of the 

Earth,’’ vol. iv, p. 301, makes the two branches of his first 

Australian are link in Norfolk Island. This arrangement 

ignores the Gazelle Basin, an ocean deep, upwards of 3,000 

fathoms. 

Again, the contour of the ocean floor shows a succession 

of great ocean deeps extending from the Aldrich Deep te 

north-east of New Zealand, through the Gazelle Basin, 

between New Caledonia and the New Hebrides, and the 

Planet Deep between New Guinea and the Solomons to the 

coast of New Britain. These deeps have roughly the same 

direction as the trend of the land areas, and are suggestive 

of a long, somewhat irregular, trough in which New Britain 

is situated, lying between the two ridges first described. 
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These facts show that the theory seems to fit in quite 

naturally with what is known of the topography of the area. 

(3) Relation to the Earth Movements.—From what is 

known of the geology of the South-western Pacific and the 

further observations of this paper, it would appear that 

there have been three dominant series of earth movements 

in this area since Paleozoic time— 

(a) Resulting in the Tonga, Kermadec, and New 

Zealand ridge having a north—north-east trend. 

(5) Resulting in the Himalayan—Burmese—East- 

Indian trend-line, having in the East Indies 

and New Guinea a west-to-east direction and 

including New Britain. 

(c) A series of movements coming from the north- 

east creatine the strong nerth-west—to—south- 

east trend-lines of the South-western Pacific. 

The ancient continental area, whatever its exact extent 

may have been, seems to have existed more or less in this 

area until some time towards the close of the Jurassic 

Period. It was then that the first of these series of move- 

ments took place, uplifting the marginal area and forming 

the Tonga—Kermadec—New-Zealand ridge. These move- 

ments must have depressed much of the surrounding land, 

enlarging and deepening the great depression known as the 

Thompson Deep. All the vast series of Jurassic, Triassic, 

and older rocks of New Zealand have been folded and 

elevated. Many minor movements of uphft and subsidence 

have taken place since, but the direction of the axis of the 

land has remained the same.‘ 

Early in the Tertiary Age, the second series of move- 

ments commenced, extending into late Pliocene times.* 

These were associated with the formation of the Burmese— 

East-Indian trend-line and building up the west-to-east 

ridges in New Guinea and New Britam. These movements 

were undoubtedly accompanied by strong volcanic activity, 

and the original craters of the Rabaul system seem to be at 

least as old as this period. 

Following closely on the second series of movements 

in the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene time, the third 

* Marshall: ‘‘Geology of New Zealard.’’ 

* Professor David: ‘‘ Federal Handbook,’’ p. 287. 
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series of movements took place. It resulted in the definite 

ridges and troughs between Australia and Fiji, forming 

the strong north-west—to—south-east trend-lines. This series 

of movements fractured the older west-to-east trend-line 

along the north-east coast of New Guinea. The volcanic 

islands of that coast and New Britain were folded or 

faulted downwards and the great ocean deeps created. The 

old schistose peniplain of Eastern New Guinea, New 

Ireland, and other groups of the area were elevated to a 

differential extent. Since that time there have been minor 

movements of adjustment complementary to the uphft when 

c.g. Torres Strait rift valley was formed, and perhaps the 

fault scarp mentioned by Professor David as occurring on 

Mt. Suckling. 

With reference to these movements, it is of interest to 

note that the trend-lines of the first and third of these series 

movements meet in the north island of New Zealand, repre- 

sented by the Tonga—Kermadec—New-Zealand ridge and the 

Eastern-New-Guinea— New-Caledonia—Norfolk-Island —and— 

Auckland-Peninsula ridge. The centre of the voleanic 

activity of New Zealand is found where these two lines: 
meet. Active and extinct craters can be traced in both 

directions. Professor Bonney (‘‘ Voleanoes,’’ 1902, p. 260) 

states that the ‘‘north island (of New Zealand) is probably 

situated at the junction of two zones of weakness.’’ New 

Zealand geologists record a great outbreak of volcanic 

activity extending from the Miocene through the Pliocene 

period. 

(4) Relation to Australia.—The relation of these move- 

ments to the general uplift of Eastern Australia in late 

Tertiary times is not altogether clear. The following facts 

are interesting and instructive :— 

The coast-line of North-eastern Austraha in its general 

trend is apparently related to the third series of movements. 

Dr. Walkom, in his paper on the Mesozoic of Eastern 

Australia, records a N. 30 W. trend in the folds of the rocks 

of that period. He merely states that they are post Lower 

Cretaceous. The dominant faults of North-eastern Aus- 

tralia have a north and north-western trend, this faulting 

being accompanied by the foundering of portion of the east 

coast. The great outbreak of alkaline eruptions in Aus- 

tralia is generally considered to be of Phocene age. The 
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evidence for the late date of the uphft of Hastern Australia 

is summed up by Professor David in the ‘‘ Federal Hand- 

book,’’ pp. 252, 287. Mention is here made only of the 

obviously recent age of the canyons of the rivers of Kastern 

Australia. 

It is very probable then that, as far as Eastern Aus- 

tralia is concerned, the warping of the great peniplain was 

part of the third series of movements. 

I have ventured to suggest this theory as a possible 

explanation of the direction of the voleanic range of New 

Britain, and also as the result of personal observations made 

in Hastern New Guinea, New Britain, New Ireland, and the 
Northern Solomons. It is based almost entirely on physio- 

graphic evidence, and awaits confirmation or otherwise 

until a more detailed examination of the area is available, 
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VI—DESCRIPTION OF PLATE III. 

Figure 1.—A photograph of Mount Mother, 2,500 ft. high, rising 
above the remnants of the wall of the old Simpsonhaven Crater. It 
shows the steeply sloping sides of a typical tuff-cone. 

Figure 2.—A photograph taken on the side of the Cinder Cone 

looking west, showing the old South Daughter Crater and its floor. 
In the middle distance may be noticed the northerly portion of Matupit 

Island and the isolated rock in the harbour known as Dawaria. The 

background is the western shore of the karbour, and shows the more 

or less even skyline of the old wall of Simpsonhaven Crater. On the 

side of the Cinder Cone, ash and lapilli, thrown up in the last eruption, 

may be seen. 

Figure 3.—A photograph of the interior of the crater of the 

Cinder Cone, showing the materials of which it is built and the small 
pit in the centre. Over the edge of the crater, on the extreme right, 

may be seen the southern shore of Matvpit Island. 
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Permo-Carboniferous Volcanic Activity 

in Southern Queensland. 

By Proressor H. C. Ricuarps, D.Se., and W. H. Bryan, 

M.Sc., University of Queensland. 

(Plate IV., and Text-figure 1.) 

(Read before the Royal Society of Queensland, 24th 

September, 1923.) 

(I.) Introduction. 

(II.) The Silverwood-Lucky Valley Area. 

(III.) Petrology. 

(1V.) Comparison with other Permo-Carboniferous 

Voleanics of Australia. 

(V.) Earth Movements and Igneous Activity. 

(I.) INTRODUCTION. 

During the course of field investigations carried out in 

recent vears in the Silverwood-Lucky Valley area, some 10 

miles to the south of Warwick, the authors were particularly 

impressed by the fine development of great series of lavas 

and tuffs met with in several parts of the district. Both 

the flows and the associated pyroclastic rocks are for the 

most part of an acid nature, but more basic volcanics are 

represented in the upper part of the series. On account of 

their effective resistance to weathering, the rocks under 

discussion are generally the dominating topographical forms 

in their immediate locality, and in some cases cause 

important divides. 

The thickness of this great series of volcanics as 

exposed in the Eight Mile Fault Block is about 5,000 feet, 
but there is reason to believe that a large strike fault has 

caused duplication, so that a minimum thickness is in the 

neighbourhood of 2.500 feet. However, since the uppermost 

beds in this faulted area may not represent the last phases 

of vuleanicity, and as the voleanic material found in the 
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ditferent fault blocks may not represent identical horizons, 

the total thickness of Permo-Carboniferous volcanics which 

have been extruded in the area may far exceed this amount. 

The interest in this series was in part petrological, for 

many very beautiful examples of spheroidal and fluidal 

structures have been observed, but this intrinsic interest 

was surpassed when sufficient evidence had been accumu- 

lated to definitely indicate that the series was Permo- 

Carboniferous in age, and interbedded with fossiliferous 
Upper Marine strata. 

The only other area where volcanics of this age are at 

all extensively developed in Australia, so far as the authors 

are aware, is in the Southern Coalfield area of New South 

Wales, and there the rocks are in marked contrast 

chemically with those under discussion. In the Drake area 

two series of lavas and tuffs have been described, both of 

which resemble in some respects those of the Silverwood- 

Lucky Valley area, but they are regarded by Andrews’ as 

of Lower Marine, Permo-Carboniferous age. 

(II.) THE SILVERWOOD-LUCKY VALLEY AREA. 

Faulted down into the Silverwood Series of Andesitic 

Tuffs and Radiolarian Cherts of Devonian age, there 

are four blocks of different sizes, composed of Permo- 

Carboniferous material. Three of these are largely made 

up of volcanic rocks, while the fourth contains much 

tuffaceous matter, but little in the way of lava flows. 

These blocks have been termed by the authors— 

(1.) Eight Mile Block, 

(ii.) Tunnel Block. 

(ili.) Stanthorpe Road Block, 

(iv.) Condamine Block. 

The first two have had a pronounced effect upon the 

topography, as there is a marked parallelism between the 

strike of the rhyolite and dacite flows and the backbone of 

the ridges. Apart from the areas of hornfels around the 

margins of the intruding granite of late Permian times, 

these areas of Permo-Carboniferous lava flows mark the 

Neen ee ee TEE 

1 Report on Drake . . . N.S.W. Geol. Sur. Min. Res., No. 12., p. O, 
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highest country. In the third block there is little in the 

way of lava flows, and there is no apparent effect upon the 

topography of the-area, but in the fourth block the highest 

eround in the neighbourhood is marked by the interbedded 

rhyolite tuffs, and a very close relationship exists between 

the direction of the ridge and the strike of these tuffs. 

(1.) Eight Mile Block—This is an area of eight square 

miles, and is situated around and about the Eight Mile 

Range and the Rhyolite Range. The former range is 

so-called locally on account of its distance south of 

Warwick, while the latter, which runs N.N.W. from the 

Hight Mile Range, has been named by the authors on 

account of its petrological nature. 

This block is composed of mudstones, sandstones, grits, 

and conglomerates containing fossils belonging to the 

Upper Marine stage, and interbedded with them are 

mudstones containing Glossopteris and Noeggerathiopsis. 

Contformably bedded above the fossiliferous sediments there 

are rhyolites, dacites, andesites, and basalts, and with these 

are rhyolitic and dacitic tufts. 

The rhyolites and dacites much preponderate over the 

andesites and basalts, while the sequence appears to have 

been from earliest to latest—rhyolite, dacite, andesite, and 

basalt. Interbedded with the rhyolite and dacite flows are 

large thicknesses of the tuffs. 

Approximately two-thirds of this block appears to be 

composed either of lava flows or of tuffs, so that we have 

between 5 and 6 square miles covered by their outcrops. 

(7.) Tunnel Block—This is a wedge-shaped block 

about 2 miles long by $ mile wide, and is situated north 

of the railway tunnel about 14 miles north-west of Cherry 

Gully Railway Station. The length, which is a little west 

of a north-south line, corresponds to the strike of the flows 

and tufts. In its petrological character it much resembles 

the material in the Rhyolite Range further to the north, 

and it is composed almost entirely of rhyolite flows, some 

of which are porphyritic and others spherulitic and fluidal. 

Conformably bedded below the lava flows are mudstones 

eontaining Productus brachytherus and shallow water 

sediments closely comparable with those below the volcanic 

material of the Eight Mile Block, so that the age of this 
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material is very similar to that of the Eight Mile Block. 

The relationship between the strike of the flows and the 

direction of the ridge is very marked. 

(wi.) Stanthorpe Road Block—This is about 10 miles 

south of Warwick, and is composed of sediments belonging 

to the Lower Marine stage, the Lower Freshwater stage, and 

the Upper Marine stage. Interbedded with the last-named 

are one or two thin flows of rhyolite and a certain 

amount of tuffaceous material, but the importance of this 
occurrence, compared with the other blocks, is very small. 

(iv.) Condamine Block—This is situated about the 

Condamine River, 14 miles south-east of Warwick. Inter- 
bedded with the Upper Marine sediments is a series of 

rhyolite tuffs about 700 feet thick. Conformably bedded 
beneath the tuffs are tuffaceous mudstones containing 

abundant remains of Trachypora Wilkinson, &., while 

above them are rhyolite grits containing Martiniopsis 

subradiata, Trachypora Wilkinsoni, Productus brachy- 

therus, &&., so that there is little doubt as to the Upper 

Marine age of the tuffs. . 

General Nature of the Activity, &e. 

Rhyolitic and dacitie effusions much preponderate, and 

with the exception of the Eight Mile Block there is little 

other than Rhyolite flows and tuffs. The fossils associated 

with the effusions are those characteristic of either the 

Upper Marine Stage or the Upper Freshwater Stage, but 

all are of the shallow water type. 

Probably the lowest portions of the Eight Mile Block 

and the Tunnel Block material were laid down in a shallow 

sea, but the great bulk of the volcanic material appears to 

have been extruded under terrestial conditions. At the 

Condamine and Stanthorpe Road Blocks, however, all the 

tuffaceous material appears to have been laid down as 

shallow marine deposits. 

The rhyolitic and dacitic effusions were mterrupted by 
extensive explosive phases, and in the Eight Mile Block the 

Eight Mile Range is composed almost entirely of dacite 
flows and tuffs, while the Rhyolite Range is made up of 

rivolite flows ana tuffs. 

Much of the rhyolite was very viscous, as it frequently 

shows well-developed fiuxion structure. 
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The concluding effusions appear to have been dense 

andesites and basalts, and although there is not any 

tuffaceous material associated with these latter flows, there 

is, at one point on Rhyolite Range, a very coarse rhyolite 

breccia immediately underlying the andesitic material, 

indicating quite local and intense volcanic explosion 

previous to the andesitic effusions at that point. 

The voleanie activity was characterised by— 

(a) An increasing basicity as it progressed ; 

(b) The amount extruded being inversely propor- 

tional to the basicity. 

(iiM.) -PHTROLOGY: 

As indicated above there are in the thickness of at least 

2,500 feet eZ voleanic material, both flows and tuffs. The 

flows range from acid to basic in character, and the former 

much predominate. Many of the fine-grained rhyolite tutis 

are difficult to distinguish from flows, and recourse to 

microslides is necessary. Except in the Eight Mile Range, 

which is largely dacitic, almost the whole of the voleanic 

material is rhyolitie in character. 

RHYOLITES. 

These are variable, but both lithoidal and fluidal types 

are common, while spherulitic structure is frequently 

developed in a striking manner in the hand specimen. The 

colour varies through pink, lavender, and grey, to white— 

the last especially on the weathered surfaces. Porphyritie 

erystals of quartz, orthoclase, and plagioclase occur, and 

frequently spherulites have developed around the felspar 

crystals. 

The descriptions of the three following rhyolites may 
be regarded as representative of the various flows in the 

several blocks under consideration :— 

Rhyolite from Eight Mile Range, near the Summit, 

Portion 2161, Parish of Wildash. This is a deep lavender- 
coloured rhyolite containing numerous small phenocrysts of 

sanidine and very occasional small rounded crystals of 

quartz in a very fine groundmass. Fluxion structure is 

shown well in the hand specimen. The specific gravity is 
2-628. Under the microscope its holocrystalline character 

is apparent, and one sees idiomorphic phenocrysts of 

R.S.-—I 
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orthoclase varying from 0-5 to 0-75 mm. in length set in a 

groundmass of a trachytie nature and composed of quartz, 

felspar, and smal! dark rods and granules of a mineral 

which may be dark-brown hornblende. The rock has been 

analysed and the results are shown on Table I. (Micro. 

359.)? 
Rhyolite from The Hump, Rhyolite Range, Portion 8v, 

Parish of Wildash. This rock, which is typical of much of 

the material of Rhyolite Range and of the Tunnel Block 

areas, is pale-pink on the fresh surface and white on the 

weathered surface. It shows fluxion structure very freely, 

and here and there through the very fine groundmass there 

is an occasional erystal of felspar. Under the microscope a 

few crystals of cloudy orthoclase are seen, set in erypto- 

crystalline groundmass through which there are frequent 

streaks of secondary silica corresponding to the lines of 

flurion. Density 2-561. (Micro. 452.) 

Spherulitic Rhyolite from The Hump, Rhyohte Range. 

In the hand specimen there are isolated rounded spherulites 

of cloudy felspathic material set in a greenish-grey ground- 

mass, giving much evidence of secondary silicification. The 

spherulites average approximately 5 mm. in diameter, and 

occur frequently enough to be separated from one another 

by a few millimetres only. Under the microscope the 

ercundmass shows as a eryptocrystalline mass through 

which there is much secondary silica. The spherulites 

appear to be masses of kaolin stained brown by limonite. 

Density 2-526. (Micro. 453.) 

DACITEs. 

The dacites are difficult to distinguish from some of the 

rhyolites, but have a more melanocratic appearance. They 

are markedly porphyritie and are of two types, one showing 
quartz and felspar phenocrysts, and the other felspar 

phenocrysts only. 

The descriptions of the two following rocks will serve 

to illustrate very well the main characteristics of the dacites. 

Dacite from Portion 1663, Parish of Wildash, Eight 

Mile Creek. In the hand specimen it is a dark-grey colour 

with abuudant clear rounded erystals of quartz and stout 

erystals of a pink plagioclase. Under the microscope the 

2 These numbers refer to the petrological collections in Dept. of 

Geology, Univ. of Qld. 
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phenocrysts give much evidence of having been attacked by 

the matrix, as the edges are rounded and sometimes the 

erystals are embayed. The felspar phenocrysts sometimes 

form composite masses up to 4 mm. in diameter, but their 

average length is about 2 mm. The felspar phenocrysts 

give an extinetion such as to indicate medium andesine 

(Ab,;—An,,). The groundmass is hemicrystalline and 

hyalopilitic, with crystals of quartz and felspar, together 

with smali rod-like crystals of a ferromagnesian mineral 

which was perhaps originally augite but is now chlorite. 

Density 2-650. (Micro. 570.) 

Dacite trom the centre of Portion 2274, Parish of 

Wildash, Hight Mile Range. In the field this rock was 

difficult to distinguish from the first rhyolite described. It 

is deep lavender in colour, with small phenocrysts of pink 

felspar. Under the microscope the phenocrysts are seen to 

oceur up to 1 mm. in length and to show multiple twinning. 

It is difficult to determine them, but they appear to be of 

the andesine-oligoclase type. The groundmass is pilotaxitic 

and contains abundant small allotriomorphie crystals of 

quartz and felspar set in amongst the cryptocrystalline 

material. Density 2-609. (Micro. 455.) 

AANDESITES. 

The andesites vary from light-grey to purple in colour 

and from markedly porphyritic to non-porphyritic types. 

The three following rocks will serve to illustrate the 

important characteristics of the andesites :— 

Andesite from the top of Rhyolite Range, due east of 

Bald Mountain. In the hand specimen this is a purple- 

brewn in colour with abundant phenocrysts of plagioclase 

of various sizes but frequently equidimensional. Under the 

microscope the phenocrysts of plagioclase show marked 

twinning and are determined as medium andesine (Ab,.— 

An,;), from the extinction angle. Some of the felspars 

show definite zoning. The groundmass is hyalopilitic and 

fluxion structure is very evident. Little other than minute 

crystallites of plagioclase and glassy material may be seen 

in the base. Abundant granules of ilmenite, partly 

weathered into leucoxene, occur through the field. Density 

2-691. (Micro. 447.) 
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Andesite from Portion 1663, Parish of Wildash, Eight 

Mile Creek. This is a light-grey slghtly porphyritic 

type, which has a specific gravity of 2-747. Under the 

microscope small phenocrysts of plagioclase up to 1-25 mm. 

long are seen set in a hyalopilitic groundmass. Fluxion 

structure is well developed, and in the groundmass there 

are granules of augite up to 0-25 mm. in diameter. These 

eranules also occur as inclusions in the felspar phenocrysts. 

There is much alteration, calcite and epidote being 

abundant. This rock has been analysed, and the results 

may be seen in Table [. (Micro. 361.) 

Andesite from the east of Portion 1179, Parish of 

Wildash, Eight Mile Range. In the hand specimen the rock 

appears light-grey in colour and has abundant phenocrysts 

of milky-white plagioclase and dark augite set in a grey 

base. Under the microscope the phenocrysts show much 

zoning ia some cases, and those which are not zoned give 

an extinction angle indicating basic andesine. ‘The 

plagioclase phenocrysts range up to 3 mm. in length and 

the augite crystals up to 1 mm. long. The latter are usually 

fresh and often show twinning. The phenocrysts of 

plagioclase are more frequently zoned and perhaps more 

basic than in some of the other andesites. This andesite, 

however, is representative of a great thickness of material. 

The groundmass is rather of the pilotaxitie type and 

distributed through it are abundant granules of magnetite. 

Density 2-639. (Micro. 394.) 

BASALTS. 

These are not at all abundant, but they are always 

very dense, fine-grained, and rather platy in character. The 

following one, which has been analysed and whose analysis 

is given in Table I, may be taken as typical :— 

Basalt from centre of portion 2161, Parish of Wildash, 

Fight Mile Range. In the hand specimen it is very compact 

and heavy, having a density of 2-847. It is very fine 

grained and weathers to a deep-brownish soil. Under the 

microscope one notes its hemierystalline nature with a 

hyalopilitic groundmass showing marked fluxion structure. 

Throughout the field there are occasional lath-shaped 

crystals of medium andesine (Ab,,—An,,) and _ stout 

crystals of augite. These are set in a mass of crystallites of 

plagioclase, augite, and magnetite. (Micro. 364.) 
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BrRECCIAS AND TUFFS. 

These vary in size from quite coarse breccias, with 

fragments the size of walnuts dewn to very fine tuffs. Not 

uncommonly one finds interbedded layers of material of 

widely different coarseness. Some of the breccias have 

been much silicified and consist of angular fragments of 

eryptocrystalline rhyolitic material cemented together by 

secondary quartz and chaleedony. The breccias all appear 

to be rhyolitic in character, which is, perhaps what one 

would expect, while the tuffs are rhyolitic, dacitic, and 

andesitie in nature. 

CHEMICAL CHARACTERS. 

The accompanying five analyses and their norms serve 

to indicate the general chemical characters of the volcanic 

rocks. The rhyolite and the basalt are both in a fresh 

condition, but the rhyolite tuff and the two andesites show 

by the carbon dioxide and water contents that they have 

undergone a considerable amount of alteration. 

The lavas are all very much richer in soda than potash, 

and their most marked character is their deficiency in potash 

without any corresponding increase in soda content. For 

example, the world’s average rhyolite has about 34 per cent. 

of soda and 4 per cent. of potash, so in comparison the 
rhyolite in question has a normal soda content but is 

deficient to the extent of 2 per cent. of potash. The world’s 

average basalt has about 3 per cent. soda and half that 

amount of potash, while the basalt here shows considerable 

deficiencies in both, more especially the potash. 

If one compares the lime and magnesia contents it is 

found that they are about normal. 

In comparison with the Cainozoic lavas of Southern 

Queensland, the Permo-Carboniferous rhyolite has higher 
alumina, lower lime, slightly higher soda, and much lower 

potash. The Permo-Carboniferous basalt, in comparison 

with the Cainozoie basalts, has higher alumina, lower total 

iron oxides, higher lime, and lower alkalies. 

A comparison with the analyses of the voleanic rocks 

of the Southern Coalfield of New South Wales is made later 

in the paper, 
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TABLE 1.—CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF VOLCANIC Rocks. 

Rhyolite volt F Andesite, Basalt, | Rito | ha, Ants ntti nod in, 
Randa \Valley Creek,) Hight Mile te it sg iene ile 

| Portion 2161.| Portion 18v.| Creek. Teck. ange. 

: | 
Analyst. \G. R. Patten.|G. R. Patten. G, R. Patten.|G. R. Patten.|G. R. Patten. 

-| : a 

SiO, 7. W393 73°87 55-49 54-25 53°34 
Al,O, 16-85 12-92 18°63 19.46 18-73 
Fe,0, 0-60 nil. 1-89 3:16 W-72 
FeO 1-10 Bye 5-4] 4:27 6-65 
MgO 0-43 0-83 3°28 2-15 5:10 
CaO 0-63 2-83 6-09 5°81 8-75 
Na,O 3-61 Dea | 4-11 3°56 2-30 
K,O 1-88 1-07 0-11 0-62 0-61 
H,O+ 0.47 0-43 2-16 29s a 1-03 
H,O— 0-15 009 | 0-17 0-22 0-21 
co, nil. Ses | Lal’, 1:97 nil. 
ALN) 0-45 OS | 1-70 1.82 1-80 
POn | 0-07 OF0 Smeal 0-14 0.21 0-15 
MnO | 0-02 0-04 | 0-09 0-10 0-17 

: | | = eats 

Total 100-19 99.73 | 100-45 100-39 100-56 

Spec. Grav.| 2-628 2-652 | 2°747 2-753 2-847 
| 

NorMs. 

Quartz 43°74 47-04 14°40 19-56 9-00 
Orthoclase Bei tp 6-67 0-56 3°34 3°34 
Albite 30°39 QHe2 34:58 29-87 19-39 
Anorthite 2-5 | 1-95 21-96 15-85 38°92 
Corundum 8-06 5°61 3°67 7:14 one 
Diopside | ae a ae He 2.94 
Hypersthenie 1-89 5:80 13°88 9-14 19°32 
Magnetite 0:93 he 2-78 4-64 2-55 
Ilmenite | 0-76 0-61 3°19 3°50 3°50 
Apatite .. | 0-34 0-34 0°34 0°34 0°34 
Calcite aH: 4-00 2-70 4-40 BS 
Water 0-62 0-52 Dae 2-41 1-24 

‘Total 100:35 | 99-79 100-39 100-19 100-54. 

Classifi- ian Tis33e Iga IT-4.3.5. 11.4.3.5. | 11.4(5).4.4 
cation 

(IV.) COMPARISON WITH OTHER PERMO-CARBON- 

IFEROUS VOLCANICS OF AUSTRALIA. 

(a) General—The voleanie series under discussion 

cannot be closely correlated with any similar series in 

Australia, and indeed this is one of the reasons for its 
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interest. However, it may be instructive to compare the 

Silverwood-Lucky Valley flows and tuffs with various other 

occurrences which have some features in common with them. 

It will be noted that where petrological comparisons reveal 

similarities, a consideration of the respective ages shows a 

lack of harmony, and on the other hand where the ages are 

in agreement the petrologieal characters are essentially 

different. 

(b) The Southern Coalfield of New South Wales.— 

Harper has described a series of lavas and tuffs about 1,000 

feet thiek from the Cambewarra-Kiama districts, the age of 

which agrees closely with the Silverwood-Lucky Valley 

Series. ‘‘These consist of seven submarime’’ an 

(followed by) . . . . ‘“‘two terrestrial lava flows, 

intercalated with beds of Permo-Carboniferous age consist- 

ing mainly of voleanie tutfs.’’* Of these flows the ‘* Blow- 

hole Flow’’ ‘‘was apparently the first manifestation of 

voleanie aetivity in the shape of lava flows during the 

Upper Marine epoch, within the Southern Coalfield, and it 

is interbedded with tuffs containing marine fossils.’’* With 

regard to the uppermost ‘‘Minmurra Flow,’’ Harper states 

that ‘‘The horizon occupied is about 120 feet above the top 

of the Cambewarra flow or its equivalent boulder horizon,’’’ 

which marks the upward limit of marine fossils. The 

Berkley Flow is also interbedded with the freshwater 

sediments overlying the Upper Marine. 

This evidence forces on one the conclusion that the 

voleanies of the Southern Coalfield were practically con- 

temporaneous with those of the Silverwood-Lucky Valley 

area, but here all resemblance ends. Chemically the two 

groups are essentially different, and this difference is 

reflected in the petrography. Harper describes the 

voleanies of the Southern Coalfield as ‘‘a petrographical 

provinee of Permo-Carboniferous age possessing definite 

ehemical characters and notably a high potash content.’” 

In the series under discussion the alkalies are not high, and 

soda predominates. This marked difference can best be 

3 Harper, L. F.. Memoirs Geol. Sur. N.S.W., Geol. No. 7, p. 49. 

4 Harper, L. F., op. cit., p. 307. 

5 Harper, L. F., op. cit., p. 292. 

6 Harper, L. F., op. cit., p. 278: 
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appreciated by comparing analyses representative of the 

rocks of the two areas. The analyses used for the Southern 

Coalfield area are those quoted by Harper on page 284 of 

his memoir. These are eight in number. It will be noticed 

that the highest silica percentage in Harper’s analyses is 

59-64, while the majority of the flows in the Silverwood area 

are rhyolitic, and a typical analysis gives 73-93 percentage 

of silica. However, there is what in the hight of modern 

petrogenesis must be considered an even more important 

chemical difference than the divergence in the average 

silica percentages, and that is the amount and proportion 

of the alkalies and lime present. In order to fairly 

illustrate this difference, the three analyses from the Silver- 

wood-Lucky Valley volcanics which bear the closest 

resemblance in silica content to the Southern Coalfield rocks 

are compared with the eight available analyses from the 

latter area. 

Extreme Values of | 7 r 
Oxides of three | @xtteme Values of =a Oxides of eight 

—_— Analyses from Silverwood—Lueky Analyses from 
ze *~ | Southern Coalfield, 

Valley. 

SiO, = ee Shay) SE Daas 51-07 —59.64 
ALO, 9 TOS ETN Lae OIE ie ere 15-18 —18-82 
FO, 4. eit eee 1-72— 3-16 2-45— 7-30 
FeO ray Sts a de 427— 6-65 2:97— 5-40 
MgO ee ee by tre Oh 2-75— 5-10 1-66— 4-09 
CaO ne) ie oe aE 581— 8-15 | 388— 7-72 
Naloien dct sa eee 230— 4-11 3-10— 3-97 
K,O Ay ce ane Se O-11— 0-62 2-75 — 5-88 
HOS pact) Lad ices 1-03— 2-19 1-07— 2-89 
TiO, pT aT Peewee 1-70— 1-82 |  0-42— 1-20 
P.O, eh 0-14— 0-21 | 0:34— 0-88 

The most striking difference in the two series 1s seen in 

the values for K,O. The large amount of this oxide in the 

Southern Coalfield gives rise to the curious orthoclase- 

basalts and allied types in that area, which are in marked 

contrast with the volcanics with which we are concerned. 

(ce) The Drake Area.—The Drake area is of interest in 

the present connection for several reasons. It is the closest 

area which contains late Palwozoic volcanics comparable 

with those of the Silverwood-Lucky Valley district, being 

enly some 50 miles distant. Lithologically the rocks of the 
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two areas have several points in common, and although the 

voleanies of the two areas appear to be somewhat different 

in age there is a parallelism in the sequence of their lavas. 

The volcanics of the Drake area have been described in 

considerable detail by Andrews.‘ They ‘‘are referable to 

two distinct periods—an older, consisting mainly of 

rhyolites, and a younger, mainly of andesites.’’ These in 

turn are succeeded by the Drake fossiliferous slates and 

tuffs, but ‘‘the whole, felsites and slates, were shown to 

belong to one great period of sedimentation.’’* Andrews 

further states that the fossils in the covering slates and tuffs 

‘fare of marine types and belong to the Lower Marine 

division of the Permo-Carboniferous period.’’? An early 

Permo-Carboniferous age thus seems to be indicated for the 

voleanics of this area. 

The authors have examined specimens of the earlier 

Rhyolite Phase. These, while generally similar to the 

rhyolites of Silverwood-Lucky Valley, differed from them 

in the possession of veins of colloidal silica and in being 

somewhat mineralised (pyrites being fairly common). As 

neither rock analyses nor petrographical descriptions have 

been published, more detailed comparisons are at present 

unpossible, 

(d) The Berseker Ranges, near Rockhampton.— 

Through the courtesy of Mr. C. C. Morton, of the Queens- 

land Geological Survey, the authors have had an 

opportunity of studying hand specimens regarded by Mr. 

Morton as typical of the great series of volcanics forming 

an important part of the Berseker Ranges. The rocks are 

closely comparable with those typical of the Silverwood- 

Lucky Valley volcanics. Mr. Morton believes them to be 

partly intrusive and partly voleanic, and states that they 

rest upon and intrude the Rockhampton series of Car- 

honiferous age. Further evidence as to age is not forth- 

coming, but this close association of the voleanies with the 
Rockhampton series is suggestive of a Late Paleozoic age. 

(e) The Bowen River Coaifield—On the Bowen River 

Coalfield voleanie agglomerates associated with con- 

7 Andrews, E. C., Min. Res. N.S.W., No. 12, p. 11. 

§ Andrews, E. C., op. cit., p. 9. 

> Andrews, E. C., op. cit., p. 14. 
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zlomerates are developed, but these are very low down in 

the series. Dunstan regards them as belonging to the Lower 

Marine division of the Permo-Carboniferous, while Jensen 

believes them to be even older. In addition to these there 

is evidence of voleanic activity in this area in the shape of 

basaits interbedded with the Upper Marine strata. The age 
of these corresponds with that of the volcanics under 

discussion, but very little petrological evidence is available 

for purposes of comparison, 

(f) The Mackenzie River Area.—In the Mackenzie 

River area, also, basalts interbedded with Upper Marine 

strata are known. Andesites, the horizon of which has not 

been definitely established, are found both in this and in the 

Dawson River areas. 

(V.) EARTH MOVEMENTS AND IGNEOUS 

ACTIVITY. 

The history of the Silverwood area may be briefly 

summarised as follows:—In Middle Devonian times exten- 

sive submarine outbursts resulted in the accumulation of a 

great thickness of andesitic tuffaceous material. This was 

immediately followed by the deposition of material which 

ultimately became a series of banded radiolarian cherts and 

mudstones. Pronounced orogenic movements in Late 

Devonian times (the Kanimbla Epoch of Stissmilch) 

compressed this ‘‘Silverwood Series’’ into isoclinal folds 

and elevated the Silverwood district into a land area, which 

it remained throughout the Carboniferous Period. During 

the latter part of this period very considerable igneous 

activity was in progress further to the south, in the New 

England district, but if the Silverwood area was also the 

scene of such activity there is no evidence of it. At the 
close of the Carboniferous period, and doubtless as the 

result of what in the New England area Siissmileh and 

David have described as the ‘‘Hunterian disturbance,’’?° 

the Silverwood area was depressed below sea-level, and 

fossiliferous strata equivalent to the Lower Marine of the 

Hunter River district were deposited. These seem normal 

sediments, for the most part laid down under shallow water. 

and show no signs of violent contemporaneous volcanic 

activity such as that which accompanied the accumulation 

of sediments of this age in the Drake area some 50 miles to 

10 Proc. Roy. Soc. N.S.W., 1919, p. 282. 
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the south. <A shght change in sea-level resulted in the 

deposition of freshwater sediments (equivalent to the Greta 

Measures). Following this the area seems to have been 

subjected to a series of oscillatory movements, with the 

result that while the major portion of the sediments 

deposited are marine in nature (though of very shallow 

water tvpes), there are intercalated with them at least two 

bands of freshwater deposits. The net result of these 

oscillations was a gradual change from marine conditions 

to terrestrial conditions, and it was during this change that 

the voleanic activity which is the subject of this paper was 

manifested ; for while a considerable proportion of the lavas 

and tuffs are found associated with fossiliferous marine 
strata, the major portion of them shows evidence of having 

been poured out on a land surface. No further marine 

deposits have been laid down in the area from this time to 

the present day. 

At some time subsequent to the deposition of the Upper 

Marine sediments and the associated volcanics, and ante- 

cedent to the deposition of the Ipswich Series (of Upper 

Triassic age), there were intruded the huge well-known 

granitic masses of New England and Southern Queensland. 

The representative of this group in the Silverwood area is 

the coarse acid Stanthorpe granite. This might, perhaps, 

be expected to show some evidence of relationship with the 

voleanics, but a comparison of chemical analyses shows 

important points of difference, for whereas the alkalies of 

the Stanthorpe granite are approximately equal, there is in 

the voleanic rocks a normal soda value which predominates 

over an abnormally low value for potash. 

If we go a little further afield, however, we meet, at 

Greymare and elsewhere, with granitic rocks of a somewhat 

earlier phase than the acid Stanthorpe granite, which must 

therefore approximate even more closely in age the Permo- 

Carboniferous voleanics. One of us has endeavoured!! to 

show that the late Palwozoic granitie rocks of Southern 

Queensland can be divided into an earlier ‘‘Grey Phase,’’ 

characterised chemically by a marked predominance of soda 

over potash, and a later *‘ Pink Phase,’’ where the alkalies 

are approximately equal or have potash in excess of soda. 

11 Bryan, W. H., Proc. Roy. Soe. Qid., 1922, p. 148. 
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The earlier ‘‘Grey Phase’’ thus seems to be most nearly 

related to the voleanics under discussion, both in point of 

time and in chemical composition. The facts appear, then, 

to warrant the tentative assumption that the Permo- 

Carboniferous volcanics are genetically related to the 

granitic rocks of the ‘‘Grey Phase’’ as exemplified by the 
‘*Hornblendic, Dioritic, and other basie granites’’ of New 

England’? and the ‘‘ Maryland’’ and ‘‘Greymare’’ granites 

of the Stanthorpe area. 
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12 Andrews, E. C., Records Geol. Sur. N.S. W., vol. viii., part 3, p. 212. 
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PLATE IV. 

Figure 1.—Rhyolite from Eight Mile Range, showing flow structures 

x4. 

Figures 2 and 3.—Rhyolites from Rhyolite Range, showing 

spherulitic structures x 2. 
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The Queensland Inocerami Collected by 

M. Lumholz in 1881. 

By F. W. Wutrenocuse, B.Se., Foundation Travelling 

Scholar, Department of Geology, University of 

Queensland. 

(Plates V.-VII.) 

(Read before the Royal Society of Queensland, 29th 

October, 1923.) 

InrRopucTION.—The fossils about to be described 

constitute the collection of Inocerami made by Carl 

Lumholz from Minnie Downs, near Tambo, Queensland, in 

1881, and subsequently deposited in the geological museum 

of the University of Kristiania. Several of the specimens 

were later transferred to the University of Lund. 

I would take this opportunity of expressing my 

gratitude to Professors Kiaer, of Kristiania, and Grénwall, 

of Lund, for their kindness in placing the whole of the 

collection at my disposal. The examination of this material 

was undertaken in connection with a general revision of 

the Queensland Inocerami, the results of which are to be 

pullished some time later. Owing to the fact that the 

present forms represent a definite collection lodged outside 
Australia, it was deemed advisable to publish the following 

account separately. A redescription of the type of J. 

maximus Lumholz was found necessary since the account 

given by Lundgren! contains a very serious error. 

The large specimen which constitutes the type of J. 

mactmus was found weathered out from the matrix. The 

other specimens, however, were encased in a block of stand- 

stone which was subsequently sawn in two. The Kristixnia 

portion, when it reached me, measured 14 ins. x 7 ins. x 

6 in., and was crowded with large specimens of Inocerami 

with both valves in apposition in nearly every case. By 

permission a large number of these forms were removed 

from the matrix for description in this paper. 

1B. Lundgren: ‘‘On an Inoceramus from Queensland.’’ Bihang. 

tll. K. Sven. Vet.-akad. Handl., B. II. No. 5, 1885, pp. 3-6, pl. ©. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES.—The specimens examined 

form a related series characterised by (1) very slight 

inequality of the valves, (2) large size, (3) prominent 

pallial line and small sub-cireular muscle sears, and (4) 

amazingly thin, relatively smooth shells. The type 

specimen of /. maximus measures 30 ems. along its greatest 

axis, yet its shell was only 1-5 mm. thick. A specimen of 

I. scutulatus attains a height of 10 ems. with a shell of 

0-5 mm. thickness. Muscle sears are a feature extremely 

rarely seen in this genus, so that the presence of a prominent 

scar and pallial line on every specimen in this collection is 

of great interest. 

INOCERAMUS MAXIMUS Lumbholz. 

(PI. VIL. figs..1, 2a, and 2b.) 

1885. Inoceramus sp. B. Lundgren, Bihang. till. K. Sven. Vet.-akad. 

Handl., B. I1., pp. 3-6, pl. I. 

1889. I. maximus. C. Lumholz, ‘‘ Among Cannibals’’ (London), p. 

367, with text-fig. 

Sp. Chars—Shell attaining a large size, the outline 
being that of an oblique oval with a slightly curved axis. 

Somewhat inequivalve; very inequilateral, the umbones 

being terminal and the antero-dorsal area very sharpiy 

truncated. Postero-ventral angle regularly rounded. 

Height approximately equal to length; hinge line about one- 

third of the total length. Umbones acute, the left shghtly 

more prominent than the right. Axis of growth gradually 

curving concave to the hinge line. Pallial area very 

marked, roughly parallel to the outline and occupying about 

one-third of the internal surface. Shell substance extremely 

thin. Ornamentation consists of concentric ribs, which are 

not very marked on the superior part of the shell and almost 

disappear on the ventral portion. 

Obs.—The type specimen is a huge shell with the valves 

in apposition. Its dimensions are: Length 24 ems.; height 
23 ems.; width (two valves together) 8-5 cms.; hinge-line 

about 7 cms.; thickness of shell substance 1-5 mm. 

This specimen was originally described and figured by 

Lundgren in 1885.2, Unfortunately in doing so he mistook 

* Lundgren, Bihang, til). K. Sven. Vet-akad. Handl., B. IL., pp. 

3-6, pl: I: 
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the antero-dorsal margin for the hinge line, thereby con- 

fusing the terms left and right, and posterior and anterior. 

The description is thus very misleading; and the figure 

accompanying it, being orientated according to this error, 

gives a mistaken idea of the shell. It has therefore been 

necessary to redeseribe it here. Lundgren’s figure was of 

the left valve, and should be turned (in an anti-clockwise 

direction) through an angle of 80° for correct orientation. 

The right valve has been figured in this paper. 

No specific name was given in the original description, 

but Lumholz* reprinted Lundgren’s plate in his book, and 

labelled it Inoceramus maxrimus, which name was adopted 

by Etheridge Jr.,t and has been retained here. Etheridge 

endeavoured to identify specimens with this species relying 

on Lundgren’s work, but owing to the original mistakes 

referred to above such identifications cannot be maintained. 

INOCERAMUS SCUTULATUS sp. nov. 

GE Vi ashe elope Wile sre) 

Sp. Chars.—Shell inequilateral with a lozenge-shaped 

outline modified somewhat by the rounding of the angles. 

Height slightly greater than length. Hinge line very short, 

about a quarter length of the shell. Shell expanded almost 

equally on either side of the axis of growth. Umbones 

acute, terminal, and prominent. Pallial area sac-shaped, 

lunate, occupying about a quarter of the internal surface. 

Shell substance extremely thin, ornamented by concentric 

ribs which are not very prominent. Axis of growth at right 

angles to the hinge line, and with a slight tendency to curve 

towards the posterior. Ligament pits small. 

Obs.—This species is distinguished by its lozenge- 

shaped outline and the sub-equal anterior and posterior 

expansions. 

INOCERAMUS SCUTULATUS var. 

CRI, Ve fie 2 spl. View ties. 2) and 3.) 

There are a number of forms, three of which are figured 

here, which, while differing among themselves, lie on a line 

of variation linking the two species J. scutulatus and J. 

> TLumholz: ‘‘ Among Cannibals’? (London), p. 367. 

*R. Etheridge, Jr.: Geol. Surv. Q’land. Bull., 13, 1901, pp. 24-25. 

Bass Ke 
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marimus. The variation -(econsidered, for the sake of 

description, as if proceeding from scutulatus towards. 

maximus) begins in a rounding of the anterior and posterior 

median angles, thereby destroying the scutulate outline. At 

the same time the anterior portion of the shell decreases and 

the posterior tends to increase; while the growth oblique to 

the hinge line becomes more marked. 

T have refrained from attaching a definite varietal name 

to cover these forms: for, with the available information, 

and especially considering the lack of knowledge of the 

stratigraphical distribution, I cannot make up my mind 

how to place them. Two methods suggest themselves as 

being the most probable— 

(1) That these forms linking the two extremes of 

I. scutulatus and I. marimus form a variety of 

the same kind as J. concentricus var. subsulcatus? 

(which links the two forms I. concentricus and 

I. sulcatus) ; or 

(2) That the definition of J. scutulatus should be 

extended to cover forms like pl. VL., fig. 2, and 

I, maximus should similarly be enlarged to 

include forms such as pl. V., fig. 2, and pl. VL, 

fig. 3. 

Thus until further information is available I prefer to 
leave the intermediate forms in an unnamed variety inter-. 

mediate between the two species as defined above. 

INOCERAMUS PROCERUS sp. nov. 

(Ploy i fiera2) 

Sp. Chars.—Shell oval, erect, inequilateral, slightly 

inequivalve. Height much greater than length (ratio 3 : 2). 

Hinge line about half the length of shell. Umbones 

terminal, acute, very prominent. Anterior portion sharply 

truncate, posterior flattened and sub-alate. Ornamentation 

(in adult specimens) consists of widely separated concentric 

ribs only on the earlier parts of the shell, the later parts 

bemg smooth. Test very thin. Ligament pits small. 

Palhal area occupying about one-third of the internal 

surface. 

° See H. Woods: ‘‘ The evolution of Inoceramus in the Cretaceous. 

period,’’ Q.J.G.S. LXVIII., 1912, p. 4. ; 
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Obs.—This species is distinguished by its erect habit. 

The hinge line is longer than in either of the two species 

deseribed above. The area within the pallial line is about 

the same as in /. maximus, but the direction of the axis of 

growth and only slight axial curvature ally it rather to 

IT. scutulatus. Probably both this species and J. maximus 

represent off-shoots from /. scutulatus. 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER SPECcIES.—/. scutulatus may 

be closely compared with the short form of /. crippsi var. 

reachensis Eth.° from the Cenemanian of England. Both 

species have the subequal anterior and posterior expansions 

of the valves, and there is a certain scutulate outline, but 

much less pronounced, in the latter variety. It differs from 

the English form in having the umbones more prominent, 

the hinge line shorter, and the concentric ornamentation 

much less pronounced. 

I. marimus shows a pronounced resemblance to the 

widespread J. lapiatus' (Schloth.) (Cenomanian and L. 

Turonian), which is also a large form. The resemblance is 

most apparent in the direction of growth oblique to the 

hinge line (a characteristic feature of J. labiatus). It 

differs from this form particularly in the more-acute 

umbones and the less-prominent ornamentation. 

Hichwald* figures a specimen labelled J. mytiloides- 

from the Cretaceous of Russia, which very closely resembles 

the original of pl. V., fig. 2, of this paper. (J. mytiloides, 

it is to be noted, is regarded by Woods as a synonym of J. 

labiatus.) Again, the Queensland form differs in tiie more- 

pronounced umbones and less-prominent ornamer:tation. 

Woods has shown’ for the English forms that /. 

labiatus has most probably evolved direct from J. crippsi 

var. reachensis, and it is thus interesting to note that J. 

scutulatus and I. maximus, which are themselves connected 

by intermediate forms, are individually comparable with 

° See H. Woods: ‘‘ Monogr. Cret. Lamellibr.’’ (Paleont. Soc.), 

VOL JUS IM jE eis, EDU NAUU ES ake. De gal, OUI aie 

"See Wocds, op. cit., pp. 281-284, pl. L. 

§ Hichwald, ‘‘Lethea Rossica’’ (per. moyenne), pl. XXLI., fig. 6. 

“Woods, ‘‘ The evolution of Inoceramus in the Cretaceous period,’” 

Q.S.G.S. LXVILL., 1912, p. 13. 
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these two English species. I cannot regard the Queensland 

forms as identical with the European species, for all 

specimens show the consistent distinctive features noted 

above. It remains to be seen whether these species will 

show the same stratigraphical distribution as the European 

forms. 

Further comparisons are held over until, in a later 

paper, the Queensland Inocerami are treated as a whole. 

But it may be noted that in these particular species I find 

no very close relationships with Indian or New Zealand 

forms. 

These collections return, of course, to the Universities 

of Kristiania and Lund; but plaster casts of the types will 

be brought to Queensland. 
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Fig. 1.—Inoceramus scutulatus Whitehouse. Right valve of type 

specimen, < # (Kristiania collection). 

Fig. 2.—Inoceramus scutulatus var. Right valve 

closely approaching J. maximus, < 

collection). 
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Proc. Roy. Soc. Q’LAND, VoL. XXXYV. PLATE VI. 

Fig. 1.—Inoceramus scutulatus Whitehouse. Anterior view of Pl. V., fi 

Figs, 2 and 3.—Inoceramus scutulatus var. 

@ ils X€ Be 

Two small right valves, X 4. Fig. 2 
approaches the normal type of J. sewtulatus. 

Fig. 4.—Inoceramus procerus, Whitehouse. 
al 

Left valve of type specimen, approx. 

Face page 132 on. 
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PLATE VII, Proc. Roy. Soc. Q’LAND, VoL. XXXYV. 

Tnoceramus maximus Lumholz, Fie. 1—Right valve of type specimen, 
(Kristiania collection). Fig. 2—Smaller specimen, X 4 XS & 

(Lund collection) ; a, left valve; Db, antero-ventral view. 

Face page 132. 
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The Composition of the Volatile Oil of 

the Leaf of Daphnandra aromatica 

Bailey. 

By T. G. H. Jonss, B.Se., A.I.C., and FRANK SMITH, 

BSc; Hee: 

(Read before the Royal Society of Queensland, 26th 

November, 19283.) 

SUBSEQUENT to the publication of our note (this 

volume, pp. 61-2) on the essential oils from the bark and 

leaves of Daphnandra aromatica, we received from North 

Queensland through the courtesy of Mr. E. H. F. Swain, 

Director of Forests, a further supply of leaves permitting 

of chemical examination in detail of their volatile oil. 

Contrary to expectation from the cursory examination 

of the small amount of leaf oil (40 ces.) previously avail- 

able, limonene was not found to be present in the lower 

boiling fractions of the oil. 

The principal constituents of the oil are da-phelland- 

rene and a sesquiterpene; the other bodies present being 

d-pinene, cineol and a sesquiterpene alcohol together with 

small quantities of an aldehyde (probably iso-valeric or 

caproic) and a phenolic body. 

In view of the present inexact condition of knowledge 

of the sesquiterpene group and of the scantiness of the data 

secured, it is not possible to decide whether the sesquiter- 

pene and the sesquiterpene alechol of Daphnandra leaf oil 
are each distinct chemical entities or are identical or not 

with any similar bodies previousiv described. 

Experimental.—The distillation in steam of 200 lbs. 

of air-dried leaves yielded 400 ces. or -5 per cent. of a pale- 

yellow oil of agreeable odour possessing the following 

constants :— 
ad 

: ‘ 15: 
Specific gravity —— 9084 (N)p» 1-4892 (a) + 23-6. 

Ester value 10, Acetyl value 40. 
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Five ces. of the oil were extracted in turn with sodium 

bisulphite and with sodium hydroxide solutions. Absorp- 

tion to the extent of about 1 per cent. of an aldehydic body 

and -5 per cent. of a phenolic body giving a greenish colour 

with ferric chloride were recorded. 

On fractionation of 370 ces. of the oil at 2 mms. 

pressure, using an oil pump with a trap cooled in liquid 

ammonia interposed between the pump and receiver, there 

were collected— 

(1) In ammonia trap ms ae 10 ces. 

(2) . Belew-50" Cx 2... ae pee siilercrost 

(3)2 AG rb sG0tse od ... £62805 

(4) At 60- 70° C Le oa) | aiaeese 

(iy) sed aan ee oe . a4 pO RES 

(6). At; 30-1007 oC ay s.¢,, QLOBEees: 

(7). VAG O0=1 15" ae sh oe eee 

(8) qsAd D1 : 40 ces., 

leaving a small viscous residue in the distilling flask. 

The presence of cineol was indicated in the lower 

fractions by its odour, and fractions (2), (3), (4), (5), and 

(6) were accordingly extracted several times with 50 per 

cent. resorein solution. 

The unabsorbed oil in these fractions was then refrac- 

tionated at 21 mms. pressure, and the following fractions 

ultimately colleeted :— 

(9) Boiling below 65° C. 

15 ces. Sp. Gr. -$61 (N)p9 1-466 (a@)p + 50 

(10) Boiling at 65°—68° C. 

60 ces. Sp. Gr. 8538 (N)p» 14745 (@)p + 59 

d-Finene.—The physical constants as well as the odour 

of fraction (9) suggested the presence of pinene, although 

the presence of phellandrene was also indicated by the 

nitrosite reaction. It did not, however, yield the nitrosyl 

chloride characteristic of pinene (owing, no doubt, to its 

high degree of optical activity), but the presence of pinene 

was confirmed by oxidation with potassium permanganate 

solution. 

Five ces. of the oil were shaken with 10 grammes of 

potassium permanganate and 150 ees. of water and 100 
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grammes of ice until the permanganate was completely 

reduced. The liquid was then filtered from the manganese 

dioxide and evaporated to small bulk. Small amounts of 
neutral oxidation products were extracted with ether and 

the liquid then acidified with dilute sulphuric acid and 

again extracted with ether. 

On evaporation of the ether the remaining liquid 

(about 4 ces.) was identified as pinoniec acid by means of its 

semi-carbazone melting at 204° C, and pinene was therefore 

present in the fraction. 

The fraction (1) collected in the ammonia trap also 

consisted largely of pinene, but the presence of an aldehyde 

was indicated by Sehiff’s Reaction. Attempts were made 

to extract it by means of semi-carbazide hydrochloride, but 

the small amount of material obtained prevented purifica- 

tion of the resulting semi-carbazone. The irritating and 

unpleasant odour, however, would suggest identity with 

isovaleric or caproic aldehyde. 

da-Phellandrene.— Fraction (10) consisted largely of 

da-phellandrene. It was identified as such by means of its 

nitrosite prepared in accordance with the method described 

by Smith, Hurst, and Read (J.C.S. Transactions, 1923, 

1657). The resulting nitrosite melted at 120-121° C. 

Cineol.—The oil extracted by the resorein solution 

(described above) was recovered by distillation in steam, 

and found to consist almest exclusively of cineol. It was 

identified as such by its physical constants Sp. Gr. 9330, 

(N)po0 «1-458, as well as by its characteristic odour. 

Sesquiterpene.—It was evident from analysis that 

fraction (6) consisted largely of a sesquiterpene. It was 

refractionated and finally redistilled repeatedly (at the 

reduced pressure) over metallic sodium. B.P. 110-111°C 

(4 mms.) 146-148°C (24 mms.). 

(Found: C= 87-79%. Hi = 114%. C\.H,, requires 
C— 85) 259 EL). 

15:5 

15-5 
Sp. Gr. ‘9106 (N) po 1°5012 (a)y + 2:7. 

Molecular refraction 66 (calculated 62-6 for Crdalss)e 
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None of the solid derivatives used to characterise many 

known sesquiterpenes could be prepared. <A liquid hydro- 

chloride was obtained by passing dry HCl gas into its 

ethereal solution (cooled with ice), and the nitrosyl 

chloride and nitrosite were also apparently liquid. ‘'The 

molecular refraction indicated probable di-cyclic character, 

and that it contained two double bonds. 

Treated with a few drops of glacial acetic acid and 

bromine vapour a violet colour was developed, rapidly 

turning deep-blue. 

Sequiterpene Alcohol. raction (8) was a viscid 
15°5 
Teg 79666 (N) po 

about 1-50. Boiling point 170-180° C (24 mms.). Its 
alcoholic character was demonstrated by its action on 

metallic sodium and reaction with acetic anhydride. 

liquid of a light-green colour. Sp. Gr. 

Summary.—The air-dried leaves of Daphnandra aroma- 

tica vielded on distillation with steam -5 per cent. of a light- 

yellow oil possessing an agreeable aromatic odour, the com- 

position of which is indicated as approximately d-pinene 
5-10 per cent., da-phellandrene 20-25 per cent., cineol 10-15 

per cent., sesquiterpene 30-40 per cent, sesquiterpene alcohol 

5-10 per cent., with minor aldehydic phenolic and ester 

constituents. 
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Report of Council for 1922. 

To the Members of the Royal Society of Queensland. 

Your Council has pleasure in submitting its Report for the 

year 1922. 

During the year twelve papers were published. With a few 

exceptions, these papers were read before the Society. In 

addition, the following leetures, which were well attended and 

to which the public was invited, were delivered: **The Geology 

of Northern Australia,’’ by Dr. H. I. Jensen; ‘‘ Kosciusko, the 

Roof of Australia,’’ Professor H. C. Richards; ‘‘The Eucalypts 

of the Brisbane District,’’ C. T. White; and ‘‘Corals,’’ Professor 

F. Wood-Jones. The last-mentioned lecture was held in conjune- 

tion with the Royal Geographical Society of Queensland. 

The Society is indebted to the University of Queensland for 

providing accommodation for meetings and for housing the 

library. 

We wish to acknowledge the practical assistance afforded 

the Society by the Government of Queensland, who, as in 

previous years, voted £50 towards the Society’s activities. 

Appreciative acknowledgment is also accorded to the Govern- 

ment of Papua for a subsidy of £25 towards the printing of 

Mr. C. T. White’s paper on the Flora of Papua and to the 

Walter and Eliza Hall Fund for subsidies towards the publi- 

cation of the following papers: ‘‘Notes on the Biology of Some 

of the More Common Queensland Muscoid Flies,’’ by T. H. 

Johnston and O. W. Tiegs, ‘‘ New and Known Sareophagid Flies”’ 

by T. H. Johnston and O. W. Tiegs, and ‘‘A Synonymie List of 

Some Described Calliphorine Flies’? by T. H. Johnston and 

G. H. Hardy. 
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The membership roll consists of 84 ordinary members, 9 

life members, 10 corresponding members, and 3. associate 

members. During the year 8 new members were elected, and 

one member resigned. 

With deep regret we record the deaths since last annual 

meeting of two of our members, namely, Dr. A. Sutton, C.B., 

C.M.G., and Mr. J. Johnston. 

Eight meetings of the Council were held during the year. 

The attendance was as follows: H. J. Priestley (President) 7, 

E. W. Bick 8, W. H. Bryan 6, W. D. Francis 7, E. H. Gurney 6, 

T. H. Johnston 3, H. A. Longman 5, E. O. Marks 8, H. C. 

Richards 4, E. H. Swain 4, C. T. White 7. 

Attention is drawn to the accompanying Statement of 

Receipts and Expenditure, which shows that the Society’s funds 

are almost exclusively devoted to printing. 

H. J. PRIESTLEY, President. 

W. D. FRANCIS, Hon. Secretary. 

AUSTRALASIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE 

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. 

The Society was represented by Professor H. C. Richards, 

D.Sc., at the meeting of the Australasian Association for the 

Advancement of Science held at Wellington from 10th to 18th 

January, 1923. In the report which Professor Richards 

submitted to the Council, it is stated that it was decided to have 

the next meeting of the Association at Adelaide in August, 

1924. 

CORRIGENDUM. 

On page 2, Proceedings of this Society for 1922 (Vol. 

XXXIV.), in paragraph referring to the death of Dr. J. Shirley, 
12th line from bottom of page, for ‘‘5th March’ read “‘4th 

April 22 
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS, 26TH Marcu, 1923. 

The Annual Meeting of the Society was held in the 
Geology Lecture Theatre of the University at 8 p.m. on 

Monday, 26th March, 1923. 

His Excellency Sir Matthew Nathan, P.C., G.C.M.G., 

Patron of the Society, presided. 

The minutes of the previous Annual Meeting were 

confirmed. 

Drs. R. W. Cilento and 8. Fancourt McDonald were 

unanimously elected as Ordinary Members. 

Archbishop Duhig, Professor E. J. Goddard, B.A., 

D.Sc., Professor J. P. Lowson, M.A., M.D., G. P. Dixon, 

C.B.E., M.B., Ch.M., J. G. Hamlin, M.Se., Mrs. Hamlin, 

M.A., Miss Barker, B.A., were proposed as Ordinary 

Members, and J. H. Simmonds, B.Sc., and F. G. Holdaway, 

B.Sc., were proposed as Associates. 

On the motion of Prof. Richards, seconded by Mr. 

Longman, the Annual Report of the Council and the 

Statement of Receipts and Expenditure were adopted. 

The following officers were elected for 1923 :— 

President: Dr. E. O. Marks, M.D., B.A., B.E. 

Vice-Presidents: Prof. H. J. Priestley, M.A. (ex 

officio) ; W. H. Bryan, M.Se. 

Patron: His Excellency Sir Matthew Nathan, P.C., 

G.C.M.G. 

Hon. Secretary: W. D. Francis. 

Hon. Treasurer: EK. W. Bick. 

Hon. Editor: H. A. Longman, F.L.S. 

Hon. Inbrarian: W. H. Bryan, M.Se. 

Hon. Auditor: Prof. BH. J. Priestley, M.A. 

Members of Council: E. H. Gurney, Professor H. ©. 
Richards, E. H. Swain, R. A. Wearne, B.A... 

and C. T. White, F.L.S. 

The retiring President, Prof. H. J. Priestley, M.A., 

delivered his presidential address entitled, ‘‘On the 
Development of Scientific Thought.’’ 

A cordial vote of thanks to His Excellency the 

Governor was carried by acclamation. 
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS, 30TH APRIL, 1923. 

The Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Society was 

held in the Geology Lecture Theatre of the University at 

8 p.m. on Monday, 30th April, 1923, 

The President, Dr. E. O. Marks, M.D., B.A., B.E., in 

the chair. 

The minutes of the previous Monthly Meeting were 

read and confirmed. 

Drs. J. Lockhart Gibson, T. W. H. Mathewson, and 

E. N. Merrington, Rev. C. H. Massey, and Mrs. E. Lumley 

Hill were nominated for ordinary membership. 

Archbishop Duhig, Professor E. J. Goddard, B.A.., 

D.Se., Professor J, P. Lowson, M.A., M.D., G, P. Dixon, 

CB MB. Ch. MM J. 6. Hamline M.Sc. Mrs. Hambhin, 

M.A., Miss Barker, B.A., were elected as Ordinary Members, 

and J. H. Simmonds, B.Sc., and F. G. Holdaway, B.Sc., 

were elected as Associates. 

In making an exhibit of specimens, drawings, and 

slides of Queensland fossil insects, Mr. B. Dunstan gave a 

general account of the insect-bearing beds of Denmark Hill, 

Ipswich District. These beds were discovered by Mr. J. H. 

Simmonds when looking for fossil plants. Many years 

afterwards they were carefully investigated by officers of 

the Queensland Geological Survey. Illustrations of very 

old types of the dragon-fly, mantis, locust, lacewing, cock- 

roach, bug, jassid, and beetle were screened. One slide 

showed a restoration of Ipsvicia Jonesi, a giant Jassid, 

named after the Minister for Mines. This restoration was 

made possible by the recent discovery of an almost perfect 

specimen. The insect quarry at Ipswich has yielded about 

120 new species of fossil insects, and no doubt others will 

be unearthed as the investigation proceeds. 

Mr. W. H. Bryan, M.Se., communicated a paper by 

Dre RJ, Tillyard, M:A., D:Se., FeBasy entitled “On <a 

Tertiary Fossil Insect Wing from Queensland.’’ The paper 

describes a new insect discovered by Mr. Bryan in the 
Tertiary beds at Redbank Plains, near Goodna. One other 

fossil insect wing (EHuporismites balli) has been found in 
the same deposits, and deseribed by Dr. Tillyard, while 

numerous fossil fish and dicotyledonous plants have been 

found on the same horizon. The new insect wing has been 
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named Scolypopites bryan, n.g. et sp., the generic name 

indicating its close affinity to the recent Australian genus 

Scolypopa, the common passion-vine hopper of Eastern 

Australia, to which it is prebably directly ancestral, and the 

specific name being a dedication to its discoverer. Prof. 

Richards, Mr. Tryon, Prof. Goddard, Dr. A. J. Turner, and 
Mr. Bryan took part in the discussion on the paper and 

Mr. Dunstan’s exhibits. 

Mr. G. H. Hardy read a paper by Prof. T. H. Johnston 

and himself, entitled ‘‘Observations Regarding the Life 

Cyvyele of Certain Australian Blowflies,’’ and gave an account 
of some of the work he was engaged upon as a Walter and 

Kliza Hall Fellow. The work of the Fellowship consisted 

chiefly of experimental investigation of the biology of blow- 

flies. It had been discovered that a batch of these flies bred 

under uniform conditions varied greatly in the period of 

the life cycle, particularly in the prepupal stage, and it was 
pointed out that chaleid wasps with suitable habits in other 

parts of the world might be introduced into Australia to 

supplement those already preying upon the sheep maggot 

flies here. 

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS, 28TH May, 1923. 

The Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Society was 

held in the Geology Lecture Theatre of the University at 

8 p.m. on Monday, 28th May, 1923. 

The President, Dr. K.'O. Marks, MD BA] BE, am 

the chair. 

The minutes of the previous Monthly Meeting were 

read and confirmed. 

J. Lockhart Gibson, M.D., T. H. R. Mathewson, M.B., 

Ch.B., E. N. Merrington, Ph.D., Mrs. E. Lumley Hill, and 

Rey. C. H. Massey were elected as Ordinary Members. 

A paper by Mr. John C. Hamlin, M.Se., entitled ‘* New 

Cactus Bugs of the Genus Chelinidea (Hemiptera),’’? was 

tabled and taken as read. Two new species and one new 

variety are described in the paper. These insects were 

collected by the author in North America for the purpose 

of endeavouring to control prickly-pear in Australia by 

biological agencies. 
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A paper by Dr. T. L. Bancroft entitled ‘‘Some 

Further Observations on the Dawson River Barramundi: 

Scleropages leichhardtu,’’ was communicated by the Hon. 

Seeretary. The author concludes that the following facts 

have been ascertained :—Barramundi carries the spawn in 

its mouth; October is the spawning season; fish when 

meshed, eject the spawn; sexually mature fish are not 

meshed in a net of 3-inch mesh; fish secured in the bunt 

of a drag-net would retain the ova and young fish in their 

mouths. 

Mr. W. H. Bryan, M.Se., read a paper entitled ‘‘An 

Unusual Tourmaline-albite Rock from Enoggera, Queens- 

land.’’ This curious rock, found by Mr. Bryan near the 

contact of the Enoggera granite with the Brisbane schist, 

is composed entirely of tourmaline and albite. It shows 

a pronounced schistose structure. The only other rock of 

the same constitution previously described is found in 

Cornwall, England. 

The President exhibited specimens of carbonaceous 

earth found at Samford where a bush fire had ignited it. 

The earth continued to burn for some week afterwards, 

and deposited a substance with the appearance of baked 

clay. 

The President, Messrs. F. Bennett, R. A. Wearne, and 
W. H. Bryan took part in the discussion on the papers. 

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS, 27TH JUNE, 1923. 

The Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Royal Society 

of Queensland was held in the Geology Lecture Theatre of 
the University at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, 27th June, 1923. 

The President, Dr. HE. ©; Marks, B.A., B.K., MD, 
who was in the chair, announced that His Excellency, Six 
Matthew Nathan, had expressed his regret at being unable 
to attend through indisposition. 

The minutes of the previous monthly meeting were 
read and confirmed. 

A paper by T. G. Jones, B.Sc., A.I.C., and F. B. Smith. 
B.Se., F.I.C., entitled, ‘‘Notes on the Essential Oil of 
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Daphnandra aromatica,’’ was tabled and taken as read. 
Chiefly the oil of the bark, which contains 95 per cent. of 

safrol, is dealt with. 

Mr. H. A. Longman, F.L.S., delivered a lecture 

entitled, ‘‘ Australian Marsupials,’’ illustrating his remarks 

with specimens and lantern slides. Although species of 

large macropods were at present so numerous as to be pests 
in many Western districts, a plea was made for fenced 

inland reserves—including one by the main railway—for 

their special protection. The lecturer stated that the fossil 

marsupial fauna was even more characteristically 

Australian than that of to-day, and the evolution of the 

group had largely taken place here. He thought that fossil 

evidence would one day be forthcoming for the northern 

origin of remote ancestors. 

A vote of thanks was accorded the lecturer on the 

motion of Dr. J. V. Duhig, seconded by Mr. R. A. Wearne. 

Mr. H. Tryon and Mr. Donald Gunn (a visitor) took part 

in the discussion. 

The Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Society will be 

held in the Geology Lecture Theatre of the University at 

8 p.m. on Tuesday, 24th July. 

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS, 24TH JuLY, 1923. 

The Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Society was 

held in the Geology Lecture Theatre of the University 

at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, 24th July, 1923. 

The President, Dr. E. O. Marks, B.A., B.E., M.D., in 

the chair. 

The minutes of the previous monthly meeting were 
read and confirmed. 

Mr. F.-B. Guthrie, -F.1.C.,° was nominates tae 

Ordinary Membership. 

The Council’s appointment of Prof. E. J. Goddard, 
B.A., D.Sc., as Hon. Librarian was ratified on the motion 

of Mr. P. Sylow, seconded by Prof. Richards. 
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On the motion of Prof. Richards, seconded by Mr. 

Longman, the Society’s appreciation was accorded Mr. 

W. H. Bryan, M.Se. (Vice-President), for his work as 

Hon. Librarian. 

Mr. H. A. Longman, F.L.S., exhibited two skins of 

pouch embryos of the grey kangaroo (JMacropus gigan- 

teus), which had been taken from one mother by Mr. H. 

S. Smith of Morven, and sent to the Queensland Museum. 

One skin was quite naked, whilst the other was consider- 

ably larger and thinly haired. Although it was just 

possible that the kangaroo may have acted as foster mother 

to the larger pouch embryo, it seemed probable that this 
was a case of supplementary twins, such as that recorded 

in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society, 1912, page 

234. 

Mr. C. T. White, F.L.S., read a paper, by himself 

and W. D. Francis, entitled ‘* Contributions to the Queens- 
land Flora, Part II.’’ One new genus (Placospermum, 

Nat. Order Proteacex) and nine new species are described. 

The new species are Calophyllum touriga, Aglaia Jerru- 

ginca, Eugenia macrohila, Eugenia Petriei, Ardisia bifaria, 

Cryptocarya foveolata, Cryptocarya pleurosperma, Placos- 

permum coriaceum and Croton densevestitum. Sixteen 

species are recorded for the State for the first time. Mr. 

Longiman discussed the paper. 

In communicating his paper entitled, ‘‘ Notes on the 

Physiography of Eastern New Guinea and Surrounding 

Island Groups,’’ Rev. C. H. Massey delivered a lecture on 

the subject. He described the geological features of the 

Rabaul Harbour and the country within a 20-mile radius. 

The recent volcanic disturbances in that area were referred 

to, and the lecturer correlated the predominant mountain 

ranges of Eastern New Guinea and New Britain with the 

ocean basins of the South-Western Pacific. 

A vote of thanks was accorded the lecturer on the 

motion of Prof. Richards, seconded by Mr. W. H. Bryan, 

and supported by the President and Mr. L. C. Ball. 

Owing to the absence of a large number of the active 

members of the Society, the August Monthly Meeting was 

not held. 

Resta ke 
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS, 24TH SEPTEMBER, 1923, | 

The Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Society was: 

held in the Geology Lecture Theatre of the University 

at 8 p.m. on Monday, 24th September, 1923. 

The President, Dr, E. O. Marks, B.A., B.E., M.D., in 
the chair. 

The minutes of the previous Monthly Meeting were: 
read and confirmed. 

Dr. F. W. 8. Cumbrae-Stewart, B.A., Prof. T. Parnell, 

M.A., and Mr. T. W. Heney were nominated for member- 

ship 

Mr. F. B. Guthrie, F.I.C., was unanimously elected as. 

an ordinary member. 
¢ 9? 

Specimens of the Quetta “‘meteorite’’? were exhibited 

on behalf of Prof. Skertchly. The exhibit was commented 

upon by Prof. Richards. 

Prof. H, C. Richards, D.Se., read a paper by himself 
and Mr. W. H. Bryan, M.Se., entitled ‘‘ Permo-Carboni- 

ferous Volcanic Activity in Southern Queensland,’’ <A 

series of lavas and tuffs met with in the Silverwood-Lucky 

Valley area are dealt with in the paper. These rocks, on 

account of their resistance to weathering, are the 
dominating topographic forms in their immediate locality, 

and in some eases act as important divides. One outcrop 
measured 4,250 ft. in minimum thickness, and the authors. 

have reasons for assuming that the total thickness is much 

greater. Both the flows and the associated pyroclastic 

rocks are for the most part of an acid nature, and many 

beautiful examples of spheroidal and fluidal rhyolites were 

observed. More basic voleanics are represented in the 

upper part of the series, but in smaller amount. 

A vote of thanks was accorded the authors on the 

motion of Mr. L. C. Ball, B.E., seconded by Dr. H. LI. 

Jensen, and supported by Mr. Gurney and the President. 

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS, 29TH OcToBER, 1923. 

The Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Society was 
held in the Geology Lecture Theatre of the University at 

8 p.m. on Monday, 29th October, 1923. 
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The President, Dr. E. O. Marks, B.A., B.E., M.D., in 

the chair. 

The minutes of the previous monthly mecting were 

read and confirmed. 

Dr. Cumbrae-Stewart, Mr. T. W. Heney, and Professor 

T. Parnell, M.A., were unanimously elected as ordinary 

members. 

Mr. W. B. Alexander, M.A., exhibited pellets produced 

by the Boobook Owl, ‘‘Laughing Jackass,’’ Wedge-tailed 

Eagle, and Australian Crow coilected by him in the Rock- 

hampton district. He stated that though it had long been 

known that owls ejected from the mouth pellets of bones 

and fur, it had only recently been discovered that some 

Australian Kingfishers had a similar habit, and it had not 
hitherto been known that eagles and crows produced 

pellets. Those of the crow exhibited were of special 

interest because they contained numerous seeds of prickly- 

pear, thus indicating conclusively that these birds spread 

that plant. 

Professor E. J. Goddard, B.A., D.Sc., exhibited speci- 

mens of Peripatus capensis, which, he explained, was the 

classic subject worked upon by Professor Sedgwick. It is 

the finest species of the genus and is distributed in the 

West Indies, Brazil, South Africa, India, East Indies, 

Australia, and New Zealand. Like so many other forms 

of the Southern hemisphere it is a primitive type, and its 

distribution has been much abused by zoogeographers. 

The President exhibited specimens of hollow  eal- 

careous nodules containing drusy cavities, which were 

found in sandstone near Ipswich, and a cylindrical stone 

implement of unusual shape, which had been ploughed up 

near Taroom, and sent in by Mr. A. H. Blackman. This 

would be placed in the Queensland Museum. 

Mr. W. H. Bryan, M.Sec., communicated a paper 

entitled, ‘‘The Queensland Inocerami, collected by Lum- 

holz in 1881,’’ by F. W. Whitehouse, B.Sc., Foundation 

Travelling Scholar, Department of Geology, University of 

Queensland. In the paper the author describes the results 

of his re-examination of the Inocerami which were collected 

by Lumholz from Minnie Downs, near Tambo, in 1881, 

and subsequently deposited in the University of Kristiania. 
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The examination of this material was undertaken in 

connection with a general revision of the Queensland 

Inocerami. The author redescribes the type of J. maximus 

Lumholz, describes two new species, 7. scutulatus and I. 

procerus, and compares these with European and other 

species. Professor Richards commented upon the paper. 

Dr. A. Jefferis Turner, M.D., opened a discussion on 

the origin of the Australian Fauna. Professors Goddard 

and Richards, and Messrs. Longman, Bryan, Alexander, 

Bennett, and Hardy took part in the discussion. 

Two public lectures by Professor J. Cossar Ewart, 

F.R.S., of the Edinburgh University, were held under the 

auspices of the Society. One, entitled “‘The History of 

Feathers and the Breeding of King Penguins,*’ was held 

on 17th October. His Excellency Sir Matthew Nathan, 
P.C., G.C.M.G., presided. A vote of thanks was accorded 

the lecturer on the motion of Dr. J. Lockhart Gibson, 

M.D., seconded by Mr. W. B. Alexander, M.A. ‘he 

other, entitled ‘‘The Scientific Breeding of Sheep,’’ was 

held on 18th October. The Premier of Queensland, the 

Hon. E. G. Theodore, presided. A vote of thanks was 

accorded the leeturer on the motion of Mr. A. H. Whit- 
tingham, seconded by Professor Goddard, B.A., D.Se. 

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS, 24TH NOVEMBER, 1923. 

The Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Society was 

held in the Geology Lecture Theatre of the University at 

8 p.m. on Monday, 24th November, 1923. 

The President, Dr. E. O. Marks, B.A., B.E., M.D., in 

the chair. 

The minutes of the previous Monthly Meeting were 

read and confirmed. 

T. G. H, Jones, B.Sc., A-LC., and P. C. Vibbitsmsyenre 

nominated for membership. 

The President announced that as the result of a 

deputation to the Premier, the Hon. E. G. Theodore,- the 
Government had consented to subsidise the Society to the 
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extent of £ for £ of the amount expended in printing up 

to £150 per annum. The deputation consisted of Professors 

Richards and Goddard and himself. 

Mr. H. A. Longman, F.L.S., exhibited a sub-fossil 

aboriginal mandible, dredged with sand and gravel from the 

Brisbane River near Indooroopilly Bridge and presented to 

the Queensland Museum by Dr. E. 8. Jackson, which was 

within the range of variation of present-day specimens. 

He also exhibited a young Pteropus poliocephalus (head 

and body 155 mm. in length), which was attached to its 

mother when shot during flight. 

Mr. 8B. Dunstan, Chief Government Geologist, 
delivered a lecture entitled “‘Some New Ideas on the 

Artesian System.’’? His remarks were illustrated by a 

series of coloured lantern slides. Messrs. Tibbits, Prof. 

Richards, J. B. Henderson, Prof. Goddard, and the Presi- 

dent took part in the discussion on the subject. 

A paper by T. G. Jones, B.Se., and F. B. Smith, B.Se., 
entitled ‘‘The Composition of the Volatile Oil of the Leaf 

of Daphnandra aromatica,’? was tabled and taken as read. 
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Publications have been received from the following Institutions, 
Societies, etc., and are hereby gratefully acknowledged. 

AFRICA. 

Durban Museum, Durban. 

AMERICA. 

BrAzIL— 

Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, Rio Janeiro. 

CANADA— 

Department of Mines, Ottawa. 

Royal Canadian Institute, Toronto. 

Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, Toronto. 

Royal Society of Canada, Ottawa. 

UNITED STATES— 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston. 

American Geographical Society, New York. 

Academy of Natural Science, Philadelphia, 

American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia. 

Californian Academy of Science, San Francisco. 

Indiana Academy of Science. 

Rochester Academy of Science. 

National Academy of Science and Smithsonian Institute, Washington. 

Library of Congress. 

American Museum of Natural History, New York City. 

New York Zoological Society, New York. 

Department of Agriculture. 

Arnold Arboretum, 

Department of Commerce, New York. 

Missouri Botanic Gardens, St. Louis, Missouri. 

University of California, Berkley. 

University of Colorado. 

Cornell University. 

John Hopkins University. 

University of Illinois, Urbana. 

Ohio State University. 

University of Kansas, Lawrence. 

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 

Oberlin College. 

National Research Council. 

Buffalo Society of Natural Science. 

Portland Society of Natural History. 

Lloyd Library. 

The University of Michigan, Michigan. 

Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. 
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MEXxIco— 

Instituto Geologico de Mexico, Mexico. 

Sociedad Cientifica, Mexico, 

ASTA. 

INDIA— 

Colombo Museum, Colombo, Ceylon. 

Agricultural Institute, Pusa, Bengal. 

Geological Survey of India. 

Superintendent, Government Printing. 

Survey of India, Dehra Dun. 

JAVA— 

Department van Landbrouw, Batavia. 

Konincklyke Naturkundige, Batavia. 

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS— 

Bureau of Science, Manila. 

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND. 

‘QUEEN SLAND— 

Field Naturalists’ Club, Brisbane. 

Geological Survey of Queensland, Brisbane. 

Queensland Museum, Brisbane. 

Government Statistician, Brisbane. 

New South WALEsS— 

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science, Sydney. 

Department of Agriculture, New South Wales. 

Botanie Gardens, Sydney. 

Geological Survey of New South Wales, Sydney. 

Public Library, Sydney. 

Linnean Society of New South Wales, Sydney. 

Australian Museum, Sydney. 

Royal Society of New South Wales, Sydney. 

Naturalists’ Society of New South Wales, Sydney. 

University of Sydney. 

VICTORIA— 

Bureau of Census and Statistics, Melbourne. 

Royal Society of Victoria, Melbourne. 

Field Naturalists’ Club, Melbourne. 

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne. 

Department of Mines, Melbourne. 

Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Melbourne. 

National Museum, Melbourne. 

Institute of Science and Industry, Melbourne. 

Scientific Australian. 
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TASMANIA— 

Royal Society of Tasmania, Hobart. 

Field Naturalists’ Club, Hobart, Tasmania. 

Geological Survey of Tasmania. 

SoutTH AUSTRALIA— 

Royal Society of South Australia, Adelaide. 

Royal Geographical Society of South Australia, Adelaide. 

National Museum of South Australia, Adelaide. 

Geological Survey of South Australia, Adelaide. 

West AUSTRALIA— 

Royal Society of West Australia, Perth. 
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